
The Ethics of Multiple Citizenship

Citizenship is no longer an exclusive relationship. Many people today
are citizens of multiple countries, whether by birth, naturalization, or
even through monetary means, with schemes fast-tracking citizenship
applications from foreigners making large investments in the state.Moral
problems surround each of those ways of acquiring a second citizenship,
while retaining one’s original citizenship. Multiple citizenship can also
have morally problematic consequences for the coherence of collective
decisions, for the constitution of the demos, and for global inequality.
The phenomenon of multiple citizenship and its ramifications remains
understudied, despite its magnitude and political importance. In this
innovative book, Ana Tanasoca explores these issues and shows how
they could be avoided by unbundling the rights that currently come with
citizenship and allocating them separately. It will appeal to scholars and
students of normative political theory, citizenship, global justice, and
migration in political science, law, and sociology.

ana tanasoca is a postdoctoral research fellow at the Centre for
Deliberative Democracy and Global Governance, University of Canberra.
Broadly interested in analytic normative political theory, her principal
current research project explores the moral and epistemic dimensions
of deliberation. Her work has been published in the European Journal of
Sociology, the Australasian Journal of Philosophy, and Moral Philosophy and
Politics.
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1 Introduction

Increasingly many people today are ‘multiple citizens’1 – individuals who
belong to, and have membership rights in, more than one state. Their
exact number is not known. Few states have gathered or published data.2

But from what is already known, these numbers are likely to be substan-
tial. Furthermore, given the increasing acceptance of multiple citizenship
in the citizenship laws of many states,3 it is highly likely that their number
increased rapidly over the past dozen years.

Some estimates are so rough as to be virtually worthless. For example,
estimates of the number of US citizens with additional citizenships
elsewhere vary wildly, between half a million and 5.7 million.4 And it is
said – once again, ever so roughly – that Western Europe harbours a total
of ‘several million and rising’ dual citizens.5 But in some places there are
more precise estimates. For example, in 2009 the Netherlands had more
than 1.1 million dual citizens (out of 16.5 million total population), three
times the number in 1995.6 And according to a Parliamentary Library
brief, fully 23 per cent (4.4 million out of 19 million) of Australia’s
population were estimated to be dual citizens at the turn the twenty-
first century.7

Even if precise numbers are not easy to come by, the phenomenon of
multiple citizenship is clearly common, and increasingly so. As such, it is
a phenomenon fully worthy of academic inquiry, at both theoretical and
empirical levels. Yet despite significantly influencing the political and

1 For convenience and clarity, throughout this book I will use ‘dual citizens’ and ‘multiple
citizens’ – as well as ‘dual citizenship’, ‘multiple citizenship’, and ‘plural citizenship’ –
interchangeably.

2 The Australian Bureau of Statistics, for example, explicitly declined to gather data about
Australian dual citizens. See Millbank 2000–1.

3 De Groot 2003; Sejersen 2008.
4 Faist and Gerdes 2008.
5 Feldblum 2000.
6 Nicolaas 2009.
7 Millbank 2000–1.

1
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economic life of states, multiple citizenship remains ‘among the most
understudied incidents of globalization’.8

I The Legal History of Multiple Citizenship

Prior to the liberalization of multiple citizenship, mono-nationality was
the universal standard: everyone had to be citizen of one state only.
Moreover, for a long time, state membership was considered to be an
unbreakable tie. According to the doctrine of ‘perpetual allegiance’ – a
remnant of the feudal system – one was supposed to belong to one state
once and for all time. Blackstone’s eighteenth-century Commentaries on
the Laws of England, for example, holds that obligations to one’s state are
‘a debt of gratitude, which cannot be forfeited, cancelled, or altered by
any change in time, place and circumstance . . . An Englishman who
removes to France, or to China, owes the same allegiance to the king of
England there as at home, and twenty years hence as well as now.’9

The doctrine of perpetual allegiance was one of the casus belli of
the 1812 war between the United Kingdom and the United States. The
United Kingdom refused to recognize the US naturalization of its sub-
jects and impressed some of its expatriates (whom the United States
insisted were UK ex-citizens) sailing under the US flag in order to make
up for a shortage of sailors in its own fleet. Also, during the 1860s, some
Western states (France, Prussia, and the Scandinavian countries) tried,
upon their return home, to conscript some of their natives who had in the
meantime become American citizens.10 Moreover, in 1868, the United
Kingdom prosecuted a group of naturalized Americans, members of the
Fenian Brotherhood, treating them as natives despite their request to
be tried by a special procedure reserved for aliens. The United States
objected on the grounds that upon naturalization they were no longer
British subjects but American citizens. In response, the American Congress
also adopted the Expatriation Act in 1868, reasserting an individual’s right
to change allegiance from one country to another.

Across the second half of the nineteenth century, states gradually
came to acknowledge a right to expatriation, thus ending the doctrine
of perpetual allegiance. Yet expatriation was understood as only a swap
of allegiance from one state to another (a trade, that is), not as involving
a multiplication of the bonds of allegiance (as with multiple citizen-
ship). Allegiance to the state was still supposed to be exclusive and

8 Spiro 2008b, p. 189.
9 Blackstone [1753] 1893, book I, ch. X, p. 369.

10 Roche 1951, p. 282.

2 Introduction
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absolute.11 International efforts aimed to reduce cases of multiple
nationality,12 first through bilateral agreements such as the Bancroft
treaties,13 and later through international treaties under the patronage
of the League of Nations, such as the 1930 Convention on Certain
Questions Relating to the Conflict of Nationality Laws.14

The proliferation of multiple citizenship in more recent times was
facilitated by several shifts in international and domestic law in the
post-war era. One was that, after 1945, with the growing professional-
ization of the military (fuelled subsequently by post-materialism and
pacifist movements in the 1960s), citizenship was increasingly decoupled
from military duties. In consequence, states increasingly started turning
a blind eye toward the 1963 Strasbourg Convention on the Reduction of
Cases of Multiple Nationality and Military Obligations in Cases of Multiple
Nationality. Another important factor in the evolution of multiple citi-
zenship was a set of decisions made by some law courts in Germany and
France during the 1970s, recognizing a right to permanent residence for
long-term immigrants.15 Gender equality was a third factor spurring the
expanding acceptance of multiple citizenship. From the 1980s onward,
states began recognizing the right of women (as well as of men) to pass on
their citizenship to their offspring (jus sanguinis a patre et a matre).

In consequence of all of those influences, under the 1993 Second Proto-
col amending the 1963 Convention and the 1997 European Convention
on Nationality, dual citizenship was no longer banned. On the contrary,
states now see dual citizenship as a powerful instrument incentivizing
naturalization and promoting integration.

II Academic Reception and Debates

How did academics react to these developments? Unsurprisingly, the
first academics to notice and discuss multiple citizenship were legal
scholars. And as pointed out below, today’s literature on multiple citizen-
ship remains largely dominated by the legalistic perspective. But while

11 Aleinikoff 1986.
12 Throughout this book I will use ‘nationality’ and ‘citizenship’ interchangeably.
13 The first treaties were conventions signed in 1868 between the United States and the

German states (negotiated by diplomat and historian George Bancroft, hence the name),
prior to German unification, relating to expatriation, military service, naturalization, and
resumption of nationality. (The Bancroft treaties are available at https://archive.org/details/
cu31924005227503.) Later, however, the United States signed similar conventions with
other states as well (e.g., Mexico, China, Sweden, and Norway). See Boll 2007, p. 185,
n. 40.

14 Available at www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b3b00.html.
15 Weil 2002, p. 16.

Introduction 3
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rich in legal detail, such studies are theoretically remarkably thin, espe-
cially at the normative level. The rich normative and political implica-
tions of the phenomenon have thus so far passed with little comment.

A What Will Be Said

This book aims to fill precisely this gap. Its goal is to shed light on the
ethical and political aspects of multiple citizenship, integrating this phe-
nomenon with mainstream normative political theory. I will be thus less
interested in the legal and empirical details of multiple citizenship as
such, and more in how the phenomenon resonates with some of the
burgeoning debates in political theory: debates concerning immigration
and the boundaries of the demos, domestic and global equality and
justice, public justification and deliberation, and commodification. Such
a holistic and eclectic approach to the topic might, of course, leave
narrower specialists on the topic of citizenship dissatisfied. Yet this book
targets precisely that wider audience of mainstream political theorists,
rather than the smaller set of citizenship specialists.

The main argument of this book is that, in its present form, multiple
citizenship should not be embraced and defended indiscriminately.
There are numerous reasons for that, which I discuss at length through-
out the book: multiple citizenship may undermine the democratic con-
sensus legitimizing collective decisions (Chapter 5). It sustains global
inequality (Chapter 7). It may even compromise more ambitious cosmo-
politan projects that are more morally justifiable and politically efficient
(Chapter 8). Hence I discuss alternatives to multiple citizenship, as well
as reforms that can improve its practice. These alternatives and reforms
(Chapters 2, 3, and 8) capture all the advantages of multiple citizenship
and more, while at the same time avoiding the problems it poses. The
main alternative is an unbundling of citizenship rights and the granting
of only a subset of full citizenship rights in the case of a second or
third citizenship. Awarding people less than the full current bundle of
citizenship rights in those circumstances would circumvent the over-
inclusiveness that granting multiple citizenship can currently cause
(see Chapters 6 and 8).

As will be clear by the end of this book, I do not propose any grand
theory of citizenship. The main point of my constructive critique of
multiple citizenship is, after all, that the category of citizenship as we
know it should, at least in certain cases, be abandoned in favour of a
more flexible separate allocation of the different rights and duties usually
associated with it. One should not have to go through the burdensome
process of becoming a citizen (potentially a multiple citizen as well) just

4 Introduction
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to have access to particular rights we have good reason to believe one
should be entitled to on other grounds (residence, contributions, social
ties, affected interests, and so on). Indeed, as the phenomenon of ‘deni-
zenship’ shows, some states (in particular, Western liberal democracies)
have already started decoupling some rights from citizenship, the most
prominent example being that of foreign residents being entitled to vote
in regional elections.16 What I argue for is, if you will, a more extensive,
systematic, and radical decoupling of rights from citizenship – an exten-
sion of denizenship rather than a proliferation of multiple citizenships.
Instead of making people citizens, granting them all the rights of citizen-
ship once and for all, states could grant particular categories of rights to
people according to different criteria, for limited periods of time. Differ-
ent rights could be allocated according to different principles in order to
maximize democratic legitimacy, (global) equality, and efficiency. I will
give some examples of different grounds we can envisage for the allocation
of some categories of rights. Yet my basic point is simple: instead of
granting people a second or third citizenship – instead of turning people
into multiple citizens – we should grant them particular categories of rights
without making them (much less requiring that they become) citizens.

Before elaborating the structure of the book and summarizing the
themes of its component chapters, I will offer a brief overview of what
scholars have already said about multiple citizenship. I will engage with,
rely on, and offer challenges to many of these claims in the chapters to
come. But that is for later. The aim of the summary that follows is merely
to situate the book in the ongoing discussion, showing how its foci fit
with, and differ from, those of the existing literature.

B What Has Been Said

Two different strands can be identified in the literature on multiple
citizenship. In one camp are found the legal scholars (for example, Martin,
Bosniak, Spiro, Schuck, Aleinikoff, Klusmeyer, and Hailbronner)17

examining, with a light theoretical touch, the growing acceptance of
multiple citizenship in both domestic and international law. In the other
camp are found the social theorists and political scholars focusing on the
effects of globalization (such as Soysal, Sassen, Castles and Davidson,
Hansen, and Weil).18 These two camps are by no means isolated from

16 Hammar 1990.
17 See Aleinikoff and Klusmeyer 2001; Bosniak 2001–2; Martin 1999, 2014; Martin and

Hailbronner 2003; Schuck 1998; Spiro 1997, 2010, 2016.
18 Castles and Davidson 2000; Hansen and Weil 2002; Sassen 2002b; Soysal 1994.
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one another. Quite the contrary, they definitely do speak to one another.
For example, after social theorists couched multiple citizenship as the
epitome of postnationalism, legal theorists seized upon that thought and
developed it further.19

Still, the literature on multiple citizenship is limited. It consists primar-
ily of a few notable legal treatises20 and various articles and chapters
focusing specifically on this phenomenonmostly (with some exceptions21)
from a purely legal standpoint.22 Then there are several edited volumes
combining legal perspectives with single country case studies.23 Finally,
there are some scattered references to multiple citizenship in works on
postnationalism and globalization,24 as well as in works on immigration
and citizenship more generally.25

What general claims about multiple citizenship can be found in that
scholarship? The first and perhaps most important claim concerns the
postnational character of multiple nationality. Multiple citizenship is
above all – and wrongly I shall argue (see Chapters 7 and 8) – embraced
by the social theorists of postnationalism (from Soysal to Sassen) as an
eminently postnational form of membership. ‘Postnational citizenship’ is
an umbrella term capturing various global developments, such as

the membership of the long-term noncitizen immigrants in western countries, who
hold various rights and privileges without a formal nationality status; . . . the
increasing instances of dual citizenship, which breaches the traditional notions of
political membership and loyalty in a single state; . . . European Union citizenship,
which represents a multitiered form of membership; and . . . subnational citizenships
in culturally or administratively autonomous regions of Europe.26

Postnationalists point out the fact that states are no longer the sole
locus of democracy, identity, and solidarity or the sole depository of
rights. Spurred by globalization, such developments (multiple citizenship
included) signal the waning of state sovereignty, the denationalization
of citizenship, and the advent of a new cosmopolitan order.27 Most

19 Bosniak 2001–2; Spiro 2008b.
20 See Aghahosseini 2007; Boll 2007; Vonk 2012.
21 Political theoretical approaches can be found in Blatter (2011) and Weinstock (2010).
22 See, for example, Bloemraad 2004; Cook-Martin 2013; Faist 2001; Hammar 1985;

Jones-Correa 2001; Kruger and Verhellen 2011; Martin 1999, 2014; Spiro 1997,
2010, 2016.

23 E.g., Faist and Kivisto 2008; Hansen and Weil 2002; Kalekin-Fishman and Pitkänen
2007; Martin and Hailbronner 2003; Pitkänen and Kalekin-Fishman 2007.

24 E.g., Castles and Davidson 2000; Jacobson 1996, 1998–9; Mathias, Jacobson, and Lapid
2001; Sassen 1999, 2002a, 2002b; Soysal 1996.

25 See Aleinikoff and Klusmeyer 2001; Bosniak 2006; Schuck 1998.
26 Soysal 2004, p. 335.
27 Sassen 2002b, p. 279.
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importantly, postnationalists have high hopes for postnational forms of
membership like multiple citizenship to be more inclusive and global-
egalitarian than standard membership, and thus better able to support an
extension of the scope of justice from the domestic to the global level.

I debunk some of these claims in Chapter 7, where I focus on the
global justice consequences of multiple citizenship. There I emphasize
how it amplifies original inequalities and injustices in the allocation and
exercise of state membership. Contrary to postnationalists, I argue that
multiple citizenship is by no means globally egalitarian or more all-
inclusive than regular state membership. On the contrary: it is accessible
mostly to the global financial elites (see Chapter 4 on dual citizenship by
investment) and considerably less to the global poor.28 It is avant-garde
all right, but in its elitist and exclusivist form! More importantly, multiple
citizenship is far from being a brand-new cosmopolitan (or postnational),
hence, progressive form of membership. Its distribution is still uniquely
controlled by states; the rights and duties it enables are exercised inside
these states; and, moreover, these states still claim that citizenship speaks
to national identity, one way or another (note well the ‘nationalism’

inside ‘transnationalism ’, for example). In short, multiple citizenship
is a very poor proxy for far more ambitious projects such as global
citizenship (Chapter 8).

Legal theorists agree with social theorists when it comes to the post-
national character of multiple citizenship, although they typically see it as
more of a mixed blessing.29 ‘Plural citizenship both reflects and acceler-
ates postnationalism’, they agree, warning that the ‘acceptance of plural
citizenship is likely to lower the intensity of the citizen-state affiliation,
and in turn, the intensity of bonds among citizens’.30 Whether those
developments are good or bad is, however, an open question. Some
worry that multiple citizenship marks a devaluation of state citizenship,
that it undermines exclusive attachment to a community and encourages
strategic behaviour on the part of the individuals, and that it erodes
the distinctiveness of national communities.31 Even if they do not stem
from sheer blind nationalism, such complaints reflect an obsolete under-
standing of state functioning. Setting aside any initial suspicion they
might have had about it, in the end legal theorists accept that realistically

28 Calhoun 2002.
29 Spiro (2008b) was initially sceptical but in a later article is more favourable to a

liberalization of multiple citizenship, seeing it as a way of lowering naturalization costs
and boosting individual autonomy (Spiro 2010). The same can be said about other
scholars as well. (See, e.g., Martin’s other works cited above.)

30 Spiro 2008b, p. 189.
31 See Schuck 1998; Spiro 2008b.
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states can no longer resist multiple citizenship. The best thing states can
do in order to avoid becoming irrelevant is to adapt – with multiple
citizenship being precisely one of the main adaptations that will permit
states (and state citizenships as such) to survive, and perhaps even thrive.

A second important claim concerns the relationship between multiple
citizenship and democracy. A major principle in democratic theory is that
a democratic state cannot deprive a segment of its population of the right
to participate in decision making. Multiple citizenship allowed states to
integrate more efficiently large numbers of long-term immigrants. One
reason for the latter’s reluctance to naturalize was precisely the cost
they had to bear upon doing so, namely, renouncing their citizenship in
their state of origin. By accepting multiple citizenship, receiving states
decreased the costs of naturalizing and thus encouraged naturalizations.
Some claim there is a direct causal relationship between the increase in
the number of naturalizations and this liberalization of multiple nation-
ality.32 That might well be the case.

But while dual citizenship may solve problems of political under-
inclusiveness in immigration states, it stokes problems of political over-
inclusiveness in emigration states. (It does so at least according to some
democratic principles for constituting the demos, like the legally subjected
principle.) In Chapter 6, I point out how this problem could have been
easily solved: instead of keeping citizenship unitary but allowing for
its duplication (that is, dual citizenship), states could have insisted on
unbundling citizenship rights and allocating component rights separately.
A disaggregation of citizenship rights would permit immigration states to
integrate migrants politically without naturalizing them – by granting them
political rights only. It would also permit emigration states to solve their
overinclusiveness without losing their citizens (if another state requires
them to renounce their previous citizenship upon naturalizing there) or
denaturalizing their citizens (if this is the state’s policy in cases where its
citizens acquire another citizenship). The proposal would achieve that by
allowing emigrants to keep, in their state of origin, the rest of the rights of
citizenship, just not political rights as well.

The relationship between dual citizenship and political participation is
less straightforward. It is not really known, for example, whether dual
citizenship makes a difference for people’s electoral behaviour, and if
so what the difference is. Are dual citizens more or less likely to vote
in elections? That is not known. The existing studies are ill-designed
and too limited to give a clear answer (see my critique in Chapter 5).33

32 Vink 2013.
33 See, e.g., Escobar 2004; Roikanen 2011; Staton, Jackson, and Canache 2007b.
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In this book, however, I set aside claims about the electoral behaviour of
dual citizens and focus instead on other aspects of political participation,
like public deliberation and collective rationality, which could well
be affected by dual citizenship. In Chapter 5, I examine the ways in
which dual citizenship disrupts one type of democratic consensus –

meta-agreement – which serves the important function of legitimizing
collective decisions.

Another common discussion concerning multiple citizens revolves
around jurisdictional conflicts that can occur between the states of citizen-
ship.34 One main argument against multiple membership has, for a long
time, been the potential conflict between a multiple citizen’s military
duties toward each of his different countries. As I have already noted,
this was historically a major obstacle in the way of dual citizenship, but it
is one that gradually disappeared as states professionalized their armies
and abandoned compulsory military service. Still, other types of legal
conflicts between states remain possible, since in addition to territorial
jurisdiction states exercise personal jurisdiction over their citizens as well.
The latter means that a state has an internationally recognized right to
prosecute its own nationals for what it considers as crimes even if they are
perpetrated on another state’s territory, and perhaps even to prosecute
nationals of other states for what it regards as crimes perpetrated against
its own nationals, as well as to offer diplomatic protection to its own
nationals wherever these might be.35 Multiple citizenship makes it pos-
sible for several states to exercise jurisdiction, under one heading or
another, over the same individual – thus making conflicts of jurisdiction
between states more likely.

It has long been legally the case that dual citizens could not invoke the
protection of one of their states of citizenship against their other state of
citizenship. Such interventions were deemed to be unwelcome by the
community of states insofar as they breached the principle of sovereign
equality among states. This norm was repudiated, however, in the cases of
the US-Iran claims tribunal, and it has come into question from then
onward.36 Dual citizens have come to enjoy extensive opportunities for
jurisdiction shopping. The more countries persons are citizens of, the
larger their set of options as to where to settle their legal affairs (with
respect to various issues ranging from family matters to business dealings).

34 See Oeter 2003; Orfield 1949.
35 The passive personality principle is, however, often overruled in favour of other legal

principles (e.g., the territorial principle). For a discussion, see Dickinson 1935 and
Doyle 2012.

36 See Aghahosseini 2007.
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These legal and political consequences of multiple citizenship are
certainly pertinent from the point of view of democratic theory, as
I shall observe at various points in this book. Yet jurisdictional conflicts
are only incidentally rather than uniquely associated with multiple citi-
zenship. Accordingly, they figure in this book only occasionally and in
passing.

III The Arguments to Come

This book consists of two parts. Part I examines the legitimacy of various
grounds of acquisition of multiple citizenship and their justification. The
chapters in Part I aim to answer several questions: Is multiple citizenship
more or less legitimate depending on how it was acquired? And if so,
why? I consider three modes of acquisition: birth, naturalization, and
investment, each the subject of a dedicated chapter.

Chapter 2 focuses on birthright multiple citizenship. In an era of
increased global mobility, more children are born into mixed multi-
national families, and hence more individuals become multiple citizens
on the basis of their birth circumstances. Jus sanguinis, on its own or in
combination with jus soli, can create a legal entitlement to multiple
nationality. Some states, like Norway or Germany, have imposed restric-
tions on birthright dual citizenship, but not without stirring social pro-
test. This chapter discusses whether such restrictions are legitimate and
whether birth circumstances alone (blood ties to another citizen or birth
on the state’s territory) ought normatively give individuals moral entitle-
ments to multiple nationality. I maintain that such arguments in favour
of multiple citizenship – grounded in the special relationship between
children and their parents or in the parents’ ‘right’ to transmit citizenship
to their children and the children’s ‘right’ to take on this citizenship –

are misguided and reflect a grave misunderstanding of the nature and
particularity of citizenship as such. I conclude by introducing a policy
proposal – a system of citizenship renewal – that would reform birthright
(multiple) citizenship.

Chapter 3 explores multiple citizenship by naturalization. Natural-
ization rules and citizenship tests – citizenship conditionality, more
generally – have been much-discussed among immigration theorists. Yet
little has been said about the legitimacy of each and every naturalization
requirement, taken separately. In this chapter I address two issues related
to naturalization and multiple membership. First, I analyze the legitimacy
of one naturalization requirement that makes a crucial difference to
dual citizenship: the renunciation of previous citizenship requirement.
I conclude that that requirement is morally problematic only if it is made
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by the state of residence instead of by the state of origin. Second, drawing
on the literature on choice architecture and nudging,37 I develop a novel
objection to dual citizenship via naturalization. I argue that what is morally
problematic in such cases is that dual citizenship arises by default, rather
than through an explicit individual choice. The reforms of naturalization
procedures proposed in this chapter emphasize the importance of actively
choosing one’s citizenship (a concern found in Chapter 2 as well).

Chapter 4 focuses on multiple citizenship via investment. Although not
all states grant citizenship upon investment, increasingly many do so.
States (for example, Austria) that standardly require renunciation of
previous citizenship upon naturalization tend especially to waive this
requirement for investors, thereby allowing investors but not other
individuals to become dual citizens. In truth, investor citizenship allows
people virtually to ‘buy’ citizenship. Citizenship was not the first status
historically to be put on the market, however. In this chapter, I put
forward arguments against multiple citizenship-by-investment drawing
on the analogy between the sale of citizenship and of noble titles.
I explore the historical objections to the sale of honours and show how
similar ones can be raised against investor dual citizenship as well. The aim
of the chapter’s central analogy is merely to reveal the ways in which
markets undermine values that commonly are (and arguably ideally should
be) associated with both systems of citizenship and systems of honours.
Through this analogy, this chapter offers a broader than usual account of
citizenship, bridging normative and historical perspectives on the topic.

Having discussed the modes of acquisition of multiple citizenship
I move on to discuss, in Part II, its consequences at both domestic and
global levels. At the domestic level, I study two mechanisms of decision
making, voting and deliberation, to show how multiple citizenship can
affect the legitimacy of decisions made by majority rule by undermining
collective rationality. At the global level, I analyze the implications of
multiple citizenship for global justice, and in particular its impact on global
inequality, by focusing on its interplay with international taxation rules.

Chapter 5 explores the implications of multiple citizenship for collective
decision making drawing on insights from social choice theory and psych-
ology. An important source of legitimacy of collective decisions is their
capacity to embody the coherent collective judgements and preferences
of a political community – the collective will of a people. If they do not,
they risk being meaningless. An important precondition for a coherent
collective decision to be reached through majority rule is the existence of

37 See Sunstein 2013a and 2013b; Thaler and Sunstein 2009.
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a common frame of reference to guide collective decision making. I point
out how dual citizenship could undermine collective rationality inside a
community by exposing its citizens to alternative frames of reference
guiding the decisions of another political community. Drawing on the
psychology of perception, I then cast doubt on whether dual citizens will
be able to systematically and reliably reformulate their preferences and
reconstitute their judgements in line with their two different commu-
nities’ frames of reference.

Chapter 6 studies multiple citizenship by reference to one of the
hottest debates in democratic theory, the problem of constituting the demos
(commonly known as the ‘boundary problem’). It thus addresses a
second aspect of collective decision making – the distribution of voting
rights. Various principles have been proposed as a solution to the bound-
ary problem. In this chapter I have in view three of them: the affected
interests principle (Arrhenius, Goodin), the legally subjected principle
(Miller, López-Guerra), and the unaffected interests principle (Frazer).38

I start by noticing that migration constitutes a challenge for each of these
three principles. What I am interested in, here, is whether or not multiple
citizenship brings demos boundaries more nearly in line with those that
are ideally prescribed by any of these principles. My argument is that it
does not, and that other policies would do a better job in this respect.
I argue that the problem lies in what is standardly seen as the inextricable
tie between citizenship status and political rights. Breaking this tie –

unbundling citizenship rights, and allocating political rights separately
from the rest – can make demos boundaries congruent with those ideally
prescribed by any of the aforementioned principles. I come back to one
of these policy proposals in Chapter 8, the concluding chapter.

Chapter 7 focuses on the consequences of multiple state membership
for global distributive justice. Is multiple citizenship more likely to serve the
cause of global equality than mono-nationality? I argue that multiple
citizenship accentuates global inequalities in virtue of two factors. One
is the present regime for allocating multiple citizenship, which advan-
tages the global rich. The second is the international norms regulating
taxation, which favour the (typically more prosperous) states of residence
over the (typically less prosperous) states of source. As regards the first
factor, I note that citizenship acts like a gatekeeper of good or bad life
opportunities and, by its exclusive character, locks people in what are
advantageous or disadvantageous environments. This gives us a reason
to neutralize the effects of citizenship tout court, whether mono-national

38 See Arrhenius 2005; Frazer 2014; Goodin 2007; López-Guerra 2005; Miller 2009.
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or multiple and whatever its mode of acquisition. But multiple citizenship
magnifies those objectionable advantages. To address them, I propose that
a separate tax be imposed on multiple citizenship. As regards the second
factor, I argue that global inequality is aggravated by multiple citizenship
coupled with an international double taxation regime favouring states
of residence. Very briefly, this happens as a result of several things: first,
double taxation regimes favour the state of residence over the state of
source; second, dual nationals will typically prefer to reside in the richer
of their states of citizenship, paying thereby their taxes to the richer state;
third, dual citizenship will make individuals more likely to take advantage
of double tax agreements and to do so in the longer term; and fourth, the
global rich will have greater access to dual nationality, in turn allowing
them to maximize their resources through double tax agreements.
I propose two solutions to address the global inequalities aggravated by
multiple citizenship. The first is a tax on multiple citizenship. The second
is the introduction of a prioritarian clause in the OECD Model Tax
Convention that would avoid double taxation but do so by always giving
priority, for taxation purposes, to the most economically disadvantaged
state having a potential tax claim on the same revenue.

In concluding, Chapter 8 begins with a short recap of the major claims
found in the literature on multiple citizenship, closing the circle opened
by this introduction. There I argue that those claims are misguided, by
reference to the arguments developed in the substantive chapters of the
book. But the concluding chapter does more than offer a mere recap. In
the conclusion, I also return to elaborate upon one particular policy
proposal offered in Chapter 6 as alternative to multiple citizenship: the
unbundling of citizenship rights. I argue that many of the pitfalls of
multiple citizenship discussed in all the previous chapters could be solved
by that unbundling proposal. I then offer some fine-tuning of the pro-
posal, identifying different variants of it and discussing implementation
strategies for them. I argue in favour of one in particular: a partial
unbundling, to be applied only to a second (or third or more) citizenship.
In this way the conclusion lays the foundations for new theoretical work
that would form a natural successor to this project.
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Part I

Acquisition

Upon what basis should a political theorist assess the moral justifiability
of multiple citizenship? It should be acknowledged from the beginning
(as I have done) that such inquiry would fall short of establishing analytic
truths, logically necessary, as are most sought after by normative political
theorists. The reason for that is simple: citizenship is a socially constructed legal
category whose content varies greatly depending on the decisions of those
who construct the category and define its content. So, political theorists
cannot aspire to any timeless truths about the concept of citizenship, or
hence multiple citizenship. One cannot expect to be able to put forward
arguments that multiple citizenship is logically and necessarily justifiable or
unjustifiable. Instead, one can only inquire into the phenomenon of ‘real
existing’multiple citizenship (i.e., as it is found in the world) or any realistic-
ally likely variation of it (multiple citizenship as it could be in worlds not too
far from our own). In this book I aspire to doing exactly that, looking at how
multiple citizenship emerges (Part I) and what its consequences are (Part II).

In Part I, I will look at the way(s) multiple citizenship is distributed. Again,
its distribution, as well as all other details of multiple citizenship, is a purely
contingentmatter, without any logical necessity about it.Hence, I will focus on
the present grounds of acquisition of citizenship that might give rise to multiple
citizenship, paying attention also, as appropriate, to various state-related
peculiarities. Is there anything morally objectionable about the way multiple
citizenship emerges in the first place? Depending on the circumstances of its
emergence, is multiple citizenship more or less morally justifiable? Finally, are
state measures restricting (the emergence or retention of ) multiple citizenship
legitimate? To answer these questions, I will examine three modes of acquisi-
tion: birth, naturalization, and investment, in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, respectively.1

1 I do not discuss here citizenship restoration, which can also give rise to dual citizenship.
Different categories of people can benefit from citizenship restoration – from political exiles
stripped of their citizenship by a hostile regime to external kinminorities inhabiting territories
thatwere once part of their ‘homeland’. In such cases, citizenship restorationmay be used as a
compensatorymeasureof reparative justice.One could, of course,wonderwhether citizenship
is the right currency for such policies. (For a discussion, see Bauböck 2009, p. 481.)
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2 Multiple Citizenship by Birthright

One can become a multiple citizen by virtue of one’s birth circumstances,
being born either to the right parents (jus sanguinis) or in the right place
(jus soli). For example, a child born to a Spanish father and a French
mother who was born and raised in the United Kingdom might simul-
taneously be a citizen of Spain, France, and the United Kingdom. The
Spanish and French citizenships would be granted on the ground of a
birth tie to his parents (jus sanguinis), the UK citizenship on the ground of
a birth tie to the state territory (jus soli).

Both grounds of citizenship allocation based on birthright, jus sanguinis
and jus soli, were widely adopted by states quite late, typically in the
nineteenth century.1 Before that the main ground for citizenship ascrip-
tion was jus domicili, or the principle of residence.2 Urban citizenship – one
of the main types of membership before the introduction of nationality in
the late eighteenth century – was distributed largely (but not exclusively)
according to residence in the city (jus domicili). Urban citizenship served
an important social welfare function, rewarding those who contributed to
the public good of the city while at the same time keeping at bay those who
would be a drain on it, such as the migrant foreign poor. In the Nether-
lands, for example, one could be treated in a local hospital only after ten
years of residence and could have access to municipal welfare institutions
only after fifteen years of residence.3 Urban citizenship unlocked other
opportunities as well: membership in guilds with monopolies on trade,
representation in local government, and protection of and accountability
to the legal courts.

Nowadays states commonly recognize birthright as a legitimate ground
for citizenship allocation. And, as intercultural marriages are becoming

1 Although we find proto elements of jus soli in ancient Athenian law as well as in Calvin’s
Case (1608), a legal decision according to which children born in Scotland after the
Union of the Crowns in 1603 were considered British subjects.

2 Brubaker 1992.
3 Prak 1997.
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more frequent thanks to global migration, it is increasingly the case that
ever larger numbers of newborns will be multiple citizens by birthright.
Yet some states refuse to grant citizenship on the basis of birthright, in
some circumstances, or impose further conditionality on its grant or on
its preservation.4 One such circumstance is when the recognition of
a birthright claim would entail multiple citizenship. Such limitations
imposed by states have provoked strong emotional reactions, but so far
there has been very little cool-headed reflection on their legitimacy.
Hence the question at the heart of this chapter: Is the limitation of
birthright multiple citizenship (a limitation on the accumulation of citizen-
ships on the basis of birthright) fair or not?

To get a flavour of what these state limitations entail and what
reactions they provoke, take a case that made the headlines some years
ago. It had as main protagonists an Australian-Norwegian couple fight-
ing for their children’s dual citizenship.5 Their story is the following. The
couple’s twins were born in Norway. They were issued Norwegian
passports, which means they were acknowledged as citizens by the
Norwegian state (in virtue of both jus sanguinis on their mother’s side,
and jus soli given the location of their birth). Their father subsequently
completed the ‘Australian Citizenship by Descent Application’ (form
118) in order for the twins to become Australian citizens as well. The
surprise came, however, when the couple tried to renew the twins’
passports. They were informed that their children had forfeited their
Norwegian citizenships when acquiring the Australian ones, and thus
that they were no longer Norwegian citizens.6

Now, the legal aspects of the whole affair are quite complex (as pointed
out in a footnote below). However, I will not inquire into whether the
Norwegian authorities’ decision was right from the legal point of view.

4 Take, for example, restrictions on jus soli. In many countries only children of citizens or
permanent residents born on the state territory are entitled to citizenship.

5 See Sandelson 2013. The parents even dedicated a Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
NorwegianChildrensRights) to their legal battle, where everyone was invited to express
support for dual citizenship. Their plea received ‘likes’ from various politicians and
political parties.

6 As a norm, Norway accepts dual citizenship in a limited number of cases. Norwegian
citizens acquiring the citizenship of another state lose their Norwegian citizenship, for
example. Although Norway allows its citizens to legally hold two citizenships when these
are acquired at birth, the Norwegian Directorate of Immigration took the father’s application
not as a registration of birth but as an application for a new citizenship, subsequent to birth.
Had the twins been born on Australian soil, they could have received Australian citizenship
at birth and subsequently the parents could have applied for them to become Norwegian
citizens as well on the basis of birthright without problem, making their children thereby
dual citizens. See Brochmann 2013. On the distinction between ex lege acquisition and
option acquisition, see de Groot 2002.
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Instead, I will examine the normative justification of such decision and
similar attempts by other states. It is clear, for now, that the aforemen-
tioned story sparked strong reactions in defence of dual citizenship and
against the Norwegian authorities’ decision. Moreover, the language
used by both parents and their supporters is quite telling, offering us a
glimpse of people’s moral intuitions on the matter. For example, one
Facebook post of the parents reads:

We know many of you are afraid to post about this situation or even like this page
for fear of reprisal from UDI [Norwegian Directorate of Immigration] – either on
yourselves or your children. Taking a stance on this issue is not an admission of
anything. Many here are not personally affected and some are not even parents
yet. It is a matter of principle for everybody who has, wishes to, or may want to start
a multicultural family involving a Norwegian, or simply cares about what is right
and wrong.7

One reader of an article narrating the couple’s story urges: ‘Perhaps
it is time for all the Aussies and others affected by these draconian,
oppressive and clearly discriminative rules to just pack our bags, take our
kids and go home.’ Another reader goes even further: ‘Take it to court. If
you lose in Norway (which you will not) take it to the European Court of
Human Rights. These officials do not know what they are talking about!’8

As the words in italics show, the language used is normatively loaded.
There is talk of principles and (human) rights, of discrimination and
oppression. People’s intuitions run in favour of expansive concepts of
citizenship, including multiple citizenship, and against all state attempts
of restricting it. But are these intuitions well grounded? It is worth asking,
especially as Norway is by no means the sole country to limit the propa-
gation of dual citizenship. Germany, for example, until very recently9

required those born to immigrant parents to choose, by their twenty-
third birthday, between German citizenship and all other citizenship(s)
they held.

Are such restrictions on birthright dual citizenship justified or not?10 To
answer that question one needs to explore what could be a good moral
justification underlying birthright dual citizenship – or indeed birthright
mono-nationality, come to that. How and why can birth ties ground a

7 Taken from the parents’ Facebook page campaign (www.facebook.com/Norwegian
ChildrensRights), emphasis added.

8 Posted comments to the article cited earlier (Sandelson 2013). Emphasis added.
9 Note that the 2014 reform does not, however, allow those born of foreign parents to
become dual citizens automatically. Dual citizenship status is still conditional on the
satisfaction of a list of criteria (proof of residence in Germany for at least eight years,
proof of attending a German school for six years, etc.) See Conrad 2014.

10 In Chapter 3 I will turn to restrictions of dual citizenship arising from naturalization.
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moral claim to the citizenship of a particular state? And to what extent do
those grounds extend to claims to the citizenship of multiple states
simultaneously?

Let us first notice one obvious, but not unimportant, detail. As prac-
ticed, restrictions on birthright dual citizenship, as the one just discussed,
do not render (or even risk rendering) the targeted individuals stateless. In
that respect, at least, they are innocuous. That also means that the classic
‘violation of human rights’ allegations raised against such measures may
be misguided. The right to citizenship (that is, ‘the right to have rights’) is
indeed a human right. (Article 15 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights states that ‘everyone has the right to a nationality’.) Yet the human
right to citizenship is only a right to one citizenship.11 Insofar as stateless-
ness is not at stake in the restrictions, there is no potential for a violation
of the human right to citizenship.

Yet some might still think that if one automatically acquires one citi-
zenship at birth, on the basis of either jus sanguinis or jus soli, then one
should also acquire more than one if the same grounds (jus sanguinis or
jus soli) support it. If birthright is a good enough ground for receiving
citizenship at all, then surely it is also a good ground for being granted as
many citizenships as one can genuinely claim under that same principle.
Thus, first, one needs to clarify why birthright (just sanguinis or jus soli)
should have become a universal ground for the allocation of one citizenship.

I will argue that allocating citizenship at birth, whether on the basis of
jus sanguinis or jus soli, was historically not meant to be – and morally is
not justified as – recognition by states of an entitlement created by birth
circumstances. Instead, states have rightly relied on jus sanguinis and jus
soli essentially for efficiency reasons – as the best way to satisfy everyone’s
human right to a citizenship. Yet, in its abstract form, this human right to
citizenship does not entail a right to the citizenship of any particular state,
or a right to more than one citizenship. Hence my argument against birth-
right dual citizenship below is also one against the more common and
general claim that birth alone creates an entitlement to the citizenship of a
particular state for a particular person. To claim otherwise obviously
conflicts with the spirit of human rights, interpreted in efficiency terms.

I The Efficiency Argument behind Birthright

Let us begin with a logical reconstruction of the best reason why states
might have adopted birthright in the first place. Some legal scholars have

11 Perez v. Brownell, 356 US 44 (1958); Arendt 1968, p. 177; Benhabib 2005.
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already noticed that birthright was introduced as universal ground for
citizenship allocation on account of its efficiency in matching each and
every individual to a state. They say it is ‘the main allocation mechanism to
ensure that everybody is a citizen of at least one state’.12 The main
priority, on this view, in adopting birthright was to avoid statelessness –
to make sure that nobody is denied the right to a citizenship, hence
that everyone’s human rights will be protected by some state. As every
individual is inevitably born on some state’s territory (the world being
partitioned into mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive state juris-
dictions), and every individual is born of two other individuals who are
(almost invariably) already citizens of some state,13 distributing citizen-
ship on the basis of birthright grounds (whether jus sanguinis or jus soli)
virtually guarantees that nobody is left out. And if one ground fails, for
some reason or another, to match an individual to a state (because, for
example, she was born on an unregistered ship on the high seas), the other
ground will surely not.14 And while birthright citizenship ‘is not without
significant anomalies’, one being ‘multiple citizenship (two or more citi-
zenships)’,15 this allocation mechanism, among all other possible ones,
legal scholars argue, comes closest to guaranteeing the satisfaction of
Article 15 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Thus, most justifiably, birthright would have been introduced purely
out of a concern with efficiency in linking people to states and not for
satisfying merit or desert claims by giving an individual born in state X what
she is entitled to, or to an individual born to person Y what is rightfully
hers. And if the goal of birthright is to ensure only that everyone is a
citizen of some state, then limitations on birthright multiple citizenship are
at least prima facie legitimate, as they do not undermine this goal. By

12 Vink and de Groot 2010, p. 3, emphasis added.
13 The desideratum of gender equality pushed states to recognize jus sanguinis a patre et a

matre.
14 To be sure, statelessness still affects at least 10 million people worldwide. Notice,

however, that this cannot be blamed on the birthright principle, as such. It is rather
caused by a poor implementation of the principle by states, or simply the states’ refusal to
implement the principle altogether. For example, statelessness is caused by exclusionary
policies including gender discriminatory legislation, lack of clarity of nationality
provisions, denationalization (withdrawal of citizenship), refusal of state authorities to
register births, or refusal of individuals to declare births. State dissolution, such as that of
the USSR and Yugoslavia, also caused statelessness. The problem is mainly a
bureaucratic one and has to do with the issuance of new nationality documents.
Sometimes, however, it is the result of deliberate state policies (for example, in some
Baltic states the ethnic Russians had to regain their citizenship after state independence).
Nowadays, statelessness is a widespread phenomenon across Nepal, Bangladesh, the
Caribbean, the Middle East, and Africa. See UN Refugee Agency n.d.

15 Vink and de Groot 2010.
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restricting birthright multiple citizenship, states are just remedying
anomalies that have no reason to exist, given this rationale for ascribing
citizenship to people in the first place.

Yet birthright citizenship does more than prevent statelessness. It
serves to underwrite a minimal form of global equality. According to legal
doctrine, everyone has an equal human right to citizenship somewhere.
Conferring citizenship as a birthright honours this requirement by guar-
anteeing that all people be citizens of some state, in a world otherwise
ravaged by inequalities of all sorts.16 If one cares about this minimal,
albeit formal, equality, then it is imperative to remedy all deviation from
the norm ‘one individual, one state’.17 One should do so for this simple
reason: while there is an allocation mechanism (birthright citizenship) to
ensure that every individual will be member of one state, there is no such
mechanism to ensure that every individual will be equally a multiple
citizen, much less be a member of the same number of states.

Multiple citizenship largely comes to one as a privilege, from the
chance event of one’s being born in the right place or in the right family
(or, often, both).18 Insofar as multiple citizenship cannot be distributed
equally, equality would dictate that everybody should be content with a
more modest version of formal global equality: mono-nationality.

II What, If Not Efficiency, Could Justify Birthright Multiple
Nationality?

The moral and legal justification of birthright offered above is thus not
supportive of dual citizenship. What, then, could morally justify birth-
right dual citizenship?

Citizenship is commonly regarded as an entitlement outside the human
rights framework discussed above.19 The rules of jus sanguinis and jus soli

16 Of course, a more substantive version of this equality would further require that states be
similar in various other respects (from natural resources to political systems). This would
enable a uniform fulfilment of human rights across states.

17 Some might rightly object that this minimal form of global equality is not worth much
anyway, precisely because of the gross substantive inequalities between states. Hence,
they may say, we should not be bothered too much by deviations from it. To those,
I point out that formal inequalities can easily translate into substantive advantages that
would aggravate existing substantive inequalities. See Chapter 7 for a discussion of the
substantive negative consequences multiple citizenship can have for global equality.

18 The acquisition of multiple citizenship is thus contingent on being born in a multinational
family and on the territory of a state that accepts dual citizenship, for example.

19 Indeed, the bulk of the literature on migration refers to citizenship as entitlement,
especially when discussing the migrants and their progeny’s right to citizenship, for
example. See Carens 2013 and Rubío-Marin 2000; cf. Schuck and Smith 1985;
Shachar 2009. Carens (2016) argues that, as a matter of justice, the children of both
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are often thought (mistakenly, I shall argue) to reflect the fact that sheer
birth circumstances (location of birth or parentage) create an entitlement
to citizenship – one, two, or more.

When discussing birthright citizenship, things often get quite personal
and go beyond abstract notions like human rights. We are, after all,
implicitly talking about children, their parents, and families. Seen through
that emotive lens, it is all too easy to forget that ‘legal citizenship is not a
natural category, and acquiring citizenship is not a natural outcome of
being born. People acquire citizenship as a result of some chosen set of
legal rules, some political practice that states have established.’20 It is
equally easy to forget that citizenship remains a democratically deficient,21

if not obscurantist institution: an important gatekeeper of life opportun-
ities, but also one of the few sources of opportunities that is essentially a
birth privilege.

Despite having come to terms with birthright citizenship in his more
recent writings, Carens accurately pointed out, years ago, how present-
day democracies and medieval communities are similar with respect to
their membership practices: ‘Citizenship in Western liberal democracies
is the modern equivalent of feudal privilege – an inherited status that
greatly enhances one’s life chances. Like feudal birthright privileges,
restrictive citizenship is hard to justify when one thinks about it closely.’22

But what makes people think of citizenship in terms of a personal
entitlement acquired at birth? Below I will critically examine some argu-
ments in favour of birthright citizenship that might be thought, by exten-
sion, to serve as arguments in favour of multiple citizenship arising from
birthright as well.

A Jus Soli

Some might be tempted to think that the children of the Norwegian-
Australian couple mentioned earlier had a right to dual citizenship that was
violated by Norway. They might think the twins had a right to Norwegian
citizenship simply because they were born there. On this view, one does not
have simply a right to a citizenship; under jus soli, one has a right to the
citizenship of the state on the territory of which one was born. As Carens

immigrants and émigrés should be granted citizenship, even when this results in multiple
citizenship, and that the distribution of citizenship is governed by moral principles.

20 Carens 2013, p. 21. I will refer extensively to Carens’s book, which provides one of the
most important defences of birthright (dual) citizenship.

21 For Schuck and Smith (1985), this deficit stems from the lack of consent.
22 Carens 1987.
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notices, the need for a child to have citizenship in some state ‘does not
explain why a particular state ought to grant citizenship to a particular
child . . . So, we are back at the question of why states confer citizenship
at birth on particular infants and why we should do so.’23 He continues:
‘The answer to that question has to lie in our sense of the moral relevance
of the connections that are established at birth between a particular baby
and a particular political community.’24

This view is not new, however; quite the contrary. That those born in a
certain land have the right to the protection of that land’s lord or
sovereign was, after all, a deeply entrenched doctrine of the feudal system
(see Blackstone’s writings).25 True, in that period one is not talking of
citizens but merely of subjects. Yet the fact that birth on the lord’s
territory made one subject to that lord’s dominion draws attention to
the fact that both a state’s relationship to its citizens and a lord’s rela-
tionship to his subjects are justified in the same way. Granting citizenship
on the basis of birth in a particular territory implies that, by birth, people
are somewhat ‘tied’ to that territory in a way reminiscent of how serfs
were ‘tied’ to their lord’s lands, being born on his seigniorial estate.
People do not think that way anymore.

My own view, mooted above, is that particular states grant citizenship
to particular infants not because of any deeply moralized connections
established by birth but purely out of efficiency. First, if one recognizes a
duty to protect newborns, then one must set up a system that can ensure,
at the lowest possible cost, that all the babies get saved from the pond
(to use Singer’s image),26 that is, that all children are granted citizenship.
We are less concerned about any connections to a particular land (often
created by chance) that an individual may have, and more about avoiding
a situation where, in principle, all states are liable to granting citizenship
to any individual, and hence no particular state has any special responsi-
bility of doing so – which may result in none of the states fulfilling their
duty toward individuals and granting them citizenship.27 Jus soli is just a
way of guaranteeing that everybody’s right to one citizenship, somewhere,
is satisfied in the most efficient way before any coordination problems
among states even arise.

23 Carens 2013, pp. 21–2, emphasis in original.
24 Ibid., p. 22, emphasis added.
25 Blackstone [1753] 1893, bk. 1, ch. X, p. 370.
26 Singer 1972.
27 This is akin to the ‘bystander effect’ (or ‘bystander apathy’) in socio-psychology, where

people do not help someone in need when others are in the position to help as well. The
probability of providing help decreases with the number of bystanders. (For discussion,
see Elster 2007, ch. 23.)
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Here is another possible rationale for jus soli, building on the previous
one: basic needs have to be satisfied immediately or the soonest possible.
States ought to discharge the duties entailed by human rights as soon as
possible toward each bearer of these rights – particularly so in the case of
highly vulnerable infants with urgent care needs. Here is where proximity
plays a role. Indeed, it seems the state on the territory of which one is
born can ordinarily satisfy these needs most promptly. At least in theory
that seems generally right, although in practice failed or struggling states
(like South Sudan, Somalia, or Timor-Leste) may not be in a position to
protect the human rights of those born on their territory in the most
efficient or prompt way.

Second, Carens argues that it makes sense for a state to grant citizen-
ship to those born on its territory because that state matters a lot to them
(much more so than to others born elsewhere, I presume he means to
imply). He claims that ‘the state where she [the baby] lives matters a lot
to her life . . . Beyond that, the state where she lives inevitably structures,
secures and promotes, her relationship with other human beings, includ-
ing her family in various ways.’28 (Notice that Carens here presupposes
that one’s family inevitably lives, or will live, on the same territory on
which one was born – which is, of course, not always true, especially with
the rise of migration, the increasing number of multinational couples, and
the separation of such couples, sometimes leaving members of the same
family residing in different countries or even on different continents.)

In my view, Carens gets things backward. By granting citizenship to
individuals at birth, rather than later on in life, a state ensures that those
born on their territory are more likely to have their entire lives struc-
tured by its rules.29 States are making it happen, precisely by granting
them birthright citizenship. In the absence of their holding that state’s
citizenship, that would not automatically happen immediately upon
birth. So, by granting citizenship at birth, states are nudging people
(and in some cases, constraining them) to spending their entire lives
there. It is not that, immediately upon birth, the state where one is born
matters a lot to the individual’s life; rather, that state wishes to ensure
that it will matter a lot to that individual’s life by granting him its
citizenship and making him an official member of the state. States are
just being proactive.

28 Carens 2013, p. 23. Of course, in defence of Norway’s decision we can say that the
application for Australian citizenship could have been interpreted as a sign that the
children will not spend their lives in Norway.

29 On the other hand, we could argue that states affect individuals in utero as well, taking
into account how important prenatal care is to their subsequent development.
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What is more, if basic human rights can be indeed protected by means
other than citizenship (for example, by the granting of legal rights tout
court30), then that means that states’ granting citizenship upon birth is a
step beyond what is required. It is perfectly possible that states are
actually pursuing their own interests when granting citizenship upon birth
to infants born on their territory. They could, after all, very well provide
newborns with legal protection in the first instance, and only grant them
citizenship later on, when the child’s connections to the state will be
more salient. One can doubt, however, whether state interests are mor-
ally – politically maybe, but not morally – a good ground for citizenship
allocation.31

Now let us think of it differently. Instead of rejecting Carens’s view,
one can endorse it and still make a point against jus soli citizenship
allocation. Let us bite Carens’s bullet and accept, for the sake of argu-
ment, that states structure the life of infants born on their territory
immediately upon birth, and that this justifies the granting of citizenship
to those infants. Then one can easily turn Carens’s argument on its head,
by noticing that states can have the same effect in structuring the life of
infants born outside their borders as well. Just by choosing not to grant
them its citizenship, a state can do much to structure the lives of infants
born outside its borders. Not being granted citizenship means that those
infants born elsewhere will not have the same rights and life opportunities
as those born on the state’s territory. So, both by granting citizenship and
by not granting it, states are in fact structuring people’s life opportunities.
If structuring their life opportunities is what gives rise to a right to
citizenship (or rights tout court) for those born on the state’s territory,
that same consideration should, by the same token, give rise to a right to
citizenship (or rights tout court) for many others across the world as well.
My argument here against jus soli is structurally similar to the refutation
of the classic argument that being subjected to a state’s coercion is what
grounds an entitlement to citizenship rights in that state; those coerced
include, after all, not only insiders but also outsiders who are, for example,
coerced by the states’ immigration controls and other state laws that apply
extra-territorially to non-citizens as well.32

30 If citizenship is valued for giving access to other rights, those rights could in principle be
granted without granting citizenship (see Carens 2013, p. 22).

31 Carens rejects state interests as a morally legitimate ground for citizenship allocation,
too. Yet his discussion of how states relate to infants born on their territory seems to
actually support the claim that state interests are indeed at stake in birthright citizenship.
See Carens 2013, pp. 22–3.

32 See Abizadeh 2008; Anonymous 2011; Beckman 2014; Goodin 2016.
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It would also be mistaken to think that states are recognizing the
relationship they have with the infants born on their territory by granting
them citizenship upon birth. After all, what they are doing can hardly be
recognizing any preexisting, ongoing relationship with them. Rather, by
granting them citizenship, states create the bases of a relationship with
these newborns. There is simply no relationship with the state to recog-
nize, at the moment of birth. The relationship is not created by the fact of
birth, but emerges directly from the state’s action to make them citizens –
and from the facts, following from that, that they will likely grow up in
that state and interact with its institutions and other members of that
community.33

Residence, rather than citizenship per se, will more likely play the
central role in determining a child’s relationship to a state. As previously
remarked, granting citizenship at birth makes long-term residence on
that state’s territory more likely – which can thus be considered an
entrapment strategy, and seen in that way may be morally problematic.
But a state can also shape the upbringing of a child even if that child was
not born there and is not one of its citizens, but merely resides there for a
long enough period of time. (Consider, for example, the case of the
United States and the DACA children – undocumented immigrant
children having arrived in the United States under the Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals program.34) If citizenship is indeed about recog-
nizing some sort of special relationship or deep connection to the state,
then on that basis states should grant citizenship only some years after
birth to those born on their territory and, as well, after some years of
residence on state territory to those born elsewhere.35 The point is simply
that birth alone does not create relationships.

Even if it did, one should ask whether relationships created by ‘acci-
dent’, not voluntarily endorsed, and having a very thin content (location
of birth and parentage) should create moral entitlements to the citizen-
ship of particular states. That would be to say that children born on Swiss
soil deserve or are morally entitled to Swiss citizenship, while children
born in Sudan deserve or are morally entitled to Sudanese citizenship.

33 Indeed the relationship develops later on, as Carens himself acknowledges. But it is a
direct consequence of the state’s decision to grant citizenship at birth: ‘A young citizen will
automatically acquire all of the rights and face all the duties of an adult citizen once she
reaches the age of maturity. She does not have to pass any tests or meet any standards to
quality for full citizenship’ (Carens 2013, p. 24). In Chapter 6, I focus on a particular
subset of such rights automatically acquired upon reaching adulthood in virtue of
birthright citizenship: political rights.

34 See Somin 2017.
35 Carens 2013, p. 25.
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But it is a matter of pure chance, and hence should be irrelevant from a
moral point of view,36 on which state’s territory one is born. All have the
right to one citizenship, yet the accident (‘lottery’ as Shachar calls it37) of
birth cannot entitle one to the citizenship of any particular state. Indeed,
one can reasonably doubt that the Norwegian-Australian couple would
have insisted on their twins acquiring the citizenship of the state where
they were born, had they been born in Togo or a less economically
developed part of the world instead. It is normal for parents (and one
might even expect them) to try to give their progeny an advantage over
others, in the form of an additional citizenship or otherwise. But it is
equally legitimate for states to say ‘no’ to granting such advantages, when
it is only fair and within their power for them to do so.

B Jus Sanguinis

What other objections can there be to restricting birthright dual citizen-
ship? I will next set out several other objections based on jus sanguinis
claims and examine their soundness.

In the case presented in the beginning of the chapter, some people
might think the twins in question were entitled to Norwegian citizenship
not merely by virtue of being born on Norwegian soil but also (or instead)
by virtue of being born to a Norwegian citizen.38 Insofar as Norway ordin-
arily recognizes jus sanguinis,39 its decision to deny the twins Norwegian
citizenship creates a double standard. Why should these children be
denied, just because of their nationally diverse blood ties, what is rightfully
theirs – something that other children born to Norwegian citizens are
granted as a rule?40 (Of course, one reason why other children born to

36 Arneson 2001; Cohen 1989; Dworkin 2000; Roemer 1996.
37 Shachar 2009.
38 Bauböck argues that by virtue of the right of return, first-generation émigrés should be

allowed to be dual citizens. The same, however, does not apply to second-generation
émigrés. Return being less likely, such émigrés could – under the stakeholder principle
he advocates, for example – be denied dual citizenship (Bauböck 2009, p. 485). But
otherwise, as I suggest in the next chapter, states might just impose additional
conditionality on the acquisition or retention of dual citizenship. For example, states
might assess the strength of stakes of second-generation émigrés, and condition
citizenship preservation on a declaration of intent or on repeated returns and residence
in the state.

39 Countries may recognize only jus sanguinis, only jus soli, or both birthright criteria.
40 Take also the case of children born to Norwegian émigrés. These children could easily

become dual citizens by a combination of jus sanguinis (applied their Norwegian
citizenship) and jus soli (applied to the citizenship of the state where they are born).
Norway permits dual citizenship in this situation (perhaps as a safeguard against
statelessness), and that can be considered an unfortunate double standard that flies in
the face of fairness.
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Norwegian citizens are granted Norwegian citizenship is that – unlike the
twins who could claim Australian citizenship – such children might
otherwise be stateless.) A second worry would be that granting these
children the citizenship of their father but not also that of their mother
(where the legislation of both Australia and Norway ordinarily recognizes
jus sanguinis a patre et a matre) flies in the face of gender or parental
equality. In this case, it represents the children’s relationship with their
father as more important or deserving than that with their mother. Of
course, in principle things could be the other way around, and privilege
the mother’s relationship to the child over the father’s. But either way, it
constitutes a violation of parental equality.

To build on that thought, another objection to Norway’s decision
might proceed by emphasizing that citizenship acquisition rules should
be sensitive to the importance of special relationships and of goods distrib-
uted inside those relationships. Insofar as children are in a special rela-
tionship with both their parents, they ought to enjoy the goods associated
with and distributed within each of those relationships. And that is so,
even when the children in question would thereby receive more in virtue
of their relationships to their parents than would other children in virtue
of their relationship to theirs.41 After all, some children will always get
more love and care than others. Yet it would be unconscionable to
suppose that the former should be deprived of a part of this care just
because their parents are more caring than other children’s parents.
Goods distributed inside special relationships are not the ordinary target
of distributive justice.42 From that, there is only one small step to
thinking that the twins in question are entitled to both citizenships on
the ground that they happen to be in a special relationship with nationally
different individuals (their parents), just as they are entitled to all the love
and care their parents offer them even if this exceeds the amount of love
and care other children receive on the average. Why should they get less,
just because other children are not in a similar position to their own?

The problem with this type of reasoning is that it is based on a grave
misunderstanding of citizenship. First, citizenship marks the relationship
of an individual to a state, and not the biological or affective relationship
between two individuals (parent and child, or husband and wife).43

41 Fishkin 1983.
42 For an inquiry, see Cordelli 2015; Lister 2013.
43 Of course, parents may prefer to share with their children membership in the same

organization. But this alone does not provide a sufficient reason for their children’s
inclusion in the same organization. A refusal to include their children would be entirely
legitimate insofar as the purpose of these associative organizations goes beyond the
satisfaction of the parents’ narrow preferences.
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Second, citizenship is not on a par with the other goods of a non-legal
and apolitical kind, mentioned above (love and care). The distribution of
love and care is primarily, and almost exclusively, the prerogative of
parents; the distribution of citizenship is not. While the main providers
of love and care for a child are her parents, the main (indeed, only)
provider of citizenship remains the state. Citizenship is not a relational
good or resource tied to the relationship between a child and her parents,
and should not be treated like one.44

The same misunderstanding of citizenship could lead one to thinking
that a proscription of dual citizenship is a violation of the parents’ right to
pass on citizenship to their children. The parents’ request of dual citizenship
for their progeny could, after all, be regarded as just another case of
‘legitimate parental partiality’ that ought to be satisfied by the state.45

A couple of parents of different nationalities should, on this view, be able
to transmit both nationalities to their offspring. Just as states should not
prevent people from bequeathing all their property to their children,46

states should not prevent children from ‘inheriting’ their parents’ citizen-
ships or prevent their parents from transmitting these citizenships to their
offspring (insofar as they recognize jus sanguinis at all).47

But forget property.48 Why not think that parents should be able to share
their citizenship with their children just as they share inherited physical
features or other identity features with them? Such a reasonmight be lurking
in people’s minds when defending jus sanguinis. Carens, for example,
admits in his book that one reason why he wanted American citizenship
for his children was, at root, common identity: ‘We [Carens and his wife] still

44 See Brighouse and Swift 2009; Kolodny 2010. Another question would be whether the
parents’ action in the above case is just or not. They are trying to give their children more
than what is legally, and perhaps even morally, permissible. While many people would
agree that parents have a duty to offer their offspring the best possible start in life, few
people would agree that this duty makes permissible the robbing of banks or bribing of
teachers to give good marks to do so.

45 Surely there are limits to parental partiality, and the passing on of citizenship may just be
impermissible partiality. Parental partiality should, after all, be weighed against other
considerations such as equality and fairness.

46 For a discussion of this claim, see Halliday 2013. Of course, just because they recognize
property rights does not necessarily mean that states must recognize also a right to pass on
these rights to others. The right to own property could simply be enjoyed during one’s
lifetime and be extinguished upon death.

47 While defending birthright citizenship (even in the case of children of émigrés or even
their grandchildren), Carens (2013, p. 30, emphasis added) nonetheless recognizes – as
quoted before – that ‘[i]t would be wrong to regard citizenship in a democracy as a sort of
feudal title or property right that could be passed on from one generation to the next
regardless of where the heirs actually lived their lives.’

48 Surely some rights, which are purely personal, are extinguished upon death and cannot
be passed on. They include those related to civil personality and discharge of office.
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saw ourselves then primarily as Americans rather than Canadians, and we
wanted our children to have an American identity as well as a Canadian
one.’49 On this view, the transmission of citizenship would be analogous to
the transmission of genetic features, like good immunity or eye colour.
Parents may want to share an identity with their children, if not necessarily
in every respect, anyway in certain central respects, citizenship included.
Sharing particular features with their children might figure high on their
agenda. True, some ‘inherited’ genetic endowments, like talents, constitute
important competitive advantages over others.50 And equally true, such
advantages can easily challenge equality and fairness.51 Yet parents are free
to pass on valuable genetic material by letting nature take its course or by
intervening to the margins (for example, with piano lessons).52 Citizenship
might be considered to be just another identity feature from the same
repertoire that parents may wish53 – and if they so wish, should be allowed –

to share with their offspring.54

I leave aside the discussion of whether or not such practices – of shaping
or determining a child’s identity in the end – are morally acceptable. Just
briefly however, consider that such practices can constitute an attack on
the children’s right to identity. This right would entail the freedom to be as
one wishes to be on reflection. Attribution of name, religion, or citizenship
at or shortly after birth all limit one’s identity choices and restrict one’s
freedom of making identity decisions. Some imposed identity decisions
can be reversed. But sometimes, shedding one’s identity imposed at birth
is hard if not impossible. For example, apostasy and reconversion are not

49 Carens 2013, p. 28.
50 See Rawls’s (1971, pp. 65–75) discussion of whether these advantages are fair or not,

and should be mitigated.
51 In Chapter 7, I will discuss at length global fairness and equality in relation to dual

citizenship. It is quite obvious, however, that global equality of opportunity and birthright
citizenship cannot be easily squared. For this view, see Shachar 2009. Cf. Miller 2005.

52 I leave aside whether genetic manipulation is wrong or unfair (see Bostrom and Savulescu
2009; Buchanan 1995; Sandel 2009).

53 This argument proceeds from the parents’ perspective, but a similar story could be told
from the child’s perspective, if the child wants to share some features with its parents,
and might for that reason claim the citizenship that its parents enjoy. Notice, however,
that the child would be able to make such a judgement only after a number of years into
her life and not immediately after being born, which means that such an argument
cannot justify birthright citizenship, which is typically allocated immediately upon one
being born.

54 A child is often seen by its parents as their ‘mini-me’ – an individual who will ‘take their
place in the world’ when they are gone. While parenting is not only about ego drives and
identity relations, for many, identity still represents an important aspect of the parent–
child relationship. This could in part explain why so many couples are fiercely trying
fertility treatments and IVF sessions, while so few consider adoption as an option. For a
moral argument for adoption, see Friedrich 2013.
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accepted in all religions. Similarly, some states do not accept citizenship
renunciation, and until having the opportunity to take on another citizen-
ship (which many might never have), one is literally stuck with one’s birth
citizenship. We should thus strive to afford people with as many choices as
possible when it comes to their identity. This would in itself be another
argument for limiting the scope of birthright citizenship.

Furthermore, citizenship and its allocation are different in important
respects from genetic features, such as eye colour, talents, and so on and
their allocation, as well as from material goods that may be transmitted
from parent to child. First, jus sanguinis does not actually regulate the
transmission of a good – citizenship – from one individual (parent) to
another (child). Birthright provisions, unlike wills, for example, regulate
the allocation de novo of a good, not its transmission. A new citizenship gets
distributed to every newborn. The base for this allocation may be parent-
age, but that is not akin to saying that citizenship is ‘passed on’ from parent
to child just like family furniture or the family peerage or a blood-borne
disease contracted in utero.

Second, parents cannot dispose of citizenship just like they can dispose
of their car or house. Citizenship is not their property to begin with. Insofar
as the whole citizen community decides on its distribution and on the
benefits attached to this membership, citizenship and its benefits may be
rightly regarded as public property. Furthermore, citizenship is a good
conferring power over other people’s lives, and creating duties toward
those others as well.55 Citizenship is not a private good. While physical
individuals are the bearers of citizenship, this does not make them its
owners in any real sense.

Think of an analogy here: noble titles are the property of the Crown.
Only the Crown can distribute or revoke them. Likewise, only the state
can distribute or revoke citizenship.56 Think of what is commonly the
physical proof of one’s citizenship: one’s passport. Carrying one’s pass-
port does not make one its ‘owner’. Somewhere on the passport’s cover
there is invariably a note reminding one that that document is actually
the property of the issuing authority. So, even the passport is not quite
one’s property; it was rather entrusted to them by the state. The same
goes for citizenship. Citizenship is not a private good that can be trans-
mitted from one person to another just like property, even if jus sanguinis
regulations might trade on an analogy that makes it wrongly seem so.57

55 I discuss what implications this has for the sale of citizenship in Chapter 4.
56 On citizenship withdrawal, see Barry and Ferracioli 2016; Gibney 2013a, 2013b.
57 Otherwise parents would not have to bother registering the birth of their children. It is up

to the state to issue these children birth certificates and acknowledge them as citizens.
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Even more worrisome, birthright dual citizenship puts forward a very
ethnic, indeed tribal, conception of the political community (the demos)
that cannot be easily squared with democratic values.58 Talking of citi-
zenship as a blood tie to a political community, talking of an essentially
political relationship as if it were a personal one, harks back centuries to a
time where society was based on purely ascriptive, inherited status.59

What constitute the heart and soul of citizenship are, after all, political
rights. It would seem natural thus for the ties among members of a
political community to be purely political as well. These ties should derive
from the reality of government, not blood. They are ties uniting individ-
uals whose lives depend on the same political institutions, individuals
who are at the mercy of the same political powers. ‘We the People’
should not be confused with ‘We the Family or extended Tribe’.60 To
be sure, family ties also demand recognition and state protection, but
citizenship as a political relationship par excellence should simply relate to
different kinds of ties – political, not biological.

Last but not least, there is one more thing to be said in favour of
restrictions on birthright dual citizenship. Ascribing even a single citizen-
ship upon birth – potentially different from one person to the next – is
more than enough to endow people with very dissimilar life opportunities
and to create inequalities that can be hard to overcome. An accumulation
of these birth citizenships can easily increase the advantages some people
get from being born in the right place or into the right family. These
advantages are not purely symbolic. Citizenship unlocks, fast-tracks, or
at least facilitates access to precious benefits ranging from suffrage to
health and wealth and education. According to some theorists like Rawls,
the main function of state institutions is to redress ‘deep’ inequalities like
those created by arbitrary birth circumstances. The effects of such circum-
stances have the potential of being profound and long term.61 It is difficult
to overcome such birthright inequalities, globally. Yet inside each polity,
states have concentrated their efforts to neutralizing, or at least minimiz-
ing, their impact, more or less successfully.

Broad domestic equality among members of the same polity remains
an ideal at least formally embraced by a great many states. The decisions
of states like Norway or Germany to prevent their members from accu-
mulating birthright citizenships can be justified by that same concern

58 Again, acknowledged by Carens (2013, p. 28).
59 Maine 1901.
60 Goodin 1998.
61 Rawls 2000, p. 7. Equality of fair opportunity entails that competitive advantages born

out of favourable circumstances should be reduced or neutralized (see Rawls 2000, esp.
§§12 and 13).
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with domestic equality. These states may be simply pursuing legitimate
state purposes in trying to make sure that all Norwegian and all German
citizens get more nearly equal or equivalent life opportunities. That can
be a morally good reason for Norway not to allow its birth citizens to
retain Norwegian citizenship upon naturalizing elsewhere. Hence the
decision of a state like Norway not to allow the accumulation of birthright
citizenships could be considered fair on the following ground: it
ensures that Norwegian citizens who acquire another citizenship through
naturalization and Norwegian citizens who acquire another citizenship
via birthright are treated the same. Neither category is allowed to retain
Norwegian citizenships and thus enjoy dual citizenship. On egalitarian
premises, at least, that is just as it should be.

C Reform

Above, I have discussed and expressed doubts about the arguments
raised in favour of birthright multiple citizenship. These arguments give
rise, however, to some reasonable concerns. I will here point out how a
reform of birthright multiple citizenship could accommodate these con-
cerns, while at the same time avoiding the flaws of birthright multiple
citizenship I discussed earlier.

One common argument for a state granting citizenship to those born
on its territory or born to its citizens is that there is a high probability that
those people will spend their lives there and thus have a complex future
relationship to that state’s community. As I have pointed out, such a
claim is dubious insofar as birthright citizenship works as a self-fulfilling
prophecy62 – people tend to spend their entire life in their birth state in no
small part because they are granted citizenship of it at birth. Birth citizen-
ship creates the incentive and conditions for people to develop these
relationships in one state rather than another. It has an anchoring effect,
rooting individuals in a particular institutional setting and in a particular
political community.

The second, subsidiary reason would point to a feasibility constraint.
Perhaps it might be said that there is no plausible way to construct
birthright citizenship rules in a way that responds to individual variations –
to the variety of cases where birth citizens will not spend their entire life or
have a meaningful relationship to their state of origin.63 Once again,
however, as pointed out above, what is the rule and what are the excep-
tions are largely the consequences of the principle of birthright itself.

62 Aleinikoff and Rumbaut 1998–9.
63 Carens 2013, p. 29.
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But leaving all of that aside, there are ways of reforming birthright.
Think of a system of renewal of citizenship, where birthright citizenship
has to be renewed every ten years, as to express an individual’s choice
to retain it. Alternatively, retention of birthright citizenship might be
automatic but only when certain conditions are fulfilled (for example,
there is proof of repeated previous residence on that state territory in the
last seven years, no acquisition of second citizenship involved, and so
on). States could also ask for such renewals up to a certain age, say sixty-
five, after which citizenship could persist until death.64

III Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued that there is no good moral justification for
multiple citizenship arising from birthright, and that limitations of birth-
right multiple citizenship are hence permissible.

Over the course of my discussion of multiple citizenship, I made some
more general, and perhaps more generally useful, points about the dis-
tribution of citizenship and the rights comprised by it. At various points
in the chapter I found the need for a more inclusive or diverse ground for
citizenship allocation emerging surprisingly enough from the various
justifications offered for birthright itself. I argued that, while the fact of
birth alone does not create any moral entitlement to these rights, resi-
dence might. So too might other factors, such as the fact of being affected
by the state’s institutions, decisions, or environment; one can be affected
in all those ways without residing on the state’s territory. I also hinted at
the possibility of allocating the rights of citizenship separately and grad-
ually over time, instead of the way states presently do. I will return to
these ideas and discuss them more extensively in Chapters 6 and 8.

64 One rationale for that might be simply that elderly people ought not be bothered with
such bureaucratic hassles. Another might be that – on the assumption that if people have
always renewed their birthright citizenship up to that age, they will be likely to want to do
so evermore – it is unlikely that they will have any major life changes at that age to alter
that (such as relocation in another state and naturalization there).
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3 Multiple Citizenship by Naturalization

Having discussed birthright multiple citizenship in the previous chapter,
I now turn to multiple citizenship acquired by naturalization.

Naturalization requirements have attracted a fair amount of academic
attention of late. Some theorists have bemoaned the unfair or illiberal
character of such regulations.1 They have argued, more positively, in
favour of making naturalization a means of political integration of both
long-term legal and illegal immigrants.2

Some of them focused on the duties that receiving states have toward
these people. First, naturalizing long-term legal immigrants and thereby
granting them political rights is, arguably, an essential requirement of
democracy. A state cannot be fully democratic if a part of its population is
prevented from participating in its government. For government to be
legitimate, there must (ideally) be a perfect match between law-takers and
law-makers. Second, states also have a duty to protect the vulnerable.
That entails that they should naturalize immigrants (especially, but not
exclusively asylum-seekers or stateless individuals) if this is the best way of
protecting them. They should also grant citizenship to immigrants,
whether legal or illegal, if they have been long living on the state territory
and have developed harmonious social and economic relationships with
that community. That merely amounts to formally recognizing the equal
social standing that these people already have within the community.3

But integrating immigrants is not just a matter of duty: it is to the
advantage of receiving states as well. Another part of the conversation,
both political and academic, emphasizes the ways in which states can
benefit from immigration. Immigrants enrich their host communities
both culturally and economically,4 and they would do even more so as

1 Bauböck and Joppke 2010; Carens 1998, 2010, 2013, ch. 3; Etzioni 2007; Hansen 2008;
Joppke 2010; Orgad 2010; Spiro 1998–9.

2 See Carens 1998.
3 Carens 2010.
4 Borjas 1995; Goodin 2006.
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citizens. There are thus multiple reasons why immigrants should be
offered and should take up5 the citizenship of their new receiving states.

Yet the reasons given above do not necessarily provide a defence of
dual citizenship as such. Just because immigrants should become citizens
of their receiving state does not necessarily mean that they should also
remain citizens of their sending states as well. From this, an important
question arises: Is it legitimate for the receiving state to grant its citizen-
ship only conditional on immigrants shedding their previous citizenships,
in effect denying immigrants the option of becoming dual citizens upon
naturalization?

That will be my concern in this chapter. I will be interested here in the
fairness of one particular condition for naturalization: renunciation of
previous citizenship.6 Such a requirement, which precludes dual citizen-
ship, is currently contained in the citizenship laws of several countries.7

In the first part of this chapter I will discuss various arguments for and
against this requirement. In discussing its legitimacy, I will also compare
it with an analogous requirement that can be imposed by the sending state
with the same effect – loss of citizenship ex lege.8 My conclusion will be
that the legitimacy of requiring immigrants to give up their previous
citizenships depends upon the source of that requirement. It is most
morally problematic if that request comes from the receiving rather than
the sending state.

In the second part of the chapter, I will discuss the converse case, in
which the sending state’s laws provide for automatic retention of citizenship
upon naturalization elsewhere (and the receiving state does not demand
renunciation of previous citizenship upon naturalization, either). When
the citizenship laws of the receiving and sending state are arranged in that
way, a migrant will automatically become a dual citizen upon naturaliza-
tion, by default. Emphasizing the downside of having such default rules,
I will argue that the dual citizenship emerging from such a legal arrange-
ment may be problematic in a different way. I conclude with a proposal
to reshape the structure of choice available to naturalization applicants, and

5 For a discussion, see De Schutter and Ypi (2015), who argue that immigrants have a duty
to take on the citizenship of their states of residence.

6 Where that is an option; it is not, if the sending state does not allow its citizens to
renounce its citizenship.

7 That is true (at the time of writing) in, e.g., Denmark, Norway, Germany, Austria, and
the Netherlands.

8 By ‘loss of citizenship ex lege ’ I refer to the ‘loss of nationality by an act of law that requires
neither explicit expression of intent (application, declaration, making use of an option or
similar modalities) by the target person or his or her legal agent to renounce nationality,
nor a decision or act by a public authority. Used synonymously with lapse of nationality.’
See EUDO Glossary on Citizenship and Nationality n.d.
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hence potential dual citizens. The reform I propose would likely decrease
the number of dual citizens but, at the same time, enhance the meaning-
fulness of dual citizenship, lifting it from the status of ‘citizenship of
convenience’9 to a citizenship of choice.

I Legal Framework

The naturalization requirement in view in the first part of this chapter is
mandatory renunciation of other citizenships upon acquiring the new
one. That requirement avoids dual citizenship, but it should be distin-
guished from other legal measures that could have the same effect.

One would be denaturalization or denationalization (withdrawal of
citizenship), where state A revokes citizen K ’s citizenship (without K ’s
consent).10 A second would be loss of citizenship ex lege upon naturalization
elsewhere, where K, a citizen of state A, loses citizenship in A automatically
upon becoming citizen of state B under state A ’s citizenship law.11

What I shall here be discussing is different from the citizenship provi-
sions above. It is what may be called ‘expatriation-conditioned natural-
ization’. Under that type of citizenship law, state B conditions K ’s
naturalization on his renunciation of citizenship in state A, thus preclud-
ing K from becoming a dual citizen of both states A and B. While both
denaturalization and loss of citizenship ex lege may also thwart multiple
nationality, those policies differ both empirically and normatively (as I will
point out below) from the policy of making renunciation of citizenship a
condition for naturalization.

II Against the Citizenship Renunciation Requirement

Should receiving states condition naturalization on renunciation of pre-
vious citizenships? According to Carens the answer is ‘no’. He argues
that the citizenship renunciation requirement is unjust.12 Insofar as dual
citizenship does not cause any problems, states should not use their
coercive power to force immigrants into choosing, for no good reason,

9 The phrase ‘citizenship of convenience’ is borrowed from Spiro (2008a).
10 States may withdraw citizenship for reason of fraud, disloyalty, treason, violation of

‘duties as a national’, or other criminal offences. See de Groot and Vink 2010. For a
normative analysis of citizenship withdrawal, see Gibney 2013a, 2013b.

11 Until recently, the Czech Republic and Denmark relied on such provisions, but those
were repealed in the last few years. At the time of writing, Austria, Estonia, Germany,
Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia, Spain, and Ukraine still
had such provisions in place, with the scope of the exceptions to the rule varying across
the states. See de Groot, Vink, and Honohan 2010; see also GLOBALCIT 2016.

12 Carens 2013, ch. 3.
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between two citizenships. A dual citizen can be loyal to both her coun-
tries, just as one can love both of one’s parents. Divided loyalties to two
different countries are not an issue insofar as there is no potential conflict
between military duties or complications related to diplomatic protection
(as argued in Chapter 1); various international treaties prevent potential
state conflicts related to dual nationality in those respects.13 A renunciation
requirement is harmful insofar as it does not respect the immigrant’s
interests or identity. Immigrants might still be attached in various ways to
their country of origin. They might still want to pursue certain economic
opportunities they have there as citizens. They might want to retain the
right to travel easily to and, perhaps, even resettle in those states. ‘Vital’
interests, such as inheriting property or running a business there, might also
be at stake.14

Perhaps the most important argument against erecting barriers (such
as the renunciation requirement) to residents acquiring citizenship is the
following. As I shall argue at greater length in Chapter 6, democracy
demands that those subjected to the laws should participate in the making
of those laws. This means that all those subjected to the law (including
settled immigrants) should receive the citizenship of their receiving state
(at least if they want it) – and they should do so, if not unconditionally,
anyway only on conditions that can be squared with the democratic ideal
(literacy in the language of the country, enabling one to vote in an
informed way, for example). This is a powerful argument against impos-
ing democratically irrelevant conditions on the receipt of citizenship in
the receiving state.15

Yet, as I will argue below, this does not necessarily also constitute an
argument in support of dual citizenship. Just because the receiving state
should not ask the immigrant to give up previous citizenship does not

13 As I have pointed out elsewhere (Chapters 1 and 8), this is not entirely accurate. While
conflicts of military duties are no longer an issue, conflicts of jurisdiction are still possible
and increasingly common thanks also to multiple citizenship.

14 In truth, however, few states restrict the right to inherit to citizens. The barriers were
lifted at the beginning of twentieth century through state reciprocity statutes. See
Anonymous 1963, 1969; Murphy 1967.

15 In Chapter 5, I will argue that, when a dual citizen exercises political rights in two states,
that can undermine democratic decision making by disrupting meta-agreement (which is
a prerequisite for reaching coherent collective decisions by majority rule) in one or both
of those countries. This argues against allowing someone who is already a citizen-voter in
one country to become a citizen-voter in a second country as well. Naturalization
conditioned on renunciation of prior citizenships does not necessarily solve this
problem, however. It neither guarantees that the persons lose the frame of reference
formed through deliberations in their previous country not does it guarantee that the
persons will acquire the frame of reference appropriate to deliberations in their new
country.
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mean that the immigrant should, all things considered, remain a citizen
of the sending state. It may well be that the sending state would be within
its moral rights to block dual citizenship by refusing to allow its émigrés
to retain their citizenship upon naturalizing in another state.

Democratic principles requiring that all those subjected to the law have
a say in the law means that immigrants should, prima facie at least, be
entitled to political rights in the state of which they are long-term resi-
dents. That means that it would be illegitimate for a state of residence to
impose arbitrary conditions on granting them political rights, such as
demanding they renounce their previous citizenship as a condition of
naturalization and of acquiring voting rights there. Yet according to the
same democratic principle, it would be perfectly legitimate for the sending
state to ask its long-term émigrés to give up their citizenships or to make
legal arrangements so that they automatically lose their citizenships upon
naturalization elsewhere (loss of citizenship ex lege). If what grounds the
moral right to citizenship is ‘social membership and the fact of ongoing
subjection to the laws’, then such a moral claim to citizenship is lost when
these conditions are no longer fulfilled, as may well be the case with long-
term émigrés.16

Notice, however, that in democracy-based arguments over naturaliza-
tion or loss of citizenship, political rights are really what is at stake. They
are the reason why the state of residence cannot legitimately impose
conditions on naturalization, from a democratic point of view, while
the sending state can legitimately impose loss of citizenship ex lege. Thus,
perhaps what troubles us the most, at least on this view, is that the state of
residence restricts the exercise of political rights when it conditions natural-
ization on citizenship renunciation, thus imposing conditions on the
grant of something that should be given as a matter of right in virtue of
subjection to the state’s laws.

But suppose we separated out political rights and allocated them
separately. It might be perfectly legitimate for the state of residence to
impose conditions on the grant of other citizenship benefits or on the
grant of citizenship solely as a formal non-voting membership status. (The
thought here would be that subjection to the state’s laws entitles one to
political rights, but not to other collective goods, the latter of which could
be extended, for example, on a contributory basis.) Analogously, if what
makes external citizenship problematic is the exercise of political rights
by people who have no legitimate claim to exercise such rights there, then
the sending state could just expunge its émigrés from its electoral rolls

16 See López-Guerra 2005.
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instead of stripping them of citizenship tout court. Unbundling citizenship
rights and allocating political rights separately – a solution I will discuss
extensively in Chapters 6 and 8 – could thus render a certain sort of
(partial) renunciation requirement less problematic.

Once that unbundling has been effected, the revised renunciation
requirement would apply only to political rights. On this model, the
receiving state would ask immigrants only to give up their political rights
in the sending state but not other benefits or formal membership there.
The sending state would impose only the ex lege loss of political rights and
not of the full bundle of rights as currently entailed by unitary citizenship.
I will come back to the unbundling proposal in Chapter 6.

III In Defence of the Citizenship Renunciation Requirement

What can nonetheless be said in favour of the citizenship renunciation
requirement in its current form?

A The Demands of Consistency

One justification for requiring new citizens to trade in their former
citizenships could be that states want to preserve equality among fellow
countrymen (as discussed in Chapter 2). Equality could be a legitimate
reason for conditioning naturalization this way. A state whose commu-
nity is composed of mono-nationals cannot accept outsiders into citizen-
ship without requiring them to become mono-nationals as well, if the
equality requirement is to be respected. If Germany’s community is
made up of individuals who are citizens of Germany alone, then all
foreigners wishing to join the German community should share this
status of mono-citizenship with their new fellow countrymen. On this
view, the citizenship renunciation requirement is just a requirement of
consistency within the community.

Yet for this argument to really stick, egalitarian concerns must perme-
ate all citizenship provisions. For example, if naturalization in state A is
conditioned on expatriation in the case of immigrants, then for the sake
of symmetry, A ’s citizenship laws should also provide for the automatic
loss of citizenship for its birthright citizens naturalizing in another state.
That is to say, the state should ensure that, just like its naturalized
citizens, its birthright citizens could not become dual nationals – whether
through the application of another state’s birthright regulations, through
the application of its own birthright regulations, or as a consequence
of those citizens naturalizing in another country. The requirement of
citizenship renunciation thus seems legitimate only when coupled with
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other legal provisions against dual citizenship. If states choose to restrict
dual citizenship on egalitarian grounds, they should do so all the way,
ensuring equal treatment for birthright and naturalized citizens alike with
respect to their access to dual citizenship. This is not always the case,
however.

Take, for example, the instance of Germany, prior to the most recent
revisions in its citizenship laws. Although it required first-generation
immigrants to shed their citizenship when naturalizing, it allowed
second-generation immigrants born on its territory to be dual citizens
only up to the age of twenty-three, at which point it required them to
make a choice between their citizenships.17 Thus, the later could enjoy
multiple citizenship for a number of years, whereas the former were not
allowed this privilege. If Germany wished to pursue equal treatment in its
dual citizenship policy, it might have, for example, adopted a system that
also allowed first-generation immigrants to keep their citizenships of
origin for a number of years after naturalizing, thus allowing them to enjoy
the status of dual citizen just as some of their fellow Germans did, under
the same citizenship law. Another double standard concerns how EU
immigrants are treated in comparison to immigrants from non-EU
states: while Germany requires the latter to give up their citizenships of
origin upon naturalization, it does not in the case of the former, thus
allowing them privileged access to dual citizenship and reducing the cost
of naturalization for them.

It would, of course, be possible for a state to want to ensure equality
among citizens along other lines, not in terms of mono-nationality but
(why not?) in terms of multiple citizenship. If all the state’s birth citizens
were multiple citizens, then consistency would require the state not to
impose a citizenship renunciation requirement on those who wish to
naturalize. In realistic terms, it is of course unlikely for a state’s popula-
tion to be made up entirely of mono-nationals or entirely of multiple
citizens. But there is no need for a state’s entire population to be made up
of multiple citizens for that state to lose its claim to consistency-based
legitimacy when requesting citizenship renunciation. It would be enough
for some of its birth citizens to be – or to be allowed to be – multiple
citizens in order for the state to lose any consistency-based legitimacy
claim when demanding renunciation of citizenship elsewhere from those
wishing to naturalize.

17 Germany changed its law recently, and starting with December 2014 that choice is no
longer required. Instead, second-generation immigrants are able to retain both citizenships
upon fulfilling certain criteria. Yet, those not qualifying under these criteria will have to
make a choice between their citizenships, as before.
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B No Different from Other Conditions

But can the citizenship renunciation requirement be justified even when
the receiving state adopts a double standard with respect to dual nation-
ality, that is, when naturalized and birth citizens are not treated alike? In
truth, non-members and members of a group are treated differently all
the time. Such differences are what makes group membership valuable
in the first place. In order to protect group identity and other group
benefits, group members restrict the access of other individuals to mem-
bership in their group as they please. This is an instance of discrimin-
ation, to be sure, but one that is generally considered to be legitimate.18

Renouncing one’s citizenship is just one requirement of naturalization
among many. Some claim that all naturalization requirements should be
removed or, at least, be made easier to satisfy.19 That may be so. It is
worth wondering, however, whether renunciation of citizenship is indeed
more problematic than other naturalization requirements, such as tests of
knowledge of language, history, and social culture; proof of economic
integration; or penal clearance. And if indeed it is more problematic,
what makes it so?

Renouncing citizenship undoubtedly represents a personal cost. Yet
other naturalization requirements are costly as well, in terms of the
applicant’s time, money, and energy. Immigrants must take various
courses to prepare for the tests. They must also obtain the necessary
documents to go with their applications. All these constitute costs an
immigrant assumes when deciding to become a full member of the
receiving state. Hence a citizenship renunciation requirement might not
seem to be different in kind from the various other requirements.20

C Not like the Other Conditions: What Is Permissible and What Is Not

Some might think that there should, however, be a limit to the magnitude
of costs or sacrifices required for naturalization. Citizenship renunciation,
they may say, is beyond the acceptable limit. But in order to say that

18 Freedom of association would grant associations (states included) the right to refuse or
withdraw membership to some people. See Wellman 2008, p. 112.

19 According to Carens (1998, p. 143), for example, ‘as a matter of fundamental justice,
anyone who has resided lawfully in a liberal democratic state for an extended period of
time (e.g., five years or more) ought to be entitled to become a citizen if he or she wishes
to do so’.

20 Think also that naturalization was introduced as recognition of the right to expatriate
oneself – to end allegiance to one’s birth state. This could be done only by a rejection of
dual citizenship. The right to choose one’s citizenship was commonly understood as the
right to change one’s citizenship. Naturalization entailed one citizenship being exchanged for
another. See Martin 2014.
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citizenship renunciation is beyond such a limit, one would need to
know where that limit is. I shall discuss the magnitude of costs issue
below. First, let us consider the possibility that the requirement to
renounce one’s previous citizenships is different in kind from other condi-
tions that may properly be imposed on naturalization.

What conditions can the state impose on the grant of citizenship, and
what conditions can it not? It could well be thought that, because a state
has the power to naturalize or not, it can impose any condition it
likes upon naturalization – citizenship renunciation included. Following
Grotius and Locke, it might be supposed that any greater power sub-
sumes lesser powers.21 For example, if in war one can kill one’s enemy,
then one can also enslave, beat, or torture him – in short, do anything
short of killing him. Similarly, one might think that if the state has
discretionary power to grant or deny citizenship to foreigners to begin
with, then it can also impose whatever conditions it wishes upon the
granting of that citizenship.

Other philosophers have argued, however, that any greater power does
not subsume lesser powers, unless the powers are of the same kind – that is,
unless they are used for the same purpose.22 That means, for example, that
if it is permissible to kill one’s enemy in war in order to defend oneself, it
is impermissible to enslave him after he has been captured and disarmed,
insofar as one’s survival is no longer at stake.

Seen in that light, whether or not the citizenship renunciation is
legitimate depends ultimately on what one thinks is the purpose for which
states are granted the power to naturalize foreigners. If one thinks its
purpose is to formally recognize as members those who already act like
members of the community, then it seems that the citizenship renunci-
ation condition is impermissible.23 One might, on the other hand, think of
the citizenship renunciation condition as precisely the kind of test that is
meant to show who acts like a member and who not: if one is ready to shed
one’s prior citizenship in order to acquire ours, the state might think, then
that individual may be regarded as acting ‘like a true member’, showing
just how much she values our community. Thus, we can easily imagine
arguments both for and against the legitimacy of the requirement to
renounce prior citizenship, depending upon what we take to be purpose
for which states have the power to naturalize foreigners, and on whether
the citizenship renunciation requirement serves that purpose or not.

21 Grotius [1625] 2012, vol. III, ch. 4, §10; Locke [1690] 1764, ch. 4, §23 and ch. 7, §85.
22 Goodin 2004.
23 On the same ground, imposing language conditions on naturalization is clearly

permissible.
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D Acting against One’s Interest

A big worry about the citizenship renunciation requirement – perhaps the
primary one for most advocates of dual citizenship – is that the receiving
states are thereby asking immigrants to act too much against their interests.
Retaining the citizenship of their sending state might be valuable to them
for various purposes, ranging from facilitated travel to their sense of
identity24 to the expressive exercise of political rights.25 Thus asking
immigrants to give up such advantages in order to become citizens of
the new community may be asking a lot of them – perhaps so much as to
constitute an abuse of power on the part of the receiving state.

But becoming citizens of the receiving state is presumably in their
interest as well – perhaps even more so than continuing being citizens
of their sending states. Conditionalizing naturalization on citizenship
renunciation will indeed prompt immigrants to weigh their interest in
being citizens of their sending states against their interest in being citizens
of their receiving ones. But such requirement does not necessarily prevent
immigrants from acting in their interest. If the sending state’s citizenship
is more valuable to them, they can retain that and simply not naturalize in
the receiving state. If they do naturalize in the receiving state on condi-
tion that they renounce their original citizenship, the interests they have
in remaining a citizen of that state could suffer a setback. But acting
against some of their interests could ultimately be in their best interest
when faced with the choice. All that the citizenship renunciation require-
ment does is to force them to weigh and rank their interests, before
deciding whether to apply for naturalization. But that applies to any big
decision involving both benefits and costs. As long as naturalization is
voluntary, one can reasonably think that, whenever long-term immigrants
choose to naturalize on condition of renouncing their prior citizenship,
the interests they have in the receiving state exceed whatever interests
they may have in their sending state. Otherwise, they would surely not
proceed with the naturalization procedure.

Maybe, from the receiving state’s point of view, there is a good reason
to ask immigrants to rank their interests and choose among them. If the
immigrant’s interest in being a citizen of the receiving state does indeed

24 This is a common objection. Yet it would be exaggerated to say that one loses one’s
identity with one’s passport. Cultural features or attachments do not disappear with the
passport, and may not depend on the passport to begin with (e.g., I can have a cultural
attachment to France – speak French, read French novels, listen to French music, drink
French wines – without being a French citizen). Someone’s identity naturally consists of
more than his or her passport. For a related view, see Waldron 2000.

25 Of course, such advantages on the part of the immigrants may have negative externalities
for others, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.
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outweigh that of being a citizen of the sending state, that may constitute
proof in itself that that individual is indeed part of that community in
such a way that deserves the formal recognition from the receiving state.
It sends an important signal to the state: individual K is ready to commit
to being member of the community. It may also ensure that membership
in the group is not taken lightly by potential newcomers. If the interest in
being a citizen of the sending state is indeed stronger, it should mean that
the immigrant is indeed ready to join the new community.

Also, asking people to commit to one community or another might be
just one way of testing who is more reliable and trustworthy in the long
term and not just in the short run. (In this connection, see also my
critique of citizenship-by-investment on the same grounds in Chapter 4.)
‘Burning bridges’ by giving up citizenship means that returning to the
sending state is not such an easy option. From the receiving state’s point
of view, this might be seen as good news: in a democracy, exercising
voice should, after all, be encouraged, and exiting (in any form) should
be discouraged.26 A second citizenship would be bad news insofar as, for
those who have it, exit would be readily available at a relatively low cost.

E Loss Aversion

There is, however, another important difference between the citizenship
renunciation requirement and other naturalization requirements. This
difference best explains, I think, people’s initial outright rejection of the
citizenship renunciation condition. While meeting the other require-
ments involves people acquiring something they did not have before
(whether it is language skills and other knowledge, employment and
bank accounts, medical insurance, and so on), the citizenship renunci-
ation requirement is, par excellence, a requirement to give up something
one has, and has long had, typically since birth. The requirement of
citizenship renunciation will likely trigger a loss aversion bias27 like no
other requirement would.28

26 Hirschman 1970.
27 On loss aversion bias (or the endowment effect), see Ariely, Huber, and Wertenbroch

2005; Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 2000; McGraw, Larsen, Kahneman, and
Schkade 2010.

28 True, one might object that the other naturalization requirements also entail a loss – of
time and money in particular. I doubt, however, that the loss of time and money would
be conceived in the same way or would trigger a loss aversion bias. This is mainly
because time and money achieve their value only when they are spent or consumed,
that is, get their value through their ‘loss’. E.g., time is valuable to us for how we can
spend it doing other activities, rather than as such; money is valuable to us for what it can
buy us.
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What is entailed by the ‘loss aversion bias’ used by psychologists and
economists to explain purchasing patterns, among other things? Put in
economic terms, it means that a person would demand more to give up
something that he already has than he would pay to acquire the very same
thing anew. In the classic experiment, people who refused to pay $10 to
acquire a mug, having been given it, refuse to sell it for $10 – which
should obviously count as a good deal given their first judgement.29 In
the present context, the thought is that immigrants – who otherwise
attach little, if any, value to their citizenships of origin (had they not been
birth citizens already, they often would not have gone to any trouble to
acquire those citizenships) – will typically start valuing them (or at least
value them more highly) when asked to give them up. This could at least
partly explain the strong reactions against the citizenship renunciation
requirement, reactions much stronger than those against other natural-
ization requirements.

Notice that the reluctance to give up citizenship of the sending state
that is induced by the loss aversion bias does not actually account to a
considered, well-defined preference for retaining that citizenship. One is
talking not of reflective preferences but of flawed judgements deriving
from cognitive biases (or, at best, of adaptive preferences that are not a
measure of autonomy in the end).30 How much moral weight one should
attach to such judgements remains an open question. My aim is just to
raise awareness of the fact that focusing on immigrants’ preference to
continue being members of their sending states’ communities does not
provide such a strong argument against the citizenship renunciation
requirement, as it might be first thought.

IV Default Rules and Dual Citizenship

Having discussed the requirement of citizenship renunciation, I now turn
to the case where naturalization does result in dual citizenship – that is,
when (1) the receiving state does not impose a citizenship renunciation
requirement and (2) the sending state does not have any provisions for loss
of citizenship ex lege. Drawing on the literature on choice architecture
and nudging, I will point out that in this case dual citizenship arises

29 Or take this story: ‘A wine-loving economist we know purchased some nice Bordeaux
wines years ago at low prices. The wines have greatly appreciated in value, so that a bottle
that cost only $10 when purchased would now fetch $200 at auction. This economist
now drinks some of this wine occasionally, but would neither be willing to sell the wine at
the auction price nor buy an additional bottle at that price’ (Kahneman, Knetsch, and
Thaler 2000, p. 159).

30 See Elster 1986.
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purely from a default rule, and that one might therefore object to dual
citizenship on the grounds that it does not express the active choice of the
individual. I criticise this legal setup governing matters of citizenship and
propose a reform that would correct the problem by introducing an
element of choice alongside the default rule.

A What Are Default Rules?

Default rules are part and parcel of our everyday existence. And, in many
ways, that is a good thing. Without them people would be forced to
decide much more often than they would like to, and continuously
deciding could stand in the way of their everyday life activities and
priorities. Default rules settle the matter on people’s behalf. In some
instances, the default arrangement can be subsequently altered by people
if they so wished; that is, they can opt out. For example, when making an
online purchase an online account may be automatically created for
customers without their express action or choice, the customers having
nonetheless the option to delete the account afterwards.

What is interesting about default rules is that they lead to outcomes
that are very stable. Despite having the freedom to opt out, people stick
by the default, even when they do not have any particular preference for
it. To get a sense of how powerful default rules are, take one example
provided by Cass Sunstein:

In 2011, I helped to organize aWhite House conference on information disclosure.
Conference materials were sent out in advance to the three hundred registrants . . .
In those materials, people were told that unless they specifically requested
otherwise, they would receive the healthy lunch option. The materials explained:
‘Healthy options for lunch include, but are not limited to, a bean sprout and soy-
cheese sandwich on gluten-free soda bread.’
Most people are not enthusiastic about the idea of bean sprout and soy-cheese

sandwiches, and it is doubtful that many people actually wanted them. But eighty
percent of attendees failed to opt out. On the morning of the event, the
participants were not exactly thrilled to learn that most of them had ‘selected’
the bean sprout and soy-cheese sandwich for lunch. The good news is that people
were not held to their apparent ‘selections’; they ended up with pretty good
sandwiches. Still, it is noteworthy that the well-educated participants ended up
signing up, by default, for a quite unappealing meal.31

Default rules are inherently ‘sticky’. This stickiness derives from psycho-
logical effects such as an ‘endowment effect’ (people value something
more because they had it in the first place: the source of ‘loss aversion’)

31 Sunstein 2013a, p. 12, emphasis added.
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or a ‘status quo bias’ (caused by inertia or procrastination). Sticking with
the default rule is also effortless compared with opting out, which may be
somewhat demanding of time or money. But above all, opting out requires
people’s attention, and people are often oblivious to default rules.

Default rules have attracted much attention, thanks to the role they can
play in policy making.32 Human cognitive biases – such as an endowment
effect or a loss aversion bias – can be cleverly exploited by policy makers to
makemore palatable policies that do not have public support, yet are to the
people’s benefit. Of course, what is to people’s benefit is decided by the
policy makers themselves, qua ‘choice architects’. (Not surprisingly, one
line of attack against ‘nudging’ focuses on precisely this point.) Another
advantage would be that default rules do not restrict people’s freedom,
insofar as opting out is always available at a low cost.33 Still, insofar as
default rules are very sticky and opting out is rare (perhaps because it is
costly, especially of people’s scarce attention), one can nonetheless say that
even when they are seemingly transparent (which is not always the case)
default rules entrap people, playing on their psychological limitations.

Sunstein distinguishes three choice modes: impersonal default rules,
active choosing, and personalized default rules. Different choice modes can
apply to different types of choices. There are choices that do not matter
much for most people, and that perhaps can be put on automatic pilot:
for example, choosing one’s seat at the cinema or in the plane.34 But
there are also choices that matter a lot in terms of their impact on
people’s life prospects. Such choices may include choosing one’s univer-
sity degree, choosing which career to pursue, or choosing which state one
is a citizen of. Furthermore, because it also permits the exercise of
political rights, the latter also impacts other people ’s lives as well, through
the coercive consequences that one’s vote carries.

B Dual Citizenship by Default

Following naturalization, dual citizenship often comes ‘by default’. Take
for example migrant K, who left birth state A to take permanent residence

32 Glaeser 2006; Sunstein 2013a, 2001; Willis 2013. See also Sunstein 2013b and Thaler
and Sunstein 2009.

33 This is the sense in which nudging represents ‘libertarian paternalism’ (Thaler and
Sunstein 2009).

34 Certainly, there are people who cannot wait to opt out and change the assigned seats. Such
people may take pleasure in expressing their preferences on any occasion. If they do not
already have a preference on any given matter, they form one. Sunstein points out that the
formation of preferences entails effort. True. But we must not forget that there are people
who might actually enjoy making such efforts, regarding them as opportunities to exercise
their freedom of choice and agential control. See Sunstein 2013a, p. 19.
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in state B. Suppose state B does not make naturalization conditional on
citizenship renunciation. Also, state A allows, ex lege, its citizens to retain
their citizenships when they naturalize elsewhere.35 Thus K will automat-
ically continue being a citizen of A when taking on the citizenship of state
B. K will then become a dual citizen ‘by default’, thanks to A ’s default
rule providing for automatic retention of citizenship. K can, of course,
‘opt out’, that is, give up citizenship in A. This would entail an additional
effort on K ’s part. Whereas K ’s citizenship in B is the result of active
choosing (naturalization), K without doing anything continues to be a
citizen of A ex lege, by virtue of this state’s citizenship law. Thus one can
say that K becomes a dual citizen by default, since the laws are set up in
such a way as to automatically allow her to retain citizenship of A, without
her express request or consent.36

I think it reasonable to say that, from a moral point of view at least, it
would be better for dual citizenship to arise instead through an active
choice. Out of respect for people’s agency, states should allow individuals
to make an active choice between being or not being dual citizens. A rule
that mandates automatic preservation of former citizenship upon natural-
ization elsewhere involves no such choice. To be sure, people can escape
their dual citizenship status, but the fact that this presupposes an opt-out
(with all the costs that opt-outs entail) may psychologically prevent them
from doing so (as discussed in connection with loss aversion above). One
advantage of changing the default rule giving rise to dual citizenship
would be to give individuals (at least those having joined another citizen-
ship community) the chance to voluntarily and reflectively endorse or
reject their birth citizenships – and to do so for the first time, since that
status had previously been imposed on them at birth, and hence cannot
be said to have been voluntarily acquired.

Notice also that in such a situation – where one would choose between
being a dual citizen (that is, remain also a citizen of one’s birth state) and
not being a dual citizen (that is, be a naturalised citizen of one’s state of
residence only) – the structure of choice would be different in one
important respect from that created by naturalization conditioned on

35 Typically, but not always, this is done deliberately to ‘entrap’ individuals in their role as
citizens of their states of origin.

36 Carens briefly debates an ‘opt in’ as alternative to the automatic grant of citizenship to
the children of immigrants. He considers such an alternative undesirable and unjustifiable.
His brief footnote does not address the case of children of émigrés (indeed, in many
cases citizenship allocation is not automatic but dependent on submitting an application)
or the case of individuals who naturalize, as I do here (see Carens’s original manuscript,
2013, ch. 3, n. 3, omitted in the published edition). I thank the author for making the
manuscript available to me before its publication.
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renunciation of previous citizenship. In the latter situation, the stakes of
the choice are high: whether one chooses to continue being citizen of
one’s birth state has implications for one’s becoming citizen of one’s state
of residence as well; one cannot, in this situation, acquire the latter
citizenship without renouncing the former. The choice circumvents dual
citizenship, but it does so by forcing a person to trade mono-nationality in
one state for mono-nationality in another. The change of default rule
I propose entails the same choice between continuing being a citizen of
one’s birth state or not doing so, but this choice does not have any
implications for one’s status in the state of residence: the individuals
making this choice are already citizens of their states of residence, and the
question is simply whether they want to retain their birth citizenship as
well; their choice is between dual citizenship status and mono-nationality.
The difference between the two contexts of choice is important. Under
my revised default rule, an individual’s decision to forgo dual citizenship
status would reflect her attitude toward her birth citizenship and that
alone, whereas where naturalization is conditional on renouncing citizen-
ship elsewhere, her decision would reflect how valuable the one citizen-
ship is to her relative to the other. Also, we can assume that individuals
would more gladly give up their birth citizenships if this were presented
to them as a free choice that was altogether irrelevant to their naturaliza-
tion in their states of residence.

But to what extent is the use of default rules appropriate at all in
citizenship matters? Default rules work best when people do not have
diverse preferences. When they do have diverse preferences, one-size-
fits-all default rules are inefficient solutions, for they are no longer good
proxies for people’s actual preferences. When this is the case, it is best to
ask them to express these preferences and decide on their own. Now,
immigrants come ‘in all shapes and sizes’ (from the asylum-seeker and
refugee to the prosperous businessman and cosmopolitan intellectual);
each has their own personal story of immigration, and each has different
reasons for leaving their home country. Insofar as they do, states can
expect these people to relate differently to their states of origins and to
their birth citizenships.

As I pointed out above, because of the inherent constraints on the
freedom of choice arising from loss-aversion bias, conditioning natural-
ization on citizenship renunciation is also a bad strategy for finding out
how people truly feel about their birth citizenships. True, asking them to
make an active choice between being a dual citizen or not might not
tackle their loss-aversion bias completely (they would, after all, still be
‘losing’ their birth citizenships). But at least this choice context involves
fewer limitations (operating both consciously and unconsciously) on
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one’s freedom of choice, since there are no trade-offs between one’s birth
citizenship and naturalization in one’s residence state.

Furthermore, when it comes to regulating dual citizenship, states should
not be satisfied with suboptimal solutions, especially if those solutions will
have negative consequences, as Chapters 5 and 7 will show dual citizen-
ship to have. The negative impact of multiple citizenship could be reduced
by removing legal defaults favouring dual citizenship and replacing them with
a system of active choosing in citizenship matters37 – one based on inter-
national legal cooperation at the level of ministries of internal affairs, so
as to minimise all burdens associated with an active choice.

C Reform

States might, for example, add an element of choice in the legislation
allowing individuals to express their clear choice in favour of or against
dual citizenship, alongside the opt-out options they already have avail-
able, as previously discussed. For example, after naturalization in the
receiving state (or perhaps even as part of the naturalization procedure in
that state38), migrants could be asked to explicitly communicate their
preferences with regard to dual citizenship by filling a simple form. They
could tick a box to continue being a citizen of their sending state or
another box to discontinue being a citizen of their sending state. They
could communicate their intention directly to the receiving state, which
would then forward that request on their behalf to their sending state.
The system would establish a new rule: the direct choice between being a
dual citizen or not.39

Notice that my critique of the opt-out with respect to multiple citizen-
ship should not be read as a defence of using opt-in as regards citizenship

37 Ideally, such a system would afford as many options as possible. One example might be a
global citizenship that is not parasitical on national citizenship (as European citizenship
is on that of member states), if only we could find a way to successfully set it up.

38 Although I think this would be less preferable for the obvious reason that it might be
mistakenly perceived by applicants as a constraint on their freedom of choice, even if it
would not actually be so.

39 According to Rainer Bauböck, a citizenship regime with an emphasis on individual choice
is the only one that could better adapt to individual circumstances. Furthermore, political
communities are based on consent. Such consent should figure more prominently in
citizenship laws. ‘Assigning legal status to categories of persons defined by broad criteria
such as residence, territory of birth and descent will inevitably create normative
mismatches with the endless variety of individual circumstances. This is one reason
why a defensible citizenship regime must provide for individual choice . . . Just as
immigrants should not be automatically naturalized against their will, so emigrants
must have an option to renounce their citizenship’, argues Bauböck (2009, p. 485). Cf.
de Schutter and Ypi 2015.
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matters indiscriminately, regardless of any social context. Indeed, the
exclusive and pervasive use of opt-in rules for citizenship has been as a
way of depriving individuals of their just entitlements – and hence as a
way of excluding certain categories of people from equal membership.
Take France, for example. Prior to 1993, second-generation immigrants
born on French soil were automatically granted French citizenship.
Subsequent to reforms of the nationality law in France in that year,
however, sometime between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one, they
had to declare their will to become French citizens in order to be granted
citizenship.40

Of course, opt-in and opt-out policies use different defaults. The first
does not grant citizenship as a matter of course (people have to opt in);
the second does grant citizenship as a matter of course (people have to
opt out). Yet neither of those defaults requires an active choice between
the two options, of being or not being a citizen.41 One can subsequently
apply for citizenship (opt in) or renounce citizenship (opt out), to be
sure, but only after a particular status (non-citizen or citizen) has been
imposed on them by the default rule. I am merely advocating that the
active choice in both directions should become the default. That is to say,
one should be free to choose the status of being either a citizen or a non-
citizen, a dual citizen or a mono-national, instead of having one or the
other status imposed by default and then having the possibility of
changing it, at a higher or lower cost.

One needs, however, also to contemplate the case of someone who,
failing or refusing to fill the form I mentioned as a solution, does not
express a choice between the two options. What would happen then? The
sending state would still need to have a secondary default rule to rely on
as back-up in such cases. It could, for example, take naturalization to
imply renunciation of original citizenship unless the émigré communicated

40 Bertossi and Hajjat 2013.
41 That citizenship must be based primarily on choice and consent is also argued by Martin

(2002, pp. 49–50), and Schuck and Smith (1985), who all emphasize the importance of
making voluntary expatriation (i.e., renunciation to citizenship) more readily available to
people, sometimes by reducing the material disadvantages that come with it (Martin
2002). These disadvantages can, of course, translate into a loss of rights. Hence, Schuck
and Smith (1985, pp. 123–4) argue that those who choose to stop being citizens of a state
should nonetheless be permitted to remain permanent residents of that state, with all the
rights this status entails. They argue that those who wish to expatriate themselves should
be ‘able to exercise their right to renounce citizenship more knowledgeably, meaningfully
and readily’ (p. 7). They have in mind not only multiple citizens, but citizens of a single
state as well: ‘If the person chose permanent resident status, as our proposal would
permit, and did not acquire a new nationality, he or she would be literally stateless’
(p. 124). Their proposal entails thus that states should not prevent people from
becoming stateless, if this is their will.
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otherwise within, say, a year or two. Such reform would likely decrease the
number of dual citizens. Yet it would also ensure that dual citizenship has
a powerful meaning, which it now often lacks. Theorists complain about
plural citizenship pointing to a weakening, lightening of citizenship, and
making people’s citizenships little more than ‘citizenships of conveni-
ence’.42 This reform would transform multiple citizenship from a citizen-
ship of convenience to a citizenship (largely) of choice.

42 Joppke 2010; Spiro 2008a.
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4 Multiple Citizenship by Investment

In the previous two chapters I have shown how multiple citizenship is
morally problematic on account of the ways it was acquired by birthright
(Chapter 2) or naturalization (Chapter 3). In this chapter I will focus on a
third, and last, mode of acquisition of multiple citizenship: investment.
Even states that usually block the occurrence of dual citizenship by
imposing a citizenship renunciation requirement upon naturalization,
such as Austria, waive this requirement in the case of naturalization by
investment, allowing investors (but not other candidates for naturaliza-
tion) to become dual nationals. As with birthright and naturalization, the
arguments I will rally in this chapter against investment-based citizenship
have a broader application. They apply not only to the distribution of
multiple citizenship on that basis but to the distribution of citizenship on
that basis tout court. But the effect of those arguments will be to shut down
yet another avenue by which multiple citizenship might be acquired.

States have always granted citizenship on the basis of exceptional
individual achievements, of course. Thomas Paine, for example, was
granted honorary French citizenship by the Girondists in the wake of
the French Revolution, only to have it revoked when the Montagnards
took power. (Of course, Paine was lucky to have lost only his French
citizenship and not also his head.) According preferential treatment of
this sort to some people may or may not be problematic. But a state
explicitly granting citizenship on the basis of nothing but financial capital
invested in that state makes the grant of citizenship an oblique trade – yea,
a sale of citizenship. Meet investor citizenship.

The market logic has permeated nearly all domains of human life.
Among the things that we can buy today are pregnancy services, friend-
ship, sex, queuing time, kidneys, and the right to kill endangered species.1

Selling citizenship seems innocuous by comparison. It does not com-
promise a person’s body integrity, it does not breach taboos or clear social

1 Sandel 2012.
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norms, it does not deplete the commons. At first glance, nothing seems
lost, alienated, or violated, as in the other cases just mentioned.

Investor citizenship also seems to be a clear win-win situation. The
state thereby attracts or retains foreign investors, increasing its tax base.
Investors who thereby obtain citizenship decrease their costs (in terms of
paperwork, time, and money) and boost their profits (thanks to oppor-
tunities to own or engage in businesses available only to citizens). For
those who can afford it, premier residence programs can be also an easy
shortcut to naturalization. Yet no matter the reasons for doing it, these
are ways of ‘buying’ one’s way into the citizenry.

But should states put citizenship on sale? What should stop them from
doing so, blind nationalist considerations apart? Investor citizenship
might be economically advantageous for all concerned. Yet one might
think that conferring citizenship should serve purposes very different
from boosting the treasury.

Such objections are not without precedent. The sale of civic status has
long aroused protests. My strategy in this chapter is to recall what was
traditionally said against the sale of noble titles, and to consider how those
arguments may extend, by analogy, to the sale of citizenship. The ana-
logy is imperfect. Nonetheless, these two practices of selling civic status
are surprisingly similar in a great many ways. As I will show, the practice
of selling citizenship is not only similar to that of selling honours but is
also wrong in analogous ways.

I The Rise of Economic Citizenship

Naturalization procedures are complex, nowadays. Individuals have to
meet a wide range of requirements when joining a new community:
residence requirements, language and social knowledge requirements,
moral requirements (penal clearance), and financial requirements (stable
income stream). Not so investors, however. Investor citizenship makes
citizenship readily available to them simply upon investment. Although
the practice is increasingly common, details vary across countries. Some
countries may waive some naturalization requirements (for example,
residence, as in premier residence programs); others may waive all
requirements. In the latter case, investor citizenship amounts to the
‘outright conferral of citizenship’ upon investment.2

The practice can also bemore or less institutionalized. In some countries
authorities have the absolute discretion to grant citizenship to investors on

2 Dzankic 2012b, p. 1. See also Dzankic 2012a, 2015; Shachar and Hirschl 2014.
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grounds of economic achievement (as a form of honorary citizenship).3

Austria and Montenegro, for example, have loosely regulated investor
citizenship programs, so the authorities’ discretion often kicks in. These
countries do not specify the exact amount or type of investment required.
At the same time, in both, important naturalization requirements (like
language, residence, and renunciation to previous citizenship) are waived
when citizenship is acquired via investment.4 This might be thought pecu-
liar, insofar as both of those countries normally have very tough naturaliza-
tion requirements.

Other countries – like the Commonwealth of Dominica and St. Kitts
and Nevis – have developed detailed citizenship-by-investment policies.
In both, the exact amount and type of investment are specified, as well
as all other administrative fees. The rights and duties attached to the
citizenship are also specified.5 The most recent countries to put their
citizenship on sale or to consider doing so are Malta and Cyprus.6 Even
when countries do not have investor citizenship programs, they often
nonetheless have premier residence programs for investors (United States,
United Kingdom, Australia, Singapore, Canada, Belgium, Hungary).
Some countries, like Austria, have both. Upon investment, premier resi-
dence lifts one important naturalization requirement: residence.7 Hence,
as a result, investors benefit from fast-tracked, facilitated naturalization.

This practice has come under public scrutiny because of its association
with corruption (influence peddling by politicians),8 tax evasion, and
extradition (where one buys a new citizenship in order to cleanse one’s
record or escape prosecution).9 Nonetheless, the argument (with an
economic flavour to it) mainly offered in favour of investor citizenship
is the following: by naturalizing these individuals, states can decrease the

3 Dzankic 2015. Of course, what counts as ‘exceptional achievement in the national interest’
is to be decided by state authorities alone. But to get an idea: a Saudi hotel investor and a
Russian singer were thought to meet these criteria and were granted Austrian citizenship.
See Mahncke and Ignatzi 2013.

4 See Dzankic 2012b, pp. 11–15.
5 Ibid., pp. 8–9. In St. Kitts and Nevis investors have two options: investing in real estate
or in the Sugar Industry Diversification Foundation.

6 Cyprus considered offering Cypriot citizenship as compensation to Russian investors
having their deposits levied during the economic crisis. The goal, of course, was to keep
Russian money in Cypriot banks. See Der Spiegel 2013. Malta, on the other hand,
amended in 2013 its Citizenship Act to put Maltese, and by extension European,
citizenship on sale for €650,000. See Balzan 2013 and Dzankic 2015 for discussion.

7 Dzankic 2012b, pp. 3–6.
8 One Austrian politician, for example, promised Austrian citizenship to a Russian investor
in exchange for €5 million investment and a donation to the party (Dzankic 2012b, p. 12).

9 Former Thai Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, convicted for corruption, received
Montenegrin citizenship and, most importantly, its passport after investing in
Montenegrin tourism. The case sparked much debate (ibid., p. 13).
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shared costs of membership for the other members (albeit perhaps only
in the short term, as I will later point out). Investor citizenship may
generally be regarded as a good thing, insofar as its benefits greatly
exceed its costs.10

This is an important argument in favour of selling citizenship, espe-
cially for poor countries with small populations, which could not raise
more revenue through taxes even if they wanted. There may be others.
Hence it is important that I fully acknowledge from the outset that all the
arguments I put forward against investor citizenship should be under-
stood as pro tanto reasons against it, which depending on the context may
be overridden by other considerations, such as the one just mentioned.

II Selling Honours: The Historical Record

The sale of civic status did not begin with contemporary schemes for the
sale of citizenship. Long before the emergence of the modern state, and
hence of citizenship as we know it, another status was put on the market:
noble status. Purchasing honours (peerages) was a widespread phenom-
enon from the Renaissance forward. For the nobility, it represented the
culmination of a deep crisis.11 Both France and England saw a rapid
increase in the ranks of the nobility from the sixteenth century onward.
Many commoners literally started ‘buying’ their way into the aristocracy.
The phenomenon of ‘cash for honours’ – or ‘temporal simony’,12 as it
was also called – took various forms.13 A rich commoner could use his
money to acquire noble status in any of these ways: he could buy an
ennoblement letter;14 he could buy a seigniorial estate that would entitle

10 Buchanan 1965; Frey and Eichberger 1999 discussed in Dzankic 2012b, pp. 2–3.
11 The nobility was already impoverished by the religious wars and by the administrative

reforms of the Crown. See Bitton 1969.
12 Mayes 1957, p. 35.
13 Our more recent history is also full of ‘cash for honours’ episodes. David Lloyd George

was involved in a scandal involving the sale of peerages, leading to the adoption of the
Honours (Prevention of Abuses) Act in 1925. In 1976, another British Prime Minister,
Harold Wilson, produced upon his resignation his ‘resignation honours’ (known as the
‘lavender list’), full of dubious, to say the least, individuals proposed for peerage. Finally,
in 2006, the House of Lords Appointments Commission rejected several individuals
nominated for life peerages by Prime Minister Tony Blair. They had made substantial
donations to the party just before their nominations. Many of the donations turned out
to be loans to the party. See Guardian 2007 and Kennedy 2016.

14 Merchants and farmers would buy a seigniorial estate and be recognized nobles upon
payment of the franc-fief. See Bloch 1934, pp. 43–4. In England, too, the composition of
the landed elites changed. Profits from trade and law came easily, and these profits could
be used to buy seigniorial estates from an expanding land market (ancient Crown lands
and former assets of the monasteries were put on sale). But the new landed elites
demanded also social recognition of their new positions, to the exasperation of the old
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him to ennoblement; he could use his fortune to marry into a poor but
noble family;15 he could buy an office, thereby being entitled to noble
status (noblesse de robe).

In James I’s England, the old landed aristocracy quickly denounced
the trade of honours by the king and its acolytes. They not only found it
downright offensive (‘how could one place the dignity16 of the nobility on
the open market?’17). The practice often went hand in hand with the
corruption of the court. Also, once knighthoods were put on the market,
knighthood fell into contempt and knights started seeking higher titles, at
which point higher titles too were put on sale.18 The result was a spiral-
ling inflation of honours. In both England and France, the resentment of
the aristocracy toward the Crown mounted. The old birth aristocracy
never came to accept those having bought their way into its ranks as
equals. At the same time, even the newly anointed ‘cash’ nobility came to
recognize the reputational costs and limits of the sale of peerages – eager
to keep their competitive advantage over others,19 they hoped to stop
others from buying titles too.20

landed elites, who wanted precedence in the distribution of status. See Stone 1958,
pp. 47, 50.

15 What the French called ‘mésalliance’. Often, bankrupt old nobles had to marry their
progeny to rich bourgeois. For the latter, noble status was the ‘last frontier’ of social
advancement. The marriage was an exchange: money for noble status.

16 Peter Berger proposed a conceptual distinction between honour and dignity. First,
honour had a strong class dimension. A quintessentially aristocratic quality, it was the
product of feudal hierarchies operating on the basis of institutional norms and roles
(Berger 1970, p. 340). Yet, second, honour also bore a more universalistic dimension,
regulating every person’s relationship to his or her community, and the idealized norms
of that community (ibid., p. 341). With the rise of the bourgeoisie, the concept of honour
expanded, and eventually became meaningless (ibid.). In the modern consciousness, it
was gradually replaced with dignity. While dignity was, in contrast, severed from
institutional norms and roles, it still fulfilled the same function of regulating one’s
relationship between self and the community (ibid., pp. 342–3). However, as the quote
in the text shows, the historical sources and studies I rely on in this chapter do not always
reflect this fine distinction between honour and dignity. For that reason, when talking
about the sale of peerages, I will use honour and dignity interchangeably. When
discussing the contemporary sale of state membership, I will refer to honour’s modern
analogue, dignity.

17 Mayes 1957, p. 21.
18 Stone 1958, p. 52.
19 The extension of the franchise brought about a similar situation: ‘Middle-class people,

once given the vote, wanted to conserve institutions that they had formerly been inclined
to attack. Most of the new voters wanted, not to challenge the aristocracy, but to win
recognition from it: once they had their rightful position they did not favour further
adventures’ (Brock 1973, p. 319). Similarly, the newly ennobled sought to win the
acceptance of the old nobles by discrediting the process (sale) by which they
themselves had acquired their own peerages.

20 See Arundell 1603.
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III Lessons from the Sale of Honours

To be sure, cash for honours testifies that social mobility was possible at
least for rich commoners at that time. But the debate surrounding it
testifies also to the perception that money was the wrong way of acquiring
social status. Two points stand out in these debates. First, noble status
should not be distributed for sordid, pecuniary reasons. Second, money
does not make one worthy of ennoblement. Below I will point out some
respects in which the sale of citizenship to investors is similar to the sale
of noble titles to commoners and, more importantly, how it is also
problematic in analogous ways.

A Merit and Reciprocity

At the core of the critique of cash for honours lay a defence of merit. The
sale of honours precluded noble status from tracking merit exclusively.
The association of birth with merit is puzzling at first: what does noble
(hence inherited) status have to do with merit? But it becomes clear once
one grasps the peculiar understanding the nobility had of ‘merit’. It is
very different from our present, common understanding of it.21 The
nobles’ meaning of merit went beyond considerations of personal virtue,
and was largely relational.22

In France, merit could arise only from a long-term personal relation-
ship to the Crown. The recognition of merit was the unique prerogative
of the king.23 A man of merit24 – a nobleman, that is – was worthy of his
status as recompense for past services he and his ancestors had given the
king. Merit was thus grounded in a long-standing gift relationship with the
king.25 Noble status (as inherited status) was a proof of strong bonds and
entrenched obligations to the Crown created by past services and gratifi-
cations.26 The sale of honours was bound to clash with this very

21 According to the Oxford English Dictionary: ‘the quality of being particularly good or
worthy, especially so as to deserve praise or reward’.

22 Smith 1996, p. 21.
23 Ibid., p. 7.
24 This conception of merit, corresponding in theological discourse to the notion of condign

merit, entailed a reciprocity relationship, contrary to congruous merit, which entailed
virtuous qualities. This distinction was important enough to figure in the 1694 French
Academy’s dictionary (Smith 1996, pp. 20–1, n. 31).

25 At the time there was a general reverence for all things long-standing or ancient. The
British constitution, for example, was respected by people for its having been in place
since time immemorial (Pocock 1987).

26 Notice also that noble title – passed from generation to generation – accounted for a
single continuing being (e.g., under the name of Earl of Oxford) transcending the mortal
bodies of individuals taking this title in every generation (e.g., the first, second, third, . . .
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particular understanding of merit. Sure, giving the king money in
exchange for a noble title might be termed as ‘granting him a service’
or ‘doing him a favour’. But this did not say anything about past com-
mitments and services to the Crown which alone could evince merit.27

Important was the timing of such exchanges. To confer merit, as the
nobles understood it, such exchanges should have taken place on mul-
tiple occasions, over hundreds of years. Becoming a nobleman immedi-
ately upon the first payment of cash failed to say anything about the past.
And most importantly – taking the long-standing past to be the only true
indicator of what was to come – it failed also to say anything about the
future of these relationships.

In England, too, noble status was a hallmark of personal merit.28 And
its sale was depriving ‘the Crown of the fairest means of rewarding
deserving servants by making nobility appear cheap’.29 Quite bafflingly,
even those making the purchase were aware of this moral pitfall. One
purchaser of honours defended his new acquisition as follows: ‘he
observed merit to be no medium to an honorary reward, that he saw divers
persons who he thought deserved it as little as he (either in their persons
or estates) by that meanes leap over his head, and therefore seeing the
market open and finding his purse not unfurnished for it he was pers-
waded to ware his mony as other men had done’.30

So money did not make one worthy of noble status. Does money make
one worthy of citizenship? Arguably not, and for broadly the same reason.
Like the old nobles, one might well take merit to arise from a long-
standing relationship to a community. Such relationship would presup-
pose repeated interactions and exchanges spanning, if not generations, at
least (for foreign-born, would-be citizens) a great many years. Under this
understanding of ‘merit’, conferral of citizenship would recognize robust
relationships (social, political, and economic) to a community of citizens.
Just as one’s long-standing commitments and services to the Crown
made one worthy of nobility in olden times, so too might one’s long-
standing commitments and relationship to a community be what makes
one worthy of acquiring an additional citizenship today.

nth Earl of Oxford). This approach to noble persona is similar to that toward the king’s
persona. The authority of the king lay in two personas: his mystic persona (corpus
mysticum) and his mortal persona (corpus naturale) (Kantorowicz 1997).

27 Under this understanding of merit, it was plainly impossible for commoners (even rich
ones) to ever be worthy of noble status. Noble status was inherited status exclusively.

28 Stone 1958, p. 60.
29 Mayes 1957, p. 36, emphasis added.
30 Ibid., emphasis added.
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Indeed, an important task of naturalization tests is to prove the exist-
ence and robustness of these relationships. Residence requirements,
in particular, put on emphasis on their duration.31 Temporality counts.
Merit is subject to a test of time, today just as in the seventeenth century.
Here is a reason that should be so. Robust relationships to a community
are a measure of equal standing in that community – and surely it is equal
standing that citizenship should reflect in the end, not big purses. Status
(whether noble or citizen status) should always mirror social realities. Yet
if there are no ‘robustness tests’ in investor citizenship (beyond that of
the pocket), formal status becomes a broken mirror of these realities.

Besides its link to their conception of merit, the old nobles had an
additional reason for insisting on duration. Long-standing gift relation-
ships bound one to the Crown by duties of reciprocity. Seen in this light,
the duration of relationships mattered because only the passage of time
permitted repeated interactions, which were the true test of reciprocity.32

Buying status on a spot market is, of course, a one-off transaction. There
was thus a worry that the ‘pocket nobility’ will fail to reciprocate the
king for its new privileges. If privileges were bestowed in exchange for a
one-off monetary payment, then there would be no room for debts of
gratitude.33

Reciprocity was a key value in the relationship with the king.
Nowadays reciprocity is a key value in the relationship with the state.
A lack of reciprocity may lead to the dissolution of the state or to the
breakdown of state institutions in times of hardship. One task of citizen-
ship is to promote reciprocity among community members. But if states
want citizenship to foster reciprocity, then granting citizenship on the
basis of short-term investments might be a bad idea.

First, because the investors’ main concern will be their profits. Sharp
investors will try to further their own interest at all costs (forgoing duties

31 The passage of time can determine the allocation of rights in different ways. Think first of
usucaption, or acquisitive prescription (longa enim possession ius parit possidendi). Property
titles could be acquired by prescription: continuous possession of land granted the
possessor property rights. Think second of the French Civil Solidarity Pact (PACS).
Personal relationships have to be enduring enough to qualify for such unions. Think third
of ongoing rules-based regularization regimes. Illegal migrants can escape deportation
and legalize their status if they have lived long enough in (and in peaceful communion
with) a community. In all cases, relationships (to land, to a person, or to a community)
have to be robust enough to endow the parties with rights (and duties). Duration is a
proxy (not perfect, but nonetheless relevant) for such robustness.

32 Axelrod and Hamilton 1981; Trivers 1971.
33 This point did not go unnoticed. As one nobleman remarked: ‘yt when he first sets up

you may bring your wench to his house and do yor things there; but when he grows rich,
he turns conscientious and will sell no wine upon ye Sabbath day’ (quoted in Stone
1958, p. 61).
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of reciprocity in the process). If citizenship comes to reward investors,
then indirectly it comes to reward the pursuit of short-term self-interest.
Second, a history of past interactions creates robust obligations and a
sense of responsibility toward one’s peers. Special relationships create
special duties.34 These are absent in the case of someone just deciding to
buy citizenship one day, for business reasons (whereas such relationships
are much more often present in the case of someone following the
standard naturalization route). Citizens-by-investment can, and many
will, retain their original residences abroad, not relocating to their new
state of citizenship. The lack of interactions (past or future) with the new
community will prevent the emergence of any sense of obligation or any
fellow feeling toward investor citizens’ new co-nationals.

But the problem may lie not with investors per se, but with market
relationships. Markets do reward a concern, not for selfless reciprocity,
but for self-interest. And the logic behind the mode of distribution of a
good may also contaminate its mode of its use. Having acquired their
citizenship through the market, investors could follow the same market
logic in their citizen capacity. If so, in times of hardship when citizenship
is no longer profitable to them, investors may just defect. They may
transfer their capital elsewhere and forget all about the special duties
they have qua citizens. In the market, dissatisfaction is expressed by exit.
In democracies it is supposed to be expressed through voice.35 Investors
will prefer exit to voice insofar as they are thinking and acting as eco-
nomic agents rather than as citizens.

A similar worry was expressed, in olden times, about the pocket
nobility. Was the cash bond enough to ensure that the nobleman will
stick by the king in case of war, sacrificing himself if necessary? It seemed
not: the sale of honours allowed for all debts owed to the Crown to be
monetized and thus also extinguished by the money transfer. So, if the
king thought that by selling honours he was potentially increasing the
ranks of his supporters, he was obviously wrong. At most it put him in a
more precarious situation than before: relying on people who will have
little incentive to prove themselves reliable in such situations.36 Perhaps
it is worth noticing that selling honours was self-defeating for the other
party as well. Nobility was first and foremost a state of distinction – of
being born in a noble family. Scarcity made nobility highly valued and

34 For duties of citizenship, see Lazar 2010; Scheffler 1997.
35 Hirschman 1970.
36 Machiavelli ([1532] 1882, ch. 12) objected to mercenary armies on the same ground:

these are soldiers who will easily defect to the opponent, if he bids higher. Buying more
soldiers could thus do more harm than good.
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desired. Now, those buying noble titles were doing it partly with the
intention of distinguishing themselves from the masses. They wanted to
purchase a status distinction. But their plans backfired. Commodifica-
tion led to an inflation of honours, depreciating nobility to the point of it
ceasing to be the state of distinction it once was.

Similarly, a community might try to get rich by selling citizenship. It
might profit, at first. But that community would be selling citizenship to
the wrong people: individuals whose only reason for buying it would
be pure profit maximization. Investors will use their new citizenship to
improve profits; these profits may be deposited into offshore accounts
to escape taxation. So, although a nation might be better off economic-
ally immediately upon engaging in such an exchange, it may not be in the
long term. The investor will try to cover her initial costs of buying the
citizenship and make profits beyond that, perhaps in ways detrimental to
the national economy. For those reasons, in the case of both pocket
nobles and investor citizens, we would be dealing with self-defeating
exchanges – exchanges that undermine their own purpose. As such, we
have one good reason for blocking them.

But maybe markets are not altogether incompatible with reciprocity.
They might simply promote a different kind of reciprocity. Returning a
favour extinguishes all standing debts of gratitude that arise from gift
giving, for example. No subsequent duties of reciprocity survive the
return transaction. Everyone has done his duty. Yet this does not mean
that there is no reciprocity in market relationships. Quite the contrary.
In market exchanges, one instantly reciprocates for what one gets. As
Marx put it, under the market reciprocity is a ‘natural precondition of
exchange’.37 What is the problem then?

Markets are not primarily concerned with reciprocity. Reciprocity
appears purely as a by-product of the pursuit of self-interest.38 The
problem of markets – in Marx’s view and later in Cohen’s too – is that
they fail to promote ‘communal reciprocity’.39 Communal reciprocity can
be understood as mutuality, yielding one another services as in a gift
relationship (‘I care that you care for me’). Whereas market reciprocity is
ensured by cash rewards, communal reciprocity is ensured uniquely by
caring for human beings. It turns on the relationship with the other
members of the community – with the other members of the jazz band,

37 Marx 1973, p. 244.
38 In Marx’s (1973, p. 244) words, ‘the common interest which appears as the motive of the

whole is recognised as a fact by both sides; but, as such, it is not the motive, but rather it
proceeds, as it were, behind the back of these self-reflected particular interests, behind
the back of one’s individual’s interest in opposition to that of the other’.

39 Cohen 2009; Vrousalis 2012.
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in Cohen’s example. In this sense, communal reciprocity is a club good –

a good enjoyed by all and only members. To be sure, gift relationships
are characterized by greater uncertainty: one does not know if, how, and
when the other will reciprocate. Also, there are no mechanisms for
enforcing reciprocation. Gift relationships are based on trust. Communal
reciprocity thus requires mutual trust. In the market, by contrast, little
trust (except in the due enforcement of the law of property and contracts)
is required: one knows how and when the other will reciprocate; there are
clear rules and mechanisms for enforcing reciprocity (as in contracts, for
example).40 Market reciprocity is less about mutual trust and more about
mutual satisfaction of interests. But trust is hard to gain, which makes it
so dear to us. And for this precise reason, communal reciprocity may be
more valuable than its market counterpart.

Now, by selling citizenship a state makes it clear that it is equally content
with one type of reciprocity (market) as another (communal). Yet there are
good reasons for not being. First, gift relationships might surprisingly
promote a better satisfaction of needs. The fact of not knowing how
and when the other will reciprocate may ultimately be a good thing. The
world is uncertain: one cannot know what exactly one will need, and when
exactly one will need it. Gift relationships are underspecified, and this is in
fact a comparative advantage they have over contracts. Go back in history
again. The king was often not sure whether he would need an army or
shelter, and when. Entering a gift relationship with the nobleman was thus
more useful to him than entering a cash one (in which the nobleman
would reciprocate instantly and in cash necessarily). Think now of investor
citizenship. When selling citizenship, the list of expectations has already
been drawn (and satisfied) on both sides.41

Second, market reciprocity (as by-product of the pursuit of self-
interest) cannot prevent the dissolution of societal bonds, or indeed of
the state itself, in times of hardship when individual survival is at stake.
Communal reciprocity, however, might.

If citizenship is to further robust reciprocity, it cannot be put on sale. The
investor’s relationship with the community will be of a purely contractual
sort. And, as such, it will fall victim to the traps discussed above. In
particular, market reciprocity will be unable to prevent the citizen-investor
from defecting (with all her capital) when times get tough.

40 Contracts enforce reciprocity by establishing rights and duties on both sides. Yet an
emphasis on rights will undermine the other pillars of reciprocity, such as trust or
affection; in other words, ‘standing on your rights gets in the way of sitting down at
the table’ (Goodin 1993, pp. 510, 511–13).

41 Standard naturalization, on the other hand, is designed to prove that the applicant is
already in a de facto gift relationship with the community he wants to join de jure.
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B Fairness

From our perspective at least, the sale of peerages can also be seen as
unjust, insofar as not all commoners had equal opportunities to advance
socially in that way. Only rich commoners were upwardly mobile through
that route. By the same token, investor citizenship may likewise be unjust
insofar as putting citizenship on sale discriminates against the poor. All
otherwise identically situated individuals should have equal opportun-
ities of becoming citizens, no matter their financial situation.

While it is true that the poor might not have exactly the same oppor-
tunities to acquire citizenship (that is, via investment), they nonetheless
have other opportunities to do so (via standard naturalization). So, in the
end, an apologist for investor citizenship might say, both rich and poor
can naturalize one way or another. But outcomes are not everything.
Selling citizenship is problematic in two ways. First, investor citizenship
makes available to the rich and only to the rich an extra naturalization route,
over and above the standard one that is available to the rich and poor
alike. Second, the naturalization-by-investment route waives important
requirements, such as residence, language, and renunciation of previous
citizenship. Those requirements loom large in the standard naturalization
route, which is the only one available to the poor. States are making some
‘pass under the yolk’, but not all. Not only do the rich have more natural-
ization routes available; they have also smoother routes.

Some might object to what was said above, thinking that discrimin-
ation is inherent in standard naturalization as well. Think of language or
history tests. Highly educated people have the upper hand and nobody
seems bothered by that fact. Quite the contrary, there are voices claiming
that such tests should be made harder to pass, with the positive conse-
quence of ‘adopting’ better quality citizens. If it is not problematic to
discriminate on the basis of education, why should discrimination on the
basis of money pose a problem? Why object to discrimination against the
poor, but not to discrimination against the uneducated?

Surely, one discrimination does not excuse the other, however. States
should reduce, not multiply, forms of discrimination. And in any case,
these two forms of discrimination are different in relevant respects. First,
discriminating on the basis of education is less degrading than discrimin-
ating on the basis of money: at least education is a deeper and more
stable attribute of the person, unlike merely contingent and perhaps
fleeting facts about his pocket.42 Second, there are good reasons to

42 That is so, because one’s education stays with its possessor one’s entire life, whereas
money goes in and out of one’s bank account. But some might think that it is more
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discriminate on the basis of the first, which do not apply in the case of the
second. How well one performs in naturalization tests is an indicator of
that person’s capacity to integrate in the community. Competence in
such tests is the best proxy states have for such capacity. Money might
guarantee that one is a successful entrepreneur.43 But money alone is not
a good indicator of an individual’s capacity to fit that community more
generally. Third, one does not get citizenship for education directly, as
one gets citizenship for money directly in investor citizenship. Education
will undoubtedly make it easier to pass the naturalization tests. But one
gets citizenship exclusively for performing well in naturalization tests, not
directly for the diplomas on one’s wall.

Yet some will argue that money is indeed a good indicator of one’s
quality as citizen. There are financial requirements in the standard nat-
uralization route too, after all. Deep pockets guarantee that one can
contribute to one’s and one’s fellow nationals’ welfare. And contributing
to the common good surely makes one a good citizen. There was even a
time when property and financial status qualified one for holding political
rights. If money does count, why is investor citizenship a problem?

Here are just a few reasons. First, nowadays one no longer thinks that
voting rights should be conditioned upon property holdings; why then
provide a fast track to citizenship (and hence grant political rights) on
the basis of money? Investor citizenship might have made sense in
the political context of the nineteenth century but not in that of the
twenty-first. Second, the aim of financial requirements is to prove
economic integration in the labour market and financial independence –
to guarantee, in other words, that one will be a contributor to the
commonwealth and not a drain on it. In standard naturalization, the
financial requirement is of a cloth with the various other requirements;
like the other requirements, it is a measure that that individual will be
on a broadly equal footing with the other members of the community.

degrading to discriminate on the basis of education than financial status, precisely
because it is enduring over time. That reaction makes sense when we are talking about
enduring attributes that an agent cannot voluntarily acquire or avoid. But that is
obviously not the case with education. While I believe all discrimination is wrong, I
also think that some forms of discrimination are worse than others. One is discriminating
against people for features that are outside their control and hence arbitrary (such as
gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation). Another is discriminating against people on
the basis of features that largely depend on social and political structures or arise from
structural, background injustice (i.e., from unequal opportunity). In light of this, we
might say that overall (i.e., for more people and to a greater extent) education is a less
arbitrary feature than financial status.

43 Some of the skills required by citizenship (reading, writing, calculating) are also required
by entrepreneurship. Yet knowledge beyond these skills is required to pass citizenship
tests.
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In investor citizenship, by contrast, financial requirements go way
beyond what is minimally required for economic integration. Further-
more, they take precedence over (if not displacing altogether) other natur-
alization requirements, like language or culture tests. Yet money does not
guarantee integration in those other respects, of course. Nor does it
guarantee that the individual will necessarily contribute more economic-
ally. By comparison to other professionals, investors are, after all, particu-
larly well situated to maximize individual profits by avoiding taxation.

C Signalling

At this point one might wonder whether citizenship, or honours before it,
really ‘says something’ about its possessor. Honours certainly purported
to do so. That is why their sale created two problems by allowing wealthy
commoners (merchants, traders, pirates, and such like) to join easily the
ranks of the nobility.

First, noble status no longer testified to particular features that had
long been associated with it. A true gentilhomme had to be detached
from all things material – money included – and animated only by
higher pursuits. The main quality of the nobility was magnanimity
(libéralité in French, that is, freedom from selfishness) – the capacity
to give ‘when giving is called for and without self-interest’.44 After all, if
the First Estate served God and the Third Estate its own interests, the
Second Estate was supposed to serve the sovereign.45 For that, the
nobleman had to be generous and capable of great sacrifices. In the
case of the birth nobility, ancestry was proof of the lineage’s past
generosity and a promise of future generosity. But commoners lacked
such ancestry and generally used their talents only for their personal
advantage, in particular, for increasing revenues.46 Conferring a noble
title on someone who could not rise to the moral expectations associ-
ated with it seemed like a bad idea.

The ‘moral community’ constituted by the old aristocracy thus felt
threatened by the sale of honours.47 Their sale made it possible for
honours to be acquired by individuals of dubious character, not just
dubious origins. In England, for example, the old aristocracy objected
variously: to the ennoblement of Philip Stanhope, convicted for sodomy
and pardoned for murder; to that of Robert Lord Rich, a famous pirate

44 See Smith 1996, pp. 30, 29, 31.
45 Ibid., p. 43.
46 Ibid., pp. 43–4.
47 Le Roux 2011.
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(in spite of the king’s loathing of pirates); and to that of Sir William Grey,
involved in a customs-evasion scandal.48 The House of Commons com-
plained that honours were abused by ‘people most odious to the com-
monwealth by their extortion, usury, and other ungodly kind of getting’.49

Moreover, selling honours associated noble status with qualities that
were profoundly anti-noble. Materialistic pursuits, now suddenly
rewarded by grants of noble titles, had been long considered incompatible
with the noble condition. In France, for example, the reaction against the
cash nobility was largely anti-bourgeois in form. Anti-bourgeois satires
repeatedly emphasized the stark contrast between the true noble and
bourgeois qualities (such as egoism, opportunism, ambition, or entrepre-
neurial spirit).50 When bourgeois commoners became noblemen, the
result was hilarious and often grotesque. Wealth and its display in an effort
to emulate noble life did not make one a true gentilhomme. Neither did it
grant him equal standing among noble peers.

Fast forward a few centuries. Today it is harder to figure out how
citizenship says anything about one’s character in a way similar to how
noble status spoke about character in the seventeenth century. The
analogy between the sale of citizenship and the sale of honours may seem
to fall rather flat in this respect, unless we are willing to see nations as
special moral communities (as some political theorists do) or see citizen-
ship as embodying communal values and requiring the exercise of
distinct moral virtues.51

Talk of ‘citizenship virtues’ easily leads to murky waters that I shall
here largely avoid. Yet note one respect in which (naturalized) citizenship
might, at least on its face, be thought to speak to questions of character.
That is penal clearance as part of the naturalization process. Its main aim
is to ensure that citizenship is allocated to those of ‘good character’.52

Penal clearance is the only purely (and openly) moral requirement for
naturalization. It expresses the view that citizenship belongs to individuals
exhibiting certain moral qualities considered important by that community
(which may, of course, vary from one community to another).

48 Mayes 1957, pp. 24–9. The fact that Stanhope was convicted for sodomy but pardoned
for a serious wrong like murder is problematic in itself, but here I shall let that pass.

49 Mayes 1957, p. 36.
50 See Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, La Comédienne, and George Dandin and

Boileau’s Fifth Satire. For discussion, see Alter 1970.
51 For a view of the nation as moral community, see Miller 1995; for a discussion of citizen

virtues, see Pettit 1997.
52 See, for example, Australia’s naturalization requirements (www.border.gov.au/Trav/Citi/

Appl/What-documents-do-you-need/good-character-and-offences).
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Beyond that, naturalization procedures also aim to identify certain
competences making one fit as citizen. Tests of language, history, and
culture aim to ensure the applicant can easily integrate into that commu-
nity. Citizenship may not say much about an individual’s character, as
honours did in the past. Yet if we look at the aforementioned naturaliza-
tion requirements, we can see that citizenship acquired in that way is at
least supposed to give some clues about one’s competences and moral
compass.53

Return, now, to investor citizenship and remember that standard
naturalization requirements are waived when citizenship is acquired
upon investment. In this latter case, citizenship can no longer convey
reliable information about the character or civic competence of its
beholder. At most, it may convey information about the investor’s depth
of pockets or entrepreneurial skills. But money alone is a poor indicator
of good character or civic competence.

The second problem historically associated with selling honours is that
it created confusion. That was for a simple reason. All group member-
ships, indeed all social labels, act as markers.54 The main use of such
markers is to facilitate social cooperation by imparting information.
Often one needs to interact with people without having much informa-
tion about them. Under uncertainty, labels (memberships included)
reduce information-seeking costs and risks, provided their signalling is
reliable, that is, they impart some relatively reliable information about
their beholders. Yet the ‘inflation’ of titles made the nobility practically
undistinguishable from the richer elements among the masses. One
could not know, looking at the title, who is a true noble and who not.

An important guarantee of the reliability of the information conveyed
by membership is the mode of distribution of that membership.55 Different
groups devise various tests and procedures for ascribing membership.

53 Some might disagree that the requirements and tests of naturalization are the right ones
for proving one’s moral compass and competence, or indeed whether one’s moral
compass and competence should matter at all in the grant of citizenship. These are
legitimate worries, but they require wholly separate analyses. For the sake of this chapter,
I assume that naturalization requirements serve their purpose, at least to some extent. As
I point out elsewhere (see Chapter 3), I agree that some conditions imposed on
citizenship acquisition may be illegitimate. Yet, as I argue in Chapter 8, I believe that
such an assessment should be more nuanced and focus on each subcategory of
citizenship rights instead (e.g., political or economic rights, rights of residence, rights
of free entry and exit).

54 Bowles and Gintis 2011; Gintis, Smith, and Bowles 2001.
55 Groups are often required to establish who is a ‘true’ member and who is not. Usurpers

and pretenders are everywhere. A good means for identifying usurpers is finding out how
they came to be members in the first place. Finding this out can be expensive in terms of
time and resources, however.
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Their role is to track certain qualities or features in individuals that are
considered desirable and important by the group, and that are widely
associated with the members of that group. Groups set up distribution
criteria for their membership aimed at selecting only those individuals
truly exhibiting the traits and qualities sought by the group. The prob-
lem arises when one membership, usually associated with some qual-
ities and features, comes to be distributed in a new way that tracks other
different qualities and features. In the case of honours, for example,
their sale made it difficult for a noble title to convey reliable information
about a title holder. It cast doubt on what information was to be
conveyed by anyone’s title, for no one could be sure anymore whether
any given nobleman’s title testified to noble qualities and a long-
standing relationship with the king, or merely to deep pockets.56 That
explains why distinctions between old and new nobility were staunchly
kept, if only at the symbolic level (in dressing codes, seating rules,
and so on).57

Citizenship is one marker among many. It, too, says something about
the individual bearing it, albeit in fewer circumstances than honours did,
and perhaps less obviously and less successfully so. But some might
nonetheless be suspicious of the analogy between noble title and citizen-
ship for another simple reason. As an egalitarian status, citizenship is
simply not supposed to distinguish its possessor from the rest of people,
like noble title did. However, this critique has its own fault: it overlooks
the fact that while ‘internally inclusive’ (and egalitarian), citizenship is
also ‘externally exclusive’ (and inegalitarian).58 I already mentioned how
citizenship acts as a marker of character or competence, at least in
standard naturalization, a process that is meant both to welcome new-
comers into the group (that is, to include) and to make clear where the
boundaries of the group lie (that is, to exclude those who do not exhibit
character and competence). Travelling is another instance in which one’s
citizenship acts like a marker. All travellers are stopped at the borders by
people with guns and asked for their passports. Those citizens of the state
pass easily; but non-citizens, not so. Why? Because in the state’s mind,
citizenship says something about its possessor, leading border authorities
to let some in or demand additional guarantees or information (visas or
other special provisions) from others.

56 Which led Louis XIV order a verification of all noble titles (recherche sur la noblesse) at a
certain point.

57 New nobles were standing at council meetings, while the ‘true’ nobles were seated. The
former’s wives often had to wear distinctive hats (Bitton 1969, pp. 100–1).

58 Brubaker 1992, p. 21.
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States take citizenship and the information it conveys seriously. The
problem when allowing different modes of distribution of citizenship,
each tracking different qualities and features in an individual, is that
thereby citizenship ceases to be a reliable marker. If the distribution
mode of citizenship changes, and a category of ‘investor citizen’ is intro-
duced, then citizenship can fail to convey the same reliable information it
used to convey about its beholder. Investor citizenship might be a reliable
marker of wealth. But, as I have said, one can doubt it is also a reliable
marker of good character or civic competence more generally. Therefore,
citizenship as such can easily convey false information about its beholder.
In everyday interactions, simply knowing that one is a fellow citizen will
not tell us whether one is of good character or competent or just plain
filthy rich.

D Social Values and Meanings

Putting honours on the market also inherently downgraded noble status.
When subjected to ‘undignified haggling’, honours seemed ‘cheap’.59

Commodification dislodged particular values and meanings nobility
used to have. It could no longer be valued as a status of distinction, be
associated with spiritual virtues, or indicate the existence of a meaningful
relationship with the Crown, for example. Why this happened is simple.
Different types of transfer (gift, exchange, cash transaction) attach differ-
ent values and meanings to the same good. ‘Given freely’, a good may
convey one meaning; ‘given for money’, it may convey another. By
affirming one particular value and meaning for a good, commodification
can undermine other values and meanings that that good would have had
when distributed otherwise. Take a classic example. Some object to
prostitution for implicitly devaluing the desired good (‘bought sex is
not the same’).60 Freely given sex is more valuable (and perhaps more
enjoyable) precisely because of the ‘freely’ part. And not only because it
makes a difference to the pocket. Freely offered sex has a different
meaning from sold sex, one that is particularly valued in our societies.
Similarly, putting on sale citizenship may change the value and meaning
citizenship typically has.

A particular value and meaning that would be undermined by com-
modification is that of citizenship as human right. Citizenship is first and
foremost the right to have rights. All people are entitled to citizenship (at
least one citizenship) as equal human beings. Citizenship is thus a human

59 Mayes 1957, p. 35.
60 Hirsch 1977, p. 87.
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right.61 The right to have rights is not only inalienable (one cannot sell or
renounce it), it is also universal (everyone has it). This means, of course,
that one need not buy this right. There is no point acquiring a right to
something if one already has that right beforehand. Buying citizenship
implicitly presupposes that, prior to the transaction, one has no claims to
it.62 In the case of the investor, this will most certainly be true. Were
investors prevented from buying citizenship, their human right to citi-
zenship would not be violated. It would not, because their birth citizen-
ship was granted to them in virtue of this human right; and as I have
argued in Chapter 2, that human right applies to only one citizenship
(usually the birth one). But the fact remains that in the transaction, the
purchased citizenship does not have this value of human right.63 Trans-
acted citizenship cannot fulfil the value of a human right; citizenship, as a
good secured in a transaction, cannot achieve its full potential.

This might not seem problematic insofar as citizenship can still fulfil
this important value when granted to stateless refugees or to birth citi-
zens. If so, then the purely economic valuation of citizenship imposed by
investor citizenship may nonetheless coexist with other different values
and meanings citizenship may have (its human right value included) in
other instances. Take food. It may be valued as a means of subsistence,
but also as a means of pleasure, say. The value of food for a Swiss eating
caviar is certainly different from the value of food for a Biafran eating
rice. One might say that in the case of the Swiss, food fulfils its value not
as means of subsistence, but as means of pleasure. And one might think
that the former meaning – of food as supporting life – is more important
than the latter. Yet both meanings coexist peacefully. What is the prob-
lem then?

First, states may want all members of the community to share a
common meaning and value of citizenship – it is something that unites all
members, after all. The meaning of citizenship would then have to be
the same in all instances. This could be a good idea insofar as allowing
different values and meanings of the same good might create confusion,
as pointed out earlier. Take the sexual analogy. One can have sex with

61 Arendt 2004; United Nations 1948; Perez v. Brownell, 356 U.S. 44 (1958), at p. 356:
‘Citizenship is man’s basic right, for it is nothing less than the right to have rights.’

62 Similarly, Okun (1975) makes the distinction between the spheres of dollars and of
rights. Rights are precisely proofs against sale and purchase.

63 If the investor would be stateless, the situation would be very different, however.
Citizenship would have in this case the potential to be valued as a human right. But
then states should grant the investor citizenship precisely as a matter of right – that is, for
free rather than conditioned on investment – if citizenship is indeed to fulfil its role of
human right in this case.
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both one’s spouse and a prostitute, and sex would have a different
meaning with each. Bought sex is different from freely given sex. Maybe
one can keep these meanings separate. But if one’s spouse finds out
about the prostitute, they will wonder what is the real meaning of sex
for their spouse, after all. They will wonder whether sex with them is
valued differently by their spouse from sex with the prostitute, or not.64

And if one is not a schizophrenic, can he hold unto both meanings of sex
at the same time without confusing them?

This leads us to the second point: one meaning of the good may slowly
contaminate the others.65 Take the example of food I gave earlier. The
danger of thinking primarily of it as satisfying the gluttony of the rich
would be to forget that it is also needed for the survival of the poor.
The more glamorous meaning may come to drive the less glamorous
one. And the conflation of meanings can easily have unwanted practical
consequences. In the case of citizenship, thinking of it as satisfying the
desire for profits may lead us to forget that it is first and foremost a human
right – that is, it should satisfy the basic needs of people, not desires for
profits. States might become reluctant to grant citizenship to stateless
refugees, and more inclined to grant it to rich investors. Insofar as each
state can grant a limited number of citizenships and faces a decision as to
whom to distribute them, such value shifts66 may have serious negative
effects on the respect of human rights. The above should not come as a
surprise. Markets are blind to our reasons (and whether those are based on
need or desire) for seeking to acquire a good, and that is true whether that
good is food or citizenship.67 Desires may take precedence over needs, if
backed by bigger purses. Yet the primary purpose and value of some goods
(like food or citizenship) may come from serving needs.68 When this is the
case, it may well be a good idea to keep them off the market.

64 This might create a coordination problem between the spouses in the end; they would
no longer know what to expect from each other. Here is where a common shared
meaning comes in handy: by creating concordant mutual expectations, conventions prevent
coordination problems. See Lewis 1969, pp. 24–51.

65 Or have a domino effect, in Margaret Jane Radin’s (1996) words.
66 The value shift in commodification is perhaps best explained by Walzer (1983, p. 97):

‘[O]ften money fails to represent value; the translations are made, but as with good
poetry, something is lost in the process. Hence we can buy and sell universally only if we
disregard real values; while if we attend to values, there are things that cannot be bought
and sold. Particular things: the abstract universality of money is undercut and
circumscribed by the creation of values that can’t easily be priced or that we don’t
want priced.’ See also Sandel 2012.

67 Several features characterize market interactions: want-regarding character, impersonality,
unrestrained pursuit of self-interest, and prevalence of exit over voice (Anderson 1990).

68 That citizenship first and foremost responds to needs can be seen in its automatic
allocation to individuals upon birth. Newborns do not want it; they need it. So too
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But selling citizenship might be downgrading in other ways too. What
can one say about a group deciding to treat its membership as merchan-
dise? Is the group downgrading itself in any way? The nobility saw the
sale of noble titles as a blow to its honour as a group. It was in the end just
undermining everybody’s self-esteem, old and new nobles alike. Today’s
citizens might be attached and proud of their citizenships just like nobles
were attached and proud of their noble titles. If so, selling citizenship
may be damaging the self-esteem of the citizen community. The sale
implicitly equates group membership to a pile of money. The problem is
not that citizenship is sold too cheaply. The issue is not the price, low or
high, but rather selling it at all. Some things are above cash. And on those
things (the self-esteem and dignity of a group) one just cannot put a price
tag.69 A state putting citizenship on sale risks undermining its citizens’
respect in the state and in themselves as members of it, just as monarchs
undermined the nobility’s respect in the nobility and in themselves as
members of it when trading honours.

E Political Consequences

Last but not least, selling honours raised two additional problems: it
involved corruption and it implied the dangerous trade of political power.

Take first corruption. Profits often went into private hands. Offensive
as the sale of peerages was to the old aristocracy under any condition, it
was all the more so when the fees went to courtiers instead of the
exchequer.70 Likewise today, one might not have a problem with selling
citizenship per se, yet one might have a problem with where the money
from the sale goes. Commodification (of noble or citizen status) might be
all right for the good purposes: boosting the king’s treasury or boosting
national budgets. But it is not for lining private pockets.

In the sale of honours the moral problem was twofold. First, the
nobility may have had a problem with honours being sold by intermedi-
ates (favourites) and not by the king himself. In this sense, the problem

stateless persons. See also my discussion of the allocation of citizenship upon birthright
in Chapter 2.

69 In Kant’s (2012, 4: 434–5) words: ‘What has a price can be replaced by something else as
its equivalent; what on the other hand is above all price and therefore admits of no
equivalent has a dignity. What is related to general human inclinations and needs has a
market price . . . but that which constitutes the condition under which alone something
can be an end in itself has not merely a relative worth, that is, a price, but an inner worth,
that is, a dignity.’

70
‘Much speech of new barons to be made for monie, which were the lesse to be misliked yf
yt came to the Kings cofers’, wrote John Chamberlain to Dudley Carleton, in
1615 discussing Sir Dormer’s acquisition of a barony for £10,000. The money it
seems went to Lord Sheffield, not to the exchequer. Mayes 1957, p. 22.
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was not that noble title was ‘prostituted’ (sold), but that it was ‘pimped’
(its sale was intermediated). Second, the nobility may have had a prob-
lem not with ‘pimping’ honours per se, but with something different:
abuse of power or corruption. Take the sexual analogy here:

(a) A pimp might have an agreement with a prostitute to trade her
sexual services. He can agree with her on a price and negotiate on
her behalf with prospective clients. One might or might not think this
(pimping) wrong.

(b) The pimp negotiates with a client on a price above that previously
agreed with the prostitute, and without her knowledge or consent
pockets the extra money. The pimp abuses thus his power (given by
the prostitute) to negotiate and trade her sexual services in order to
draw unentitled benefits. One might think (b) wrong irrespective of
whether one thinks (a) wrong.

In a similar way, the sale of honours was historically intermediated by the
king’s favourites. But these favourites may have had the king’s permission
to negotiate and sell honours on his behalf; if so, they were acting as his
pimps. That in and of itself may have been a problem. But over and
above that was the further problem that they would often cash in the fees
themselves: they were abusing their power (even where that power was
royally granted) to traffic in honours.

Commodification will be accompanied by corruption especially when
no clear rules are set. The sale of peerages was not a formally institutional-
ized practice. It was a disorganized trade often contaminated by favourit-
ism. Many times, it went on behind the king’s back. The bulk of the sale
of peerages was intermediated by the royal camarilla, who – in the absence
of clear rules or supervisory agencies – would also pocket the money for
themselves.71

Now consider the sale of citizenship. First, just like the king’s favour-
ites, state officials and bureaucrats may be acting as ‘pimps’ when selling
citizenship to investors. This might be a problem in itself. Yet some states
fail to have clear and precise rules when selling citizenship. Sometimes
literally everything is left to the discretion of the authorities. Other times
there are rules, but they are fuzzy. All this, in turn, favours abuse of
power and corruption.72 In the absence of clear rules surrounding
investor citizenship, state officials and bureaucrats could easily abuse

71 Mayes 1957, pp. 26–9. One of the kings’ acolytes (Buckingham) was impeached on the
charge that he forced a man to purchase baronial dignity.

72 See the notes from Section I for corruption scandals involving the sale of citizenship.
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their power to ‘pimp’ citizenship in order to draw unentitled profits
personally or to promote their own narrow political agendas.

Take next the trade of political power. Ennoblement did more than just
grant symbolic status. It granted political power: the right to sit in the
British House of Lords or in the French Estates. Noblemen also sat in
the king’s law courts and at council meetings. They were in a position to
dispense justice and to block the king’s edicts. For these reasons, in Eng-
land, the nobility feared that its new ‘additions’ would deprive it of the
respect and support in disputes with the Crown.73 Indeed, it did not take
long for the Commons to complain that honours were abused through their
‘mercenary acquisition’.74 The sale of peerages was dangerous for putting
‘mercenaries’ in positions of political power and of administering justice.

Similarly, today, selling citizenship entails more than selling mere
formal status. It amounts to the actual sale of rights and duties attached
to this status. Some of the rights and duties citizens have are generally
thought to be inalienable. Consider these examples: military duties, juror
duties, and voting rights.75 Nowadays (if not always before)76 those are
thought of as rights and duties that cannot (or should not) be put on the
auction block. But if one thinks that such rights and duties entailed by
one’s citizenship cannot be bought and sold, then by extension one
should also think that citizenship itself cannot be bought and sold. This
would obviously be the simplest and cleanest way to object to investor
citizenship. The sale of citizenship would implicitly put on the auction
block rights and duties that individually are unsellable in the first place. If
states do not sell such rights and duties separately, then surely states
should not be selling them in ‘packages’ under the label of ‘citizenship’.

The longer route would be to point out the ways in which selling
political rights violates democratic equality and is utterly inefficient.
Scarce commodities – life, health, and citizenship included – ‘should be
distributed less unequally than the ability to pay for them’.77 So too,

73 Mayes 1957, p. 35. At the same time, however, the Crown used the sale of peerages to
strengthen the court party in the House of Lords (Mayes 1957, p. 33). Besides money,
and political domination, another goal of the ‘inflation of peerages’ was to undermine the
pride the old nobles got from their titles (Mayes 1957, p. 36).

74 Letter to the House of Commons, cited in Mayes 1957, p. 36.
75 See Radin 1987; Rose-Ackerman 1985; Walzer 1983.
76 For reasons of space, I address only political rights and duties. A discussion of military

duties would be obsolete: the professionalization of armies renders these duties
superfluous today. There was a time, however, when such duties were ‘dead’ serious.
Selling exemptions from military duties then (e.g., during the American Civil War)
allowed money to make the difference between life and death.

77 Tobin 1970, p. 264.
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implicitly, the political rights and duties attached to citizenship. Eco-
nomic inequalities are ubiquitous, to be sure; yet ubiquitous as they are,
they should not be allowed to spill over into political inequalities as well.
A market in political rights (just like a market in votes) would, on one
hand, concentrate power in the rich.78 A market in political duties would,
on the other, concentrate burdens in the poor. The distribution of
resources would dictate the distribution of political power. Public
matters would thus become private business.79

Selling political rights and duties would be also politically inefficient.
Blocked exchanges serve the important function of controlling the exter-
nalities that exchanges can produce.80 Take the tragedy of the commons
dilemma: everyone has a right to the commons, yet everyone making use
of this right will simply destroy the commons altogether.81 The logic of
the market (exalting the pursuit of self-interest) will most likely endanger
the ‘we’ approach to the commons. Putting political rights on the market
would similarly empower corrupt politicians in pursuit of self-interest
rather than the common good. Those having ‘bought’ their political
power will use it to recover their initial costs and well beyond, to com-
pensate them for the entrepreneurial risk they took. Although citizens,
investors who simply bought their citizenship will relate to their newly
acquired political power in a purely entrepreneurial way. And this self-
interested and economistic use of political power could have negative
externalities for the other citizens.82 Political power gives us power over
the commons. A purely economistic approach to political power – as the
one promoted by the sale of citizenship – is problematic for encouraging
the depletion of the common pool of resources.

But selling citizenship would be also another way of ‘selling out the
nation’. Political rights and duties are relational: they are rights and
duties to someone, not something.83 When voting or when holding polit-
ical office, citizens are exercising political power over their national peers.

78 Ibid., p. 269.
79 Walzer 1983, p. 99.
80 Epstein 1985. One reason for blocking the sale of certain goods would be that selling

themmight be self-defeating. By transacting a good, we might be losing the preconditions
for enjoying the benefits of the transaction thereafter. For example, if one sells oneself into
slavery, one will not be able to make use of the received cash, for by becoming a slave one
would implicitly lose property rights over oneself and one’s belongings.

81 Hardin 1968.
82 Investors might use their voting rights as to restrict the other citizens’ access to social

benefits, for example.
83 Tribe (1985, p. 333, emphasis added) argues that ‘rights that are relational and systemic

are necessarily inalienable: individuals cannot waive them because individuals are not
their sole focus ’.
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Political and civil duties (to vote, to serve as a juror) are also duties
citizens have toward fellow group members. Such relational rights and
duties cannot be bought and sold, precisely because in being relational
they pertain to (special) relationships between particular individuals.
Therefore, they cannot be transferred to someone else, by cash transfer
or otherwise.84

IV A Clarification

I have examined the sale of honours to show mutatis mutandis that
investor citizenship is problematic. The analogy might to some seem
ill-suited. How can an elitist, privileged, and exclusivist status par excel-
lence be compared with modern citizenship – an inclusive, democratic
status that was supposed to break the class barriers instated by feudalism?
To them, all of the similarities that I have pointed out will seem inciden-
tal or utterly exaggerated.

Others might take the analogy for more than it is. Am I implying by this
comparison that today’s democratic citizenship system is as perverse as
the honours system? From a global perspective, does not citizenship
maintain the birth privileges of a group in a way similar to honours?
The privilege is still there, only the subject of this privilege has changed;
the boundaries of the privileged group have only expanded from a class
(the aristocracy) to a mass (the so-called nation). In this sense, citizen-
ship is more similar to feudal membership than one might think.85 The
citizenship system based on jus sanguinis leads to entrenched inequalities,
if not within nations, then across them. Even worse, some might take the
analogy to be a disguised defence of birth or class privileges. Why refer to
values that are dear to us today when discussing a profoundly corrupt
system, if not somehow obliquely to defend it?

For all such interlocutors, a clarification is in order. The chapter does
not aim to defend or glorify in any way the honours system or to
demonize or idealize our present citizenship system. My recourse to the
historical case of selling honours is purely instrumental. By appealing to
this analogy, this chapter aims to show that the market logic undermines
values that are (or are thought to be) common to both systems – values
like merit, reciprocity, or political efficiency. As corrupt as it was, the

84 Notice that hiring a nanny does not amount to transferring altogether parental duties. We
are instead merely paying someone else to discharge the duty that still belongs to us.

85 According to Joseph H. Carens (1987, p. 252), citizenship is ‘the modern equivalent of
feudal privilege – an inherited status that greatly enhances one’s life chances. Like feudal
birthright privileges, restrictive citizenship is hard to justify when one thinks about it
closely’.
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honours system was paradoxically founded on values akin to those that
ground our political systems nowadays. Democratic and national revolu-
tions have just extended the relationships to which these values apply
from relationships between members of the same social group to rela-
tionships between diverse social groups composing the nation.

Our ideal of democratic citizenship is diametrically opposed to the
feudal honours system. When discussing the pitfalls of investor citizen-
ship, I have looked upon particular values and principles typically associ-
ated with this ideal, like reciprocity and equality. Yet our practice of
democratic citizenship today is far from this ideal in many ways. Its
reliance on birth circumstance is one of them.86 Yet just because our
practice of citizenship has colossally failed to match the ideal does not
mean that states must move entirely to the opposite direction. Investor
citizenship is definitely a step back from our ideal of democratic citizen-
ship, seriously prejudicing values such as fairness and equality. It is not
the first such step and probably not the last either. But this does not mean
that we should not be morally concerned about it. We should be con-
cerned about this step, just as we should be about all other steps back
from the democratic citizenship ideal.

It should also be emphasized that the comparisons between investor
citizenship and ordinary naturalization requirements are not in any way
prescriptive. By that comparison, I do not imply that naturalization
requirements today are in line with our ideal of democratic citizenship.
Far from it. Yet if ordinary naturalization requirements derail (to a
greater or lesser extent87) our citizenship ideal, investor citizenship rips
up the tracks entirely, as I have argued. Even if things are bad as they are,
why make them worse?

V Conclusion

As has been shown, there are plenty of arguments against the practice of
investor citizenship. Allocating citizenship on the basis of financial power
is likely to subject the very idea of citizenship to derision, just as putting a
price on honours did in the case of noble status.

Yet perhaps we should not object (or maybe just not so strongly) to the
idea of allocating certain economic rights that are the privilege of citizen-
ship conditionally on investment. Good investors could, through their
investments, do a lot of good for a country that needs those resources, at
least in the short term. The size of their pockets might be a good indicator

86 For a critique of the emphasis on birth circumstances, see Shachar 2009.
87 Just how much is beyond the scope of this chapter, but see Chapter 3.
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of how good investors they are, and thus of how much use they could
make of those citizenship-conditioned economic rights to benefit both
themselves and their new fellow citizens.

Buying economic rights outright – that is, using money to buy the
power to make more money – would be a more candid type of transac-
tion. Buying citizenship tout court for the sake of benefiting from the
economic rights associated with this citizenship has, as I have pointed
out, additional problematic aspects: for example, it also entails buying
political rights, thus political power, together with the economic rights
associated with citizenship. These problems would be averted if states
were to unbundle the component rights of citizenship and distribute them
separately. It would then be less objectionable to allocate economic (but
not political) rights on the basis of capital. I discuss this proposal at
length in Chapter 8.

Investor citizenship almost invariably leads to multiple citizenship, a
fact of signal importance in the context of this book. Investors are already
citizens of one state, and they are buying an additional citizenship for their
own financial purposes. Distributing economic rights and those alone on
the basis of investment would allow these people to acquire extended
economic rights in various countries without becoming also citizens of
these countries as well, that is, without becoming multiple citizens. That
would at least reduce the unfair advantages that come from buying
citizenship and thereby from becoming a multiple national as well (see
my discussion in Chapter 7).
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Part II

Consequences

Having explored the various grounds for acquisition of multiple citizen-
ship, we will now turn to its consequences, at both the national (Chapters 5
and 6) and global levels (Chapter 7).

Chapters 5 and 6 examine the domestic consequences of multiple citizen-
ship for democratic decision making. They focus, respectively, on two
mechanisms legitimizing collective decisions: deliberation and voting. What
distinguishes multiple citizens from other categories of migrants is the fact
that they enjoy political rights simultaneously in two or more political com-
munities. It is thus important to explore whether this double exercise of
political rights, peculiar tomultiple citizens, affects collective decisionmaking
in either of thosemodes and, if so, how.WhileChapter 5will discuss theways
by which multiple citizenship can undermine the consistency of collective
decisions, Chapter 6 will examine whether multiple citizenship brings the
boundaries of the demos closer to or further from those ideally prescribed by
varying principles for constituting the demos (the affected interests principle,
the legally subjected principle, and the unaffected interests principle).

The final chapter of this part of the book, Chapter 7, will examine the
global consequences of multiple citizenship. It will assess how well multiple
citizenship answers to global justice concerns and examine its consequences
for global equality. It will argue that the grounds for allocating multiple
citizenship are morally objectionable from a global egalitarian perspective,
and will also point out howmultiple citizenship is problematic in both non-
ideal1 and ideal settings.2 The chapter will mainly focus on the interaction
between the norms regulating the distribution of multiple citizenship and
the international norms regulating double taxation. It will argue that this
interaction risks increasing global inequalities and will propose a solution:
reforming the OECD Model Tax Convention according to prioritarian
considerations.

1 I.e., when there are noticeable differences among states, in terms of wealth, resources,
and other factors determining people’s life opportunities and choices.

2 I.e., when there is complete equality among countries with respect to wealth, resources,
and other factors determining people’s life opportunities and choices.
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5 Multiple Citizenship and Collective
Decision Making

Collective decisions may draw their legitimacy from two sources: the
procedures by which they were made and their quality. With respect to
the latter, a decision may be deemed ‘good’ if it promotes the welfare of
the decision makers. But it may also be deemed ‘good’ for exhibiting
certain epistemic qualities, for example, tracking the truth or being
grounded in coherent collective judgements.

Individual judgements can be coherent with respect to different frames
of reference that emerge during public deliberation and guide decision
making. But in order for those individual judgements to add up to a
coherent collective decision (via majority rule), they must be guided by a
common frame of reference.

This is not an entirely new point. John Stuart Mill, for example,
pointed out how difficult it is to unite members of different nationalities
under the same free government. Diagnosing the reason for that, Mill
said that a ‘still more vital consideration’ than their lacking ‘fellow-
feeling’ and ‘the sentiment of nationality’ is the fact that

especially if they read and speak different languages, the united public opinion,
necessary to the working of representative government, cannot exist. The
influences which form opinions and decide political acts are different in the different
sections of the country . . . The same books, newspapers, pamphlets, speeches, do
not reach them. One section does not know what opinions, or what instigations,
are circulating in another.1

Put in more abstract terms, the problem Mill points to – that of a
collective of people who must decide together but whose ways of thinking
about the decision are systematically different – is familiar to social
choice and political theorists, who stress the importance of common
frames of reference in guiding collective decision making. Drawing on
their insights, I will in this chapter point out how multiple citizenship
may undermine collective rationality by exposing people to multiple, and

1 Mill [1861] 1975, pp. 381–2, emphasis added.
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potentially conflicting, frames of reference when exercising their political
agency through voting or deliberating in multiple states at the same time.

If people vote having in mind different conceptions of what they are
voting for, then the outcomes yielded by majority rule will be meaning-
less. If people vote having in mind different understandings of what
they are voting for,2 then aggregating their votes to make sense of their
collective will is nonsensical. Majority rule is a meaningful decision-
making procedure only under bounded disagreement. And that is what
multiple citizens’ participation in political processes in two very different
places at once threatens to undermine.

I Multiple Citizens as Political Agents

The rights of immigrants in the receiving states have been in the aca-
demic spotlight for quite a while now.3 Immigrants’ duties toward their
receiving communities have been considerably less so.4 So, too, have the
rights these immigrants still hold in and duties they owe to their sending
states. In the scarce literature devoted to them, these rights and duties are
labelled ‘external citizenship’.5 Among these rights and duties, the exer-
cise of political rights – external voting – has received most attention.6

The academic views on external voting are mixed. Some say that
external voters are innocuous.7 Others that external voting is deficient
democratically.8 Still others say that it gives rise to negative externalities
affecting the communities of the sending states. That may be because
external voters are more prone to vote irresponsibly or to support national-
ist parties. And where external voters constitute external kin minorities,
they may well serve as a fifth column of their kin state.9 Of course, diasporas
can do harm in other ways too – through direct support of nationalistic and
paramilitary groups, for example.10 But there are reasons to think that they

2 For example, when the same party sends mixed signals and electoral messages about its
intentions, as with ‘dog whistle’ politics (Goodin and Saward 2005).

3 Bauböck 1994; Carens 2008.
4 For an exception, see de Schutter and Ypi (2015), arguing that citizenship is a burden
that must be shared by immigrants with their receiving communities.

5 Bauböck 2005, 2009.
6 Bauböck 2007b; European Commission for Democracy through Law 2011; Grace 2004;
International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 2007; Østergaard-
Nielsen 2008.

7 Guarnizo et. al. 2003.
8 López-Guerra 2005. I discuss external voting extensively in Chapter 6.
9 Bauböck 2010.

10 According to the World Bank, ‘the strongest effect of war on the risk of subsequent war
works through diasporas. After five years of postconflict peace, the risk of renewed
conflict is around six times higher in the societies with the largest diasporas in America
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might do harm even just through participating politically in the state from
which they came.

There are other reasons, however, for supposing that external voting
might prove beneficial to the sending states.11 After all, people usually
migrate to places that are not only more prosperous than their homelands
but also more democratic. Exposure to a more democratic political
culture and to political institutions placing greater emphasis on citizen
rights and political accountability could, in principle, turn émigrés into
important agents of change vis-à-vis their origin countries. Émigrés
would be better at screening out incompetent or corrupt politicians,
while also setting higher standards for them. Bottom line: external voters
could constitute a political avant-garde, enlightened by liberal demo-
cratic political principles and values and able to improve the prospects
of their countries through their votes.12 At least some evidence, however,
points in the opposite direction: instead of supporting the expansion of
liberal values at home, diasporas support undemocratic political forces,
such as extreme right-wing parties.13

Now, while not all external voters also have citizenship in their present
place of residence, dual citizens nonetheless make up a significant propor-
tion of these external voters. They hold political rights in both sending and
receiving states. Does this make a difference for their political participation
and for their impact on the quality of collective decision making? If so,
how? Is their political participation in the sending state any different
because of their being citizens of the receiving states as well (instead of
merely residing there as temporary or long-term migrants)? Conversely,
does the exercise of political rights in the sending state interact in any
important way with their political participation in the receiving state?

My argument about how dual citizens’ political agency might under-
mine collective decision making assumes that dual citizens do indeed
participate politically in both of their states, through voting and/or public
deliberation. Whether this is indeed the case, empirically, remains an
open question.14 As other commentators have remarked, concerns about

than in those without American diasporas. Presumably this effect works through the
financial contributions of diasporas to rebel organizations’ (Collier and Hoeffler 2000).
Paul Collier further argues in Exodus (Collier 2013) that migration has deleterious effects
on both sending and receiving states. Such claims are contested, however, by other
economists.

11 Brand 2013.
12 Shain 1999.
13 Koinova 2009.
14 Existing debates among citizenship scholars and normative theorists commonly emphasize

the benefits naturalization brings for the integration and political participation of
immigrants in their receiving state (e.g., Blatter 2013; de Schutter and Ypi 2015;
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the political nature of dual citizenship are ‘the most speculative and the
least quantifiable’.15 Some claim that dual citizenship facilitates integra-
tion and political participation.16 Others claim the exact opposite.17

The few studies so far reported have produced mixed results. One
study, for example, shows that among Latino immigrants in the United
States, first-generation dual citizens are less politically connected than
their counterparts who are citizens of the United States alone.18 The
political disconnectedness of dual citizens does not hold, however,
beyond the first generation.19 Another study concluded that dual citizen-
ship does not have significant influence on the likelihood of voting among
Latinos and blacks, but it increases that likelihood among whites and
Asians.20 Such studies exploring how dual citizenship affects political
participation in the receiving states are thus inconclusive. Furthermore,
none of those studies addresses how dual citizenship affects the same
individuals’ political participation in their sending states.

Such studies also focus mainly on the individuals’ likelihood to vote,
disregarding other forms of political participation. We do not know just
how much a second citizenship affects political socialization in general,
and public deliberation and preference-formation specifically, in both
sending and receiving states. The closest we have is a study using Euro-
pean Social Survey data to explore non-electoral modes of political par-
ticipation in the receiving state, and the role citizenship plays in such
political engagement. While the study does not draw a distinction between
dual and single citizens, it concludes that foreign-born citizens of the
receiving state (many of whom will be dual citizens in the sending state)
are more politically active than foreign-born residents (most of whom will
be mono-nationals who are citizens of the sending state alone).21

Thus, although the evidence is mixed and far from conclusive, there
are at least some indications that multiple citizens do indeed participate
politically in both of their states, both electorally and otherwise. If so,
what might we expect the effects to be?

Prokic et al. 2013). Fewer studies, however, focus on how a second citizenship affects
political participation. For exceptions, see Escobar 2004; Rumbaut 1994; Staton, Jackson,
and Canache 2007b.

15 Schuck 1998, p. 234.
16 Escobar 2004; Guarnizo, Portes, and Haller 2003; Jones-Correa 2001; Schuck 1998;

Spiro 1997; Spiro and Schuck 1998; Yang 1994.
17 See Geyer 1996; Huntington 2004; Renshon 2001.
18 Staton, Jackson, and Canache 2007b; on the first point, see also Cain and Doherty 2006.
19 Staton, Jackson, and Canache 2007a.
20 Ramakrishnan 2005.
21 Just and Anderson 2011.
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II Voting, Deliberation, and Collective Rationality

Collective decisions made by majority voting or public deliberation are
legitimate in part by virtue of the inputs that go into these processes – the
citizens’ preferences and views. They are also legitimate in part because
of how these citizens’ preferences and views are treated in the process of
decision making: they are given equal weight and equal consideration.
Last but not least, collective decisions made by majority voting and
public deliberation are legitimate because they are supposedly ‘better’
decisions than those that would have been reached in other ways22 (such
as flipping a coin, drawing a lot, or putting the decision in the hands of
one or a limited number of individuals).23

Of course, collective decisions can be deemed ‘good’ or ‘better’ than
other decisions in various ways. In this chapter I focus on one quality that
makes collective decisions ‘good’: their embodying logically coherent
collective judgements. To be sure, we would like collective decisions to be
epistemically good in other ways as well. For example, we would like
collective decisions to track the truth (to be ‘correct’). Fortunately, when
it comes to voting by majority rule, there is a good chance that that will be
the case. As the Marquis de Condorcet proved in 1785, a majority vote
among a group of independent voters, each one of them more likely to be
right than wrong, will be even more likely than any of those individuals
alone to reach the correct decision. Even better, this likelihood increases
quickly with the number of such voters.24

But while majority rule may be good at capturing the truth in its
results, it is less so at yielding logically consistent collective decisions.
At the same time as discovering the biggest strength of majority rule,
Condorcet also discovered one of its biggest weaknesses: the so-called
Condorcet paradox.

A The Condorcet Paradox: How Majority Rule Can Yield Inconsistent
Collective Decisions

The paradox consists in the following: if one takes a set of perfectly
rational or consistent (that is, transitive) individual preferences over the full

22 See Estlund 2009.
23 The distinctions I am drawing correspond roughly to the concepts of ‘input’, ‘throughput’,

and ‘output’ legitimacy. See Scharpf 1999 and Schmidt 2013.
24 Political scientists have expanded Condorcet’s jury theorem beyond its traditional

assumptions. See, e.g., Grofman and Feld 1988; List and Goodin 2001. For an
extensive study of Condorcet’s jury theorem, see Goodin and Spiekermann 2018.
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range of relevant options, and aggregates them using pairwise majority
voting, one can end up with irrational or inconsistent (that is, intransitive)
collective preferences.

For example, given a set of options (a, b, c), suppose that John
prefers (a) to (b) to (c), Mary prefers (b) to (c) to (a), and David (c) to
(a) to (b). Majority voting over pairs of options will not, in this case, give
rise to a consistent collective preference ordering: (a) will be preferred to
(b) by two votes (John’s and David’s) to one (Mary’s); (b) will be
preferred to (c) by two votes (John’s and Mary’s) to one (David’s); yet
(c) will be preferred to (a) by two votes (Mary’s and David’s) to one
(John’s). Majority rule is thus unable to guarantee full rationality in
collective decision making insofar as consistent individual choices can
coexist with inconsistent collective choices.25 The paradox delivers thus a
serious blow to democracy – as social theorists (like Black and Riker)
pointed out – casting doubt on the meaningfulness of decisions made by
majority rule.26

B From Aggregating Preferences to Aggregating Judgements

The Condorcet paradox applies to preference orderings and does not
look behind them. However, in most decision contexts complex judge-
ments and reasoning underlie people’s votes. There too, an analogous
problem can arise with majority rule: it might aggregate perfectly coher-
ent sets of individual judgements or reasons into incoherent collective
judgements and reasons.

To see how, notice that individual preferences, just like other attitu-
dinal states, are propositional; that is, they can take the form of propos-
itions (for example, ‘A is preferred to B’, ‘B is preferred to C’, and ‘A is
preferred to C’). And just like preferences, propositions expressing pref-
erences or propositions expressing a wider range of attitudinal states –

like judgements and beliefs – can be aggregated as well. Unsurprisingly,
when using majority rule to aggregate judgements on logically intercon-
nected propositions, the same problem arises: logically consistent indi-
vidual judgements can give rise to logically inconsistent collective ones. In
the case of propositions, the decision problem is known as the discursive
dilemma.27

25 Riker 1982, p. 1.
26 Black 1948, 1998; Riker 1982.
27 On judgement aggregation theory and the discursive dilemma, see Kornhauser and

Sager 1993, 2004; List 2012, 2011a, 2011b; List and Pettit 2004; Pettit 2001.
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To get a better sense of the discursive dilemma, take the following
example.28

Imagine we have a set of logically interconnected propositions:

p: The state’s revenues are relatively stable.
p ! q: If the state’s revenues are relatively stable, then the state
should continue investing in big infrastructure projects.
q: The state should continue investing in big infrastructure
projects.

Now take the set of judgements in Table 5.1, on the propositions above.
While all the individual judgements are logically coherent, notice that the
majority’s collective judgement (in the bottom row) is that (1) the state’s
revenues are indeed relatively stable; (2) in that case, the state should
continue investing in big infrastructure projects; and yet (3) the state
should not continue investing in big infrastructure projects!

If we had a set of propositions (p, q, r), where p and q played the role of
premises or inference rules for a conclusion (r), majority rule could deem
in a collective judgement the conclusion r false, while at the same time
deem the premises and inference rules as true. This shows again the
limits of majority rule: the collective judgement reached by majority rule
would not reflect the logical entailment between premises and conclu-
sion that would be present in the majority of individuals’ judgements.

We could think of p and q as reasons for a decision r. Seen in that light,
the discursive dilemma shows that majority rule might sever the connec-
tion between collective reasons and collective decisions. Political theorists in
the Rawlsian tradition have long emphasized that in order to be legitim-
ate, collective decisions must be publicly justified. The problem posed by
majority rule is thus relevant for public justification, and has implications
for the concept of public reason.29 If our collective decisions do not

Table 5.1 Aggregating judgements

p p ! q q

Citizen A True True True
Citizen B True False False
Citizen C False True False
Majority True True False

28 This example is inspired by List 2012, p. 182.
29 On the theory of public reason and public justification, see Rawls 1993, 1997 and Quong

2011, 2013a, 2013b.
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answer to a set of collective reasons, then our decisions not only lack
justification, but may even be nonsensical or meaningless.

C Why Consistency Matters

It is worth explaining at this point the multiple grounds on which – from
a democratic perspective – inconsistent collective decisions are problem-
atic. This is for three reasons.

First, if collective decisions are cut loose from the collective reasons
underlying them, then the basis for democratic contestation is undercut.30

Citizens must have ‘access to the reasons supporting those decisions’ in
order to ‘be able to contest the soundness of those decisions or the degree
of support they offer to the decisions made’.31 Yet, as pointed out when
discussing judgement aggregation, following majority rule the acceptance
of a conclusion does not go hand in hand with the acceptance of its
premises (reasons); quite the contrary, it might coexist with their rejec-
tion. Consistent collective outcomes and reasoning, in contrast, serve an
important democratic function, favouring opposition and contestation.

Second, inconsistent collective decisions are problematic because they
make it hard to distinguish any ‘collective intention’ behind collective
outcomes. Structurally, the problem of inconsistent collective judge-
ments is very similar to that of ‘dog whistle’ politics. If a party promises
different things to different people, and wins the election on the basis of
mixed messages, then its victory does not add up to much in substantive
policy terms.32 Inconsistent collective judgements reached by majority
rule suffer from the same lack of substance.

Third, inconsistent collective decisions are problematic also insofar as
individuals expect collective decisions to be action guiding. Collective
decisions giving incoherent or conflicting guidance cannot do that.33

Moreover, incoherent decisions will be hard to justify, especially when
imposing serious costs (coercion being one of them) on individuals.

D Avoiding Inconsistency: Single-Peaked Preferences, Unidimensionally
Aligned Judgements

An important advantage of decision making by majority rule is, of course,
that it allows for a plurality of diverse inputs (be they preferences or

30 See Pettit 2001, pp. 281–4.
31 Ibid., p. 281.
32 Goodin and Saward 2005, p. 473.
33 List 2012, p. 197.
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judgements) to be taken into account. The drawback, however, is that
this diversity of opinion can undermine collective rationality. Satisfying
all three requirements of democracy – pluralism, majoritarianism, and
collective rationality – at the same time can be a challenge.34 Yet it is
possible, at a small cost for pluralism: if pluralism and diversity of
opinion stay within bounds, then deciding by majority rule does not pose
any problems for collective rationality. As it will become clear below, a
community can easily rein in pluralism by letting common frames of
reference guide its decisions. This is, of course, simply Mill’s point
quoted at the beginning of the chapter.

Now, the problem of incoherent collective decisions does not arise, of
course, where there is unanimity and people all have exactly the same
preferences or the same judgements. Moreover, inconsistent collective
outcomes are more likely to occur in more heterogeneous groups – when
there is high disagreement among decision makers.35 So the question is:
How can a community make rational collective decisions in the absence of
any substantive agreement on what the members’ preferences, judgements,
or reasons for a decision should be? The trick is to contain (or bound)
pluralism and diversity of opinion without eliminating it altogether.36

In the case of preferences, for example, this amounts to ensuring that
disagreement among voters remains ‘well structured’.37 Even if voters
have diverse preference orderings – that is, even if they substantively
disagree about what option(s) they should prefer – their preference profiles
can nonetheless all display the same underlying structure. One structure
that was shown to ensure consistency in decision making is single-peaked-
ness. When individual preferences are single-peaked, the collective pref-
erences emerging by majority rule are guaranteed to be consistent.38

Preferences are said to be single-peaked if there is a way of ordering all
the available options on a left-right axis, such that each individual’s pref-
erences arranged on this axis have the following profile: there is a single
peak (individuals’most preferred options) with their less preferred options
ranking lower the more distant they are from their most preferred options.

Similarly, in the case of judgements, if judgement profiles are unidimen-
sionally aligned, then aggregating these individual judgements gives rise to
consistent collective judgements. Judgement profiles are unidimensionally

34 This constitutes the ‘democratic trilemma’ in List’s (2011b, p. 275) terms.
35 List 2012, p. 195.
36 In List’s (2011b, p. 282) words, ‘democracy cannot get off ground unless pluralism in

the relevant group or society is sufficiently limited’.
37 Black 1948.
38 Ibid. Arguably, it is enough for 75 per cent or less of individual preference profiles to be

single-peaked for the probability of a Condorcet cycle to approach zero (Niemi 1969).
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aligned if individuals accepting one proposition are either all to the left or
all to the right of those rejecting it.39 This should be the case for all
propositions on which individuals pass judgements.40 Such an alignment
suggests, according to his proponent,41 that there is some common
underlying cognitive or ideological dimension structuring these individ-
uals’ judgements. The more homogenous and cohesive a group is, the
more likely its judgements are to satisfy this condition, and the more likely
it therefore is to reach consistent collective judgements by majority rule.
And if groups are not cohesive in this respect, they can enhance their
cohesiveness and thus the consistency of their collective judgements by
deliberating, as I will point out below.42

E The Need for Structured Disagreement or Meta-Agreement

The two structural conditions mentioned – single-peakedness and uni-
dimensional alignment – represent forms of minimal agreement that frame
collective decisions. In the absence of substantive agreement among
individuals, these weaker forms of agreement can ensure that collective
decision making by majority rule would be immune from the incoheren-
cies that would render it meaningless. In other words, in order for
people’s substantive disagreement to make any sense, they must first
agree on what this disagreement is all about.43

According to List, both single-peakedness and unidimensional align-
ment can arise out of some deep-level consensus among voters – what he
calls ‘meta-agreement’ or ‘agreement at the meta-level’. Both indicate
some background cohesion of substantively different individual prefer-
ences and judgements.44 While disagreeing on what the first best, second
best, or nth best option is, individuals can nonetheless agree on what
structures these options – that is, on what is at stake in the choice they
make and on how all these options are arrayed in relation to that choice.

When people agree on the frame structuring their options, they agree at
the meta-level, although they may well still have different preferences with
respect to those options. Individual option rankings may be different,

39 In a unidimensional setting, and mutatis mutandis in a multidimensional setting.
40 List 2012, p. 195.
41 Ibid.
42 Ibid., pp. 195–7.
43 This is exactly what Riker (1982, p. 128) has in mind when saying that ‘[i]f by reason of

discussion, debate, civic education and political socialization, voters have a common
view of the political dimension (as evidenced by single-peakedness), then a transitive
outcome is guaranteed . . . This fact will not prevent civil war, but it will at least ensure
that the civil war makes sense.’

44 List 2002.
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while the reference points underlying these rankings are the same. Simi-
larly, as regards judgements: while people may hold different judgements,
there may exist a common underlying dimension structuring those judge-
ments. If the set of propositions under evaluation is framed by a common
issue dimension, then for every proposition in this set all people rejecting
it will be either to the left or to the right of those endorsing it.45

Although it hasn’t been directly discussed in the public justification
literature,46 we could well imagine how a meta-agreement would look in
the space of reasons. Imagine that, from a set of available reasons for a
decision X, different people would endorse different reasons, yet they
would all agree on how the reasons in that set hang together – for
example, that endorsing reason (a) means rejecting reason (b) while at
the same time also endorsing reason (c). They agree thus on how reasons
hang together or cluster in the justificatory reason space of decision.
Suppose that different individuals would agree on what sort of reasons
are relevant for a decision (religious, political, scientific, and so on) while
subscribing to very opposite views along the same spectrum of reasons.
For example, an anti-religious party and a Christian-democratic party can
endorse different reasons for action, yet their reasons can share the same
doctrinal space. In other words, they see the relevant reasons in play as
clustering together in the same way; their perceptions of the reason space
are framed and structured along a common dimension (the existence/
non-existence of some divine higher order, in our example).

What common frame of reference should structure our preferences or
judgements can, of course, be a morally charged question. Nevertheless,
meta-agreement – agreement on the frame of reference guiding a
decision – is significantly less demanding47 than its counterpart, sub-
stantive agreement, which has been the focus of political philoso-
phers like Rawls,48 legal scholars like Sunstein,49 and public reason

45 And mutatis mutandis for a well-aligned set of issue dimensions.
46 See note 50. The most public justification theorists do is discuss two models of public

reason: a consensusmodel according to which they endorse the same reason A underlying
decision X, and the convergence model whereby individuals each endorse different
reasons (A, B, C, etc.) underlying decision X. (See, e.g., Vallier 2011.) Yet there is no
mention of how different reasons may hang together at a meta-level of justification.

47 List 2002, p. 73.
48 In Rawls’s (1993, pp. 133–72) overlapping consensus, citizens agree on conclusions

without necessarily agreeing on the premises supporting these conclusions. They share
thus some judgements, but not all judgements. It is clear, however, that although
incomplete, the overlapping consensus represents a substantive agreement, not a meta-
agreement. For a discussion of the overlapping consensus, see List 2002, pp. 76–7.

49 Sunstein 1995. He talks of ‘incompletely theorized’ or ‘incompletely specified’
agreements over a course of action (or conclusion) combined with persistent
disagreement over the reasons for that action (or premises). Structurally reminiscent of
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theorists,50 as well as deliberative democrats.51 How to achieve it is the
focus of the next section.

F Structuring Disagreement through Deliberation

The existence of common frames of reference among individuals is a
good way of ensuring that the collective decisions reached by majority
voting among them will be logically coherent. But how do these common
frames structuring disagreement emerge? A series of studies have shown
that deliberation can play precisely this function: empirical findings from
Deliberative Polling show that deliberation can induce single-peakedness
among preferences by increasing meta-agreement.

Drawing on data from two Deliberative Polls, List, McLean, Fishkin,
and Luskin showed that levels of single-peakedness are higher post-
deliberation than pre-deliberation.52 This effect was greater the more
individuals had deliberated and the lower the salience of the topic. The
authors’ explanation was as follows. Group deliberation generates a
common dimension or conception of the issue involved in the collective
decision, which frames and structures all available options. (For example,
an issue might be framed in ideological terms, as expressing a confron-
tation between liberalism and conservatism, or as entailing trade-offs
between economic growth and environmental conservation.) Group
members then identify their preferred options within this common frame.

the Rawlsian overlapping consensus, Sunstein’s agreements are also substantive, albeit
limited in their scope.

50 Public justification and public reason theories revolve around substantive agreement at
the level of reasons underlying political decisions. In order to be legitimate, collective
decisions must be justified by appeal to reasons all citizens can share; that is, individuals
must agree on both conclusions and premises supporting these conclusions. See Quong
2011, 2013a, 2013b; Rawls 1997; Vallier 2011; Vallier and D’Agostino 2013; Wall 2010.
Although very demanding, such justificatory substantive agreement has its strengths: not
only does it facilitate collective rationality by ensuring consistent collective judgements,
but it also ensures that a minimal political morality (based on the Golden Rule) among
citizens is respected (see Goodin 1992).

51 Substantive agreement is ideally sought by deliberative theorists as well. When arguing
that deliberation should ‘transform’ or ‘launder’ individual preferences, so as to facilitate
consensus, deliberative democrats have substantive agreement in mind. According to
Elster (1986, p. 112, emphasis added), e.g., ‘The core of the theory [of deliberative
democracy] . . . is that rather than aggregating or filtering preferences, the political
system should be set up with a view to changing them by public debate and
confrontation. The input to the social choice mechanism would then not be the raw,
quite possibly selfish or irrational preferences . . . but informed and other-regarding
preferences. Or rather, there would not be any need for an aggregation mechanism,
since a rational discussion would tend to produce unanimous preferences . . . Not optimal
compromise, but unanimous agreement is the goal of politics on this view.’ See also
Goodin 1986; Gutmann and Thompson 1996; Habermas 1995, 1996..

52 List, Luskin, Fishkin, and McLean 2013. See also Farrar et al. 2010.
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Several frames of interpretation may be available for the same decision
(for example, that at stake in the decision is not economic growth versus
environmental sustainability but rural development versus urban expan-
sion), so it is important for group members to agree on what the relevant
frame for their decision problem is supposed be.

The results are not surprising. It was already known, for example, that
deliberation increases cooperation by framing individual choice in a
particular way.53 By putting forward ‘we-frames’, constructing collective
interests and public reasons, or inducing a sense of collective agency,
deliberation nudges individuals to be more cooperative than they would
otherwise be.54

G Recap and the Role of Citizenship

The discussion above invokes some relatively technical notions. Thus it
is perhaps worth summarizing, in simpler terms, the important points
from the sections above. What matters is the following. Citizens must
first agree on what they are disagreeing about in order to make rational
collective decisions. In other words, there must be a minimal level of
consensus or cohesion around a common frame of reference guiding
their collective decisions. In colloquial terms, they should ‘see the big
picture’ or, better yet, ‘see the same big picture’. Only then will citizens be
able to make coherent, meaningful collective decisions.

Luckily, securing this big picture agreement comes more easily than
securing a substantive one. I explained above how deliberation can
structure disagreement, leading deliberators to internalize common
frames of mind. The members of deliberative groups will conceptualize
alternatives similarly, even though their rankings of these alternatives will
vary. Such agreement will be the result of some combination of infor-
mation sharing, learning, and various pressures of group dynamics.55

It is not inappropriate to think of political communities as being akin to
deliberative groups. Being an official member of the national commu-
nity – that is, being a citizen – increases one’s opportunities (and indeed
one’s civic duty) to engage in public deliberation with other members.
One’s access to channels and fora of deliberation is often a function of
one’s social capital, particularly one’s networks. In virtue of being deeply
socially embedded, citizens can engage more easily and more deeply in
deliberation than non-members. Being deeply socially embedded also

53 Dawes, McTavish, and Shaklee 1977; Orbell, van de Kragt, and Dawes 1988.
54 Dryzek and List 2003, pp. 12–16.
55 List, Luskin, Fishkin, and McLean 2013; Luskin and Fishkin 2002.
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gives them more incentives for doing so.56 Engaging in deliberation with
fellow nationals, citizens’ preferences and choices are likely to be affected
by the same structuring influences on opinion – by the same newspapers,
discourses, pamphlets, and so on, as Mill points out.

On the one hand, citizens’ preferences and judgements are likely to be
structured by the common frames of interpretation emerging from public
deliberation towhich they, as citizens, are party. Those who aremembers of
the same political community are likely to see the big picture broadly in the
same way, even when disagreeing substantively on the details. Accordingly,
their preferences, although different, are likely to be single-peaked along the
same frame of reference. This is all to the good. By fostering deliberation,
citizenship will tend to promote meta-agreement among fellow citizens,
and thus also promote logically coherent collective decisions.

On the other hand, however, it is likely that different political
communities will end up having different frames of reference for their
collective decisions. That is in part because the political institutional
settings and political culture (party system, ideological cleavages,
electoral system, and so on) in which collective decisions are made
differ for each community, and so do the interests of each community.
But frames of reference for collective decisions also differ from one
political community to another in part because the boundaries of polit-
ical communities are fairly closed and their compositions are fairly
stable, making the distinctions between political communities relatively
enduring.

56 Although migrants may have a stronger reason to engage in deliberation than citizens,
because they have more to gain by doing so. It may be the only way they have of
exercising political influence where they live, unlike citizens who also have a vote
there. Furthermore, for migrants, engaging in deliberation could be a way of gaining
social and political recognition, recognition that has already been granted to citizens. So
migrants would need deliberation more than citizens do. The fact remains, however, that
at the community level citizens have more opportunities for deliberation (there are fewer
legal, cultural, and social barriers to participation in deliberation; for example, only
citizens can be part of a jury, assist the debates of the parliament in some countries, be
a party member, etc.). Who is taking part in deliberation is one thing, who should take
part in public deliberation is another; I bracket such issues here. It is enough to say that
citizens should first and foremost (but maybe not uniquely) deliberate with one another.
The fact remains that cooperation (and deliberation, as an instance of cooperation) is
generally driven by reciprocity. If most cooperation is driven by the fear of counter-
retaliation (see Goodin 1992), then citizens have a reason to deliberate with other
citizens, who by their votes have the power to coerce, but not with migrants who lack
this power. The right to exercise political power, belonging uniquely to citizens, will put
those people in a situation to reciprocate and thus to cooperate. Yet, because migrants
have few, if any, political rights, there are fewer incentives for citizens to engage in an
exchange with them.
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Moreover, it is fairly plausible that, as a result of closed deliberation
inside each political community, the differences between these commu-
nities and their frames of references would increase rather than decrease.
Suppose we have two political communities with two different frames of
reference, x and y. Say that for each community, its dominant frame of
reference guiding decisions is endorsed by 55 per cent of its members,
with the rest of the members from each community supporting another
frame of reference (z) that is common across the two political commu-
nities. Over time – due to pressures of conformism, informational and
reputational cascades, and herd behaviour57 – closed deliberation among
fellow citizens inside each community may increase the support enjoyed
by the dominant, but very different, frames of reference (x and y),58 from
55 per cent to more for each dominant frame inside each community, to
the disadvantage of the alternative frame (z) that is common across them.
In virtue of this, we could say that over time, the two political commu-
nities would become more dissimilar.

III How Multiple Citizenship Could Undermine Collective
Rationality

What happens when the boundaries between the deliberative groups
constituted by political communities get blurred? What happens if some
individuals are members of two deliberative groups at the same time?
With the above distinctions and connections in mind, I will now return to
discuss how multiple citizenship can undermine collective decision making
by disrupting meta-agreement – that is, the common frames of reference
that must guide decision making in a community. I will focus on meta-
agreement at the level of preferences, but what I will say applies mutatis
mutandis to judgements or reasons as well.

A Deciding in Two Countries

How and why is multiple citizenship a problem for meta-agreement? The
type of challenge presented by multiple citizenship is, in general terms, a

57 See Ash [1955] 2011; Banerjee 1992; Bikchandani et al. 1998; Kuran and Sunstein
1999.

58 My discussion here focuses on the endorsement of a common frame of reference (i.e., of
meta-agreement) rather than the endorsement of any particular substantive view.
However, I do rely on studies (see Sunstein 2000, p. 178; 2002, p. 92) showing that in
the presence of common identity, solidarity, and affected ties among group members,
closed deliberation inside that group will enforce the support for the substantive view
that is already most widely supported inside that group. I see no reason why the same
effect would not be present at the meta-level of decision making as well.
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common one. We engage on an everyday basis in deliberation inside
various different groups of which we are members. We have different
conversations with different people. The pressure toward agreement
within such groups is ubiquitous. And sometimes our chance of agreeing
with some people is undermined by our commitment to doing the same
with others.

Deliberative Polling showed that deliberation could promote meta-
agreement at group level, thereby structuring disagreement and ensuring
that the group will reach coherent collective decisions. Yet those Delib-
erative Polls targeted closed deliberative groups. They did not explore
potential problematic inter-group dynamics, like those caused by mem-
bership in multiple groups. Thus we do not know what happens if some
individuals are members of more than one deliberating group, that is, if
they are involved in deliberation inside different groups with different
opinion structures. We simply do not know whether meta-agreement
inside one deliberative group could be undermined when some group
members are exposed to countervailing deliberative pressures and alter-
native frames of reference within another deliberative group. But it might
be undermined.

Is meta-agreement contingent upon bounded deliberation? Arguably,
that might well be the case, as I point out below. First, however, let us see
how that might relate to dual citizens.

Different political communities may well, when deliberating, posit
different frames of reference for the decisions they confront. In technical
terms, the preferences of members may be single-peaked within each
community, according to the structuring dimension that community
agrees upon when deliberating. But that structuring dimension might
be different in different communities. Dual citizens, in virtue of their
dual membership, are likely to be engaged in deliberation within two
different political communities. They will have to reach a meta-
agreement with their fellow nationals from two different communities,
perhaps a different one in each community.

The problem is that meta-agreement within one group may be under-
mined if some of its members (dual citizens) are exposed to counter-
deliberation in another group. A dual citizen’s choices and preferences
may be consistent with the frame of reference of one community, but
inconsistent with the frame of reference of the dual citizen’s other
community. If political communities posit different structuring dimen-
sions of their options (which is entirely possible, even likely), then
perfectly single-peaked preferences according to one community’s
structuring dimension will become non-single-peaked when shifted to
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the other community’s structuring dimension. Meta-agreement in one
community will thus be endangered by some members’ preferences
being shaped by the meta-agreement of another community.

Take the following example:

Dual citizen K is member of two deliberative groups: the political community of
state A and political community of state B. Far away, in state C, following civil
unrest this state’s dictator decides to wipe out a large portion of the population to
keep the reins of power. The members of the political communities of states A
and B are asked to choose between several options on how to handle the
situation. The options are:

(a) do nothing
(b) joint military intervention in state C, only under UN mandate
(c) military intervention by state A in state C
(d) joint economic sanctions (embargo) imposed on state C
(e) joint diplomatic sanctions (exclusion from IOs) imposed on state C
(f ) placement of military arsenal of state C under international control.

Upon deliberating on these options, the political communities of states A
and B come up with different ways of looking at the set of options that
they have. The political community of state A, suppose, frames these
options in terms of their impact on the civilian population, while the
political community of state B frames them in terms of their potential
efficiency in undermining the dictator.

Suppose that according to A ’s community, the options above would
be ordered from worst to best according to their impact on civilians as
follows: c<b<a<d<e<f. Military intervention will most infuriate the
dictator, who will retaliate on the civilians in a desperate attempt to
preserve power – so the number of victims will be the highest under this
option. On the contrary, option (f ) would entail bargaining with the
dictator, who, let us presume for the sake of argument, will stop the
civilian killings but retain power.

According to the frame used to conceptualize the choices among state
B ’s community, in contrast, the correct ordering of the options would
be: a<e<f< d<c<b. Doing nothing will further empower the dictator,
while military intervention under UN mandate would be the option most
likely to terminate his stay in power. (The other options would loosen his
hold on power to greater or lesser extents.)

Dual citizen K, upon deliberating with fellow nationals within state A –

the state K resides in – formulates the following rank of preferences:
c<b<a<f<e<d, meaning that her most preferred option is (d), while the
least preferred is (c). K ’s preference profile would be single-peaked with
respect to the meta-agreement within state A, as shown in Figure 5.1.
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WhileK ’s preference ordering (c<b<a<f<e<d) is perfectly consistent
with (a single-peaked ranking within) state A community’s way of
conceptualizing the options, it would not be consistent with (not single-
peaked ranking according to) state B community’s way of conceptualizing
the options. K ’s preference profile in B would look like Figure 5.2.
Meta-agreement within state B would be disrupted by the inclusion of
K ’s preferences, which are not single-peaked with respect to the ordering
of that community. And the reason they are not is that K ’s preferences
have already been structured according to the meta-agreement from
state A.

To be sure, in the example above the two communities make collective
decisions on policy choices directly. However, some might rightly point
out that it rarely happens for political communities to take a vote on each
policy decision they face. Most national elections are ones in which the
political community entrusts one party (or a coalition of parties) to make

c b a d e f

Figure 5.1 K ’s single-peaked preference profile in A.

a e f d c b

Figure 5.2 K ’s non-single-peaked preference profile in B.
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such policy decisions for a certain period of time, without further con-
sultation of voters in between times.

Yet national elections constitute collective decisions, too. As such,
they are vulnerable to the same problem above. Instead of choosing
among a set of policy options, the political community chooses among
a set of political parties. Just as the policy space (that is, the set of policy
options) is structured along a common frame of reference in a commu-
nity, its partisan political space (that is, the set of parties running for
election) is likewise structured. And while different political commu-
nities may have nominally the same type of parties (for example, liberal,
nationalist, communist, socialist), they may structure their political
spaces differently. That is, their citizens may choose among these polit-
ical parties with different frames of reference in mind.

For example, in one community (A) the national election may be
framed as a choice between liberalism and populism. There, then, the
party options would be structured alongside a liberal–populist dimen-
sion. For the sake of the example, let us assume that for community A
the partisan space would be structured as follows (from left to right, the
left being the most ‘liberal’ and the right the most ‘populist’59): the
liberals, the nationalists, the socialists, and finally, the communists.
Now say community B has the same political parties, but because it
has a history of authoritarian rule, it frames the choice of its national
election as one between authoritarianism and democracy. For B ’s
political community, then, the party ordering would be (from left to
right, the left having the party that is most strongly associated with
authoritarianism, and the right the party that is perceived as most
strongly ‘democratic’): the nationalists, the communists, the liberals,
the socialists.

To be sure, mine is only a hypothetical example. But I believe there
may be many real-world examples of political communities framing their
political choices differently. Considering that party cleavages are the
result of the complex history and socio-economical idiosyncrasies of
each state,60 there may well be cases where the political spaces of two
political communities are structured differently, although they contain
nominally the same type of parties. Voting for the socialists in an Eastern
European state (where that socialist party is the successor of the com-
munist party that had a monopoly on state power) and voting for the
socialists in France (where socialism traces its roots back to the French
Revolution) are political choices bearing a very different meaning in each

59 I am referring, of course, to how these parties are perceived or interpreted by the public.
60 See, for example, Lipset and Rokkan 1967; Rokkan 1999.
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political community. This also means that, in order for the results of the
national elections to represent coherent collective judgements, persons
voting in both states must keep in mind these different frames of refer-
ence each community has, and cast their vote in accordance to each (that
is, according to the meta-agreement within each community).

There are at least two possible objections to what was argued above.
One would be that different political communities, as deliberative groups,
are actually likely to conceptualize their choices in the same way when
faced with the same or similar set of options. If so, when deliberating,
political communities would reach the same meta-agreement (conceptual-
ize their options the same way), and the preferences of dual citizens would
be single-peaked with respect to both communities’ orderings.

But what reasons do we have for believing that the same frames of
reference will emerge in deliberation in different communities? Maybe
one reason would be that all political communities exhibit a great degree
of ideational heterogeneity to begin with. And in any case, their bound-
aries (ethnic, ideological, and otherwise) are increasingly blurred in a
globalizing world. The differences between communities are fading
away. Information and migration flows tend to standardize not only
lifestyles but also ways of seeing the world across communities.61 This
may seem to be a powerful objection to my argument, but it should be
taken with a pinch of salt. What matters is whether these changes are
indeed powerful enough to influence the frames of reference guiding the
national elections of different political communities, which are largely the
product of institutional and structural factors – such as the state’s polit-
ical system, political culture, and history, as well as its locally dominant
political discourses. These factors are mostly fixed and unlikely to change
except very gradually. At least for the moment, I think that the ongoing
process of convergence between political communities powered by glob-
alization and open borders is unlikely to override the institutional and
structural factors that obstruct the emergence of common frames of
references among communities.

Presently, deliberative political communities are more different than
similar to one another. This is unlikely to change in the near future.
Indeed, as the Brexit referendum, Trump’s election in the United States,
the 2016 Austrian presidential elections,62 and the 2017 German

61 Taking into account that political communities will be exposed to the same information –

to the same pool of arguments and empirical data – wemight expect political communities
to conceptualize choices and preferences the same way.

62 The 2016 Austrian election pitted a pro-European independent candidate against a far-
right candidate. While the pro-European candidate eventually won, he did so only after
the elections were held a second time. The initial elections gave him only a marginal
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parliamentary elections show,63 the political forces (over)emphasizing
these differences and advocating policies meant to enforce them are
becoming stronger every day. Completely open borders are to most, if
not all, governments a nightmarish dystopia. A whole range of policies and
institutions – from education to internal affairs – are set to work to preserve
and promote the particularities (cultural, political, and so on) thought to
define the community.64 That is exacerbated by various other factors,
ranging from socialization to in-group conformism and group polarization
as a result of closed deliberations. Hence, despite globalization and its
various cultural and ideological spillovers, it is very likely for different
political communities to frame their collective decisions differently.

The second, and more important, objection to the scenario I offered
above is the following. If citizenship indeed fosters deliberation, then
dual citizens will engage in deliberation in each of their political commu-
nities. This means that dual citizens will structure or restructure, as
needed, their preferences according to the common frame of reference
endorsed by each community in deliberation. That is, a dual citizen will
‘reshuffle’ preferences and reconstitute judgements according to the
prevailing conceptualizing dimension of each community.65 Through
reformulation of preferences according to the common frame of refer-
ence underlying the decisions of the second community, the preferences
that dual citizens express in their second community will end up fitting
perfectly with the frame of reference underlying the choices of their

advantage over his opponent, and following irregularities affecting a number of votes
large enough to have potentially reversed the outcome, the Constitutional Court decided
it best to void the election results and organize another election. See Oltermann 2016.

63 The results of the elections saw the first far-right party (AfD) to enter Bundestag in over
six decades.

64 E.g., the defence of French republican values was a common argument in the burqa
debate, and so was Danish secularism and freedom of expression in the Danish cartoon
debate.

65 It was pointed out that individuals can adapt their behaviour to different sets of social
norms. They can behave at home according to the social norms and values of one
community, and at work, for example, according to the social norms and values of
another. (See Morton 2014.) This might dissuade some from accepting that dual
citizens will have trouble reasoning consistently with two different collective frames of
mind simultaneously. The issue at stake here, however, is different in relevant respects
from the one where individuals have to behave according to different social codes. What
is at stake here is not behaviour but rather psychological adaptation and flexibility. As
Morton notices, code switching might put people under psychological stress. Cognitive
dissonance will more likely occur when people have to behave according to norms and
values they do not internalize. Even so, they can – indeed, will – under social and legal
pressure behave as if they had internalized them. Internalizing conflicting values and
norms and acting consistently according to them is difficult, if not impossible. For dual
citizens, reasoning and acting – and exercising political power – according to different
frames of mind will be difficult, if not impossible.
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fellow citizens there, even if that differs from their first community’s
frame of reference. Dual citizens’ preferences will thus have a single-
peaked profile in both political communities, ensuring thereby that both
communities reach coherent collective decisions through majority rule.

But is deliberation within one community powerful enough to reorient
a person’s preferences in line with that community’s frame, if that per-
son’s preferences are at the same time ‘pulled’ in a different direction by
counter-deliberation promoting an alternative frame in another commu-
nity? What are the real chances for dual citizens to reformulate their
preferences and judgements in line with the different (even conflicting)
frames of reference posited by their two political communities? We do
not know. All we have is evidence that deliberation in a closed group
induces more nearly single-peaked preferences within that group, by
making group members aware of the common frame of reference that
should guide their individual decisions. We do not know what happens
when individuals are at the same time exposed to counter-deliberation in
a second group adopting a different frame of reference.66

B A Perceptual Analogy

In the absence of any direct empirical evidence on that matter, I shall
now mount an argument by analogy. It will draw on the psychology of
perception to suggest that the prospects are slim for dual citizens to be
able to easily or reliably reformulate their preferences and judgements in
line with the different, even conflicting, decision frames their political
communities might have.

The analogy that I propose is that between optical illusions and deci-
sion frames of reference. Some optical illusions involve people being
unable to perceive the multiple representations of the same image. Simi-
larly, when deciding on political choices, dual citizens may have trouble
keeping in mind two different frames of reference and reliably reconsti-
tuting their choices consistently with each. Just as it is not possible to see
both the duck and rabbit at the same time in Jastrow’s illusion67 (see

66 We can presume, of course, that if we have two deliberating groups, A and B, and a large
proportion of individuals within each group are members of the other group as well,
forming a dominant opinion cluster inside each group, the two deliberating groups
would adopt the same common frame of reference. We can doubt, however, that this
is the case when it comes to political communities and their citizens; we can doubt they
‘share’ a large enough proportion of citizens (who are multiple citizens) such that their
influence on public deliberation in each community would be strong enough to
homogenize these communities’ frames of reference.

67 Hill 1915; Jastrow 1899; Kihlstrom 2006.
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Figure 5.3), it may not be possible for dual citizens to make decisions
consistent with two conflicting frames of reference.

From what we know, this extrapolation is not implausible. Let me first
begin with the problem posed by optical illusions before explaining how
this extends to decision making.

Some optical illusions involve ambiguous images with different repre-
sentational content. That is to say that a figure can, at the same time,
represent different things, and looking at that figure, people will see
different things. In some of the most famous examples, some will see a
duck while others will see a rabbit; some will see a young woman, others an
old woman; some will see a whale, others a kangaroo. People will usually
perceive only one representation of the figure. But even when they might
be able to perceive both representations of the same image, they will not
see both representations at the same time.68 Moreover, flipping from one
representation to another requires mental control.69 What is important

Figure 5.3 ‘Kaninchen und Ente’ (‘Rabbit and Duck’), the earliest
known version of the duck–rabbit illusion, from the October 23, 1892,
issue of Fliegende Blätter. (Available at http://diglit.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/
diglit/fb97/0147?sid=8af6d821538a1926abf44c9a95c40951&
zoomlevel=2, courtesy of Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg.)

68 Jastrow 1899.
69 Long and Toppino 2003; Mitroff, Sobel, and Gopnik 2006; Toppino 2003; Toppino

and Long 2005. Alternatively, it can be the result of neural fatigue – but that is hardly a
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for our analogy below is that, when seeing an optical illusion, people can
see only one of its representations at a time, and switching between the
representations is cognitively burdensome.

In similar fashion, the same decision can be framed differently. Differ-
ent political communities, in adopting a different frame of reference
guiding their decisions, will interpret the options and their stakes differ-
ently. This in turn will affect their citizens’ choices. That frames of
decision matter in this way is not new. Experiments in both psychology
and economics have long shown that people’s preferences are often
influenced by how their choices are conceptualized and interpreted.
These influences have been termed ‘framing effects’.70 For example,
people are more likely to buy condoms advertised as effective in ‘fully
95%’ of the cases than when they are advertised as failing in ‘only 5%’ of
the cases.71 However, just as it is impossible for people to see two
different representations of the same image at the same time, it may be
impossible for dual citizens to bear in mind two different frames for
interpreting their options. Cognitively, they may not be able to keep both
frames in mind simultaneously, or switch between them reliably, in the
way that is required in order for them to make a choice that will be
consistent with the differing frames of reference appropriate to each of
the political communities in which they vote and deliberate.

In the case of optical illusions, people are sometime able to flip
between representations of the same image. Might not dual citizens
similarly alternate in their mind between the decision frames of two
communities, reformulating their preferences in line with each commu-
nity’s frame of reference when politically engaging with that community?
Dual citizens have no need to relate to both decision frames at the same
time, after all: they are not voting literally at one and the same time in
both states’ elections. So, what stops them from making one political
choice according to one frame, and subsequently a second one according
to another frame?

There are some reasons to doubt at least some dual citizens’ capacity
to reformulate their preferences and judgements consistently with differ-
ent communities’ frames, and to do so reliably depending on which
community they are in at the time. Simply seeing an alternative frame
requires some mental effort and control, and switching between frames

promising model for dual citizens who are supposed to be flipping from one frame to
another in a disciplined way that tracks faithfully which national community they are
voting in at the moment.

70 Tversky and Kahneman 1981.
71 The example is taken from Revlin 2012, p. 364.
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every time one engages with a different political community requires
even more. Some dual citizens might simply not make the effort. And
it seems almost inevitable that even those who are trying their best will
occasionally err.

Furthermore, having already internalized one decision frame – for
example, one structuring of the political arena – dual citizens might
psychologically resist internalizing an alternative one. It is not that they
are unaware of the alternative frame at work in their second community,
which is unlikely given that they are ex hypothesi exercising their political
and deliberative agency in both. While aware of the second community’s
alternative frame, a dual citizen might still have trouble reformulating his
preferences coherently within this frame, not because he is unwillingly to
do so, but rather because of psychological limits in doing so. For a dual
citizen who has already successfully internalized one frame of reference,
reformulating his preferences according to another frame may cause him
cognitive dissonance.

In addition, it is reasonable to suppose that a political community’s
common frame of reference for collective decision making will have
prescriptive force, in the same way social norms do. Or, perhaps more
precisely, it is likely to be supported by social norms regulating what it
means to be a good citizen of that community. If so, a dual citizen might
have trouble internalizing and therefore switching between different
mental frames. The saying ‘when in Rome, do as the Romans do’ might
suggest otherwise. But studies of the power of early childhood socializa-
tion indicate that the norms internalised during that stage of life are very
‘sticky’.72 When coming across norms very different from the ones they
grew up with, people may therefore have trouble internalizing and reli-
ably complying with them. Thus a dual citizen may not be able to reliably
reformulate his preferences in line with a different, second, common
frame of reference, so that his preferences remain single-peaked with
respect to it. If he cannot, his political participation in the second com-
munity on those terms may undermine collective rationality in that
community by standing in the way of its reaching logically coherent
collective decisions.

To come back to an example I have used earlier, imagine a dual citizen
who was born and raised in a state that is a former communist dictator-
ship, but who has relocated and naturalized in an old democratic state.
Such a person may have trouble reformulating his political preferences
when voting or engaging in public deliberation in his state of residence,

72 See Sears and Levy 2003.
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where the left has no history of authoritarian rule. He may nonetheless
feel a certain psychological pressure, or he may even (because of his early
childhood socialization in the former communist dictatorship) feel obli-
gated to never endorse in any way a leftist party. Perhaps he might feel
this as a duty owed to his birth state or to his fellow citizens there. Or
perhaps he may conceive it expressively, as a way of communicating that
he condemns his birth state’s political past or maybe as a signal that he
hasn’t forgotten it. Or he may fear that, to his fellow citizens from his
birth state, he will come across as a hypocrite if he shifts his preferences in
one state in line with another state’s frame of reference. For any of these
many reasons, the dual citizen may fail to internalize the alternative frame
structuring the political space of his democratic state of residence.

Finally, to what extent is the analogy I draw between people’s
responses to optical illusions and people’s responses to different decision
frames persuasive? That is up for each reader of this chapter to decide.
Still, I think it is not an implausible extrapolation from what we do know.
As Kahneman and Tversky remarked in their landmark paper introdu-
cing the notion of decision frames, ‘[i]n their stubborn appeal, framing
effects resemble perceptual illusions more than computational errors’.73

IV Conclusion

To sum up, collective decisions reached by majority voting risk being
meaningless unless disagreement inside a political community remains
within certain bounds. The emergence of common frames of reference in
public deliberation, structuring substantively different preferences or
judgements, serves that function. We know that deliberation promotes
collective rationality in this way, yet from the studies we have we can only
be confident that it does so within closed groups. Collective rationality
inside one deliberating group could arguably be undermined if some
of its members belong at the same time to another deliberating group
as well.

By exposing individuals to public deliberation in different political
communities, and thereby to multiple frames of reference guiding col-
lective decisions, multiple citizenship may well undermine the logical
coherence of the collective decisions made inside some (or all) of a
multiple citizen’s communities. Drawing on insights from social choice
theory, democratic theories of deliberation and public reason, and
experimental psychology, my aim in this chapter has been to identify

73 Kahneman and Tversky 1984, p. 343.
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ways in which multiple citizenship could affect the quality of collective
decisions. I argued that insofar as different political communities adopt
different common frames of reference for guiding their decision making –
frames that are necessary for them to reach logically coherent collective
judgements – multiple citizens who are members of multiple such com-
munities would have to reformulate their preferences and judgements
according to the frame of each community. Building on an analogy
between people’s responses to optical illusions and people’s responses
to alternative decision frames, I offered reasons for doubting that at least
some multiple citizens will be able to do so. They certainly seem unlikely
to be able to do so effortlessly or reliably.
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6 Multiple Citizenship and the
Boundary Problem

The previous chapter has examined the implications of multiple citizen-
ship for the quality of collective decisions. Focusing on two mechanisms of
decision making – voting and deliberation – I there showed how multiple
citizenship could undermine collective rationality. Despite the nefarious
consequences that might thus arise from multiple citizens exercising polit-
ical rights (in voting) and agency (in deliberation), one might nonetheless
think there are other good moral arguments in favour of it. One might
think that, as a matter of principle, the exercise of political rights1 by
multiple citizens is justified, after all.

In this chapter I will attack the latter claim by considering multiple
citizenship through the lens of the boundary problem, or the problem of
constituting the demos. After all, multiple citizens are able to exercise
political rights in different states only in virtue of a choice made by those
states as to how to draw the boundaries of the demos, that is, how to set
up their entitlements to political rights. Had states chosen other options –
which I will discuss below – the problems mentioned in Chapter 5 would
never have arisen to begin with.

The boundary problem is a thorny issue for democratic theory. It is
likewise for democratic practice as well, as I will show in this chapter.
The boundary problem presents itself as a classical ‘chicken or egg’
dilemma. The question of how to configure the demos cannot be settled
in a democratic way – by letting the people decide – because an election
presupposes an electorate, and that is precisely what the election is
supposed to decide. Since elections will not solve the problem, various
freestanding principles are required instead.

One may well wonder to what extent our membership regimes are
attuned to the various boundary-drawing principles democratic theorists
have advanced. Do those principles inform in any way our actual practices
of defining our communities? Or are they post hoc rationales offered to

1 When talking about ‘political rights’ I have in mind primarily the right to vote.
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justify boundaries drawn for different reasons? Or are those principles
perhaps ideals that can never be implemented by the citizenship regimes
relying, as current ones invariably do, on jus soli or jus sanguinis?

Here, however, I will focus on one particular problem that arises in
applying those principles to the real world. Those principles all are designed
to implement a classic, Westphalian partition of the world into mutually
exclusive and jointly exhaustive units. And all of those principles operate
on the (typically unspoken) assumption that every individual is going to be
included in one demos only.

Yet, in a globalized world where people enjoy increased mobility,
the boundaries of different demoi have become increasingly blurred,
and communities have become ‘internally less inclusive and externally less
exclusive ’.2 Increasingly, people live where they do not belong, and belong
where they do not live, from the perspective of each of the standard
principles for constituting the demos.3 As it was recently pointed out, in
the context of continuous migration, states nowadays have to square
fluctuating inclusion claims with stable self-government.4 The relevant
question today is: How can democracies cope with boundary instability
and mismatches between their territorial jurisdictions, citizenries, and
demoi?5

Might the solution be to allow multiple citizenship, the inclusion of the
same individual in two or more demoi? Can multiple citizenship be a
better way of defining the demos than ‘one individual, one citizenship’
(mono-nationality)? In theory, multiple citizenship may be compatible
with any of the expansions of citizenship that would be required by
each of the various proffered principles for constituting the demos.6 As
currently practiced, however, it is not fully compatible with any of them.

I start by examining those various boundary principles – the affected
interests, the legally subjected, and the unaffected interests principles –
and point out how all could, in principle, be supportive of multiple
citizenship (Section I). I next explore how multiple citizenship fares with
respect to each principle, in practice. I argue that, contrary to expect-
ations, multiple citizenship as presently practiced7 is not perfectly

2 Goodin 1996, p. 363, emphasis in original.
3 Frazer 2014; Goodin 2007; López-Guerra 2005.
4 Bauböck 2015.
5 Ibid., p. 826.
6 Goodin (2007) advances multiple citizenship in support of the affected interests principle,
Abizadeh (2012) advances it in support of the legally subjected principle.

7 As I argue below, it is logically possible for multiple citizenship to be coextensive with
pretty much any of them. Here, however, I am interested not in the logical possibility so
much as whether it is realized in practice, i.e., whether multiple citizenship as presently
practiced can answer the demands of the theory.
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congruent with any of the examined principles (Section II). My next step
is to inquire into the reasons for this repeated failure. I point out that one
salient cause of this failure is the Gordian knot between state member-
ship and the exercise of political rights. Severing this knot would better
serve whichever principle states favour for how to constitute the demos
(Section III).

I Three Boundary-Drawing Principles: Affectedness,
Subjection to Law, and Unaffectedness

Who should be included in the demos and why? I will examine three
principles, as ideal types, and point out how all justify an expansion of the
demoi, which could in principle be accomplished with the help of mul-
tiple citizenship. (Which one of the aforementioned principles we should
prefer, all things considered, for the distribution of political rights
requires a separate discussion and is not the central focus of this chapter.)

A The Affected Interests Principle

Take, first, the affected interests principle. In its pure form, all and only
those affected by a political decision should have a say in that decision. By
‘those affected’ theorists generally mean those having interests at stake8

in a decision.9 The principle, very seductive in theory, is very demanding
in practice, however. First, its application would seem to require a
reconfiguration of the demos with every single policy choice.10 Citizen-
ship, in contrast, is a relatively permanent status, too rigid to admit of
such constant reconfiguration. Second, one cannot know prior to making

8 Rainer Bauböck offers his ‘stakeholder’ principle as an alternative to the affected
interests principle, but in truth it is merely a variant on it. As Bauböck (2007b,
p. 2422) describes it, the stakeholder principle ‘expresses first the idea that citizens
have not merely fundamental interests in the outcomes of the political process, but a
claim to be represented as participants to that process’. As such, the stakeholder
principle seems tautological in claiming that those who have political rights (citizens)
should have political rights. Second, he argues that ‘[i]ndividuals whose circumstances of
life [objectively: Bauböck 2009] link their future well-being to the flourishing of a
particular community should be recognized as stakeholders in that polity with a claim
to participate in collective decision-making processes that shape the shared future of this
political community.’ But how are we to decide whether one’s well-being is linked to the
flourishing of a community if not by establishing whether their interests are affected by
what happens to that community? ‘Stakes’ and ‘interests’ are, of course, definitionally
intertwined: according to the Oxford English Dictionary a ‘stake’ just is ‘a share or interest
in a business, situation, or system’.

9 Arrhenius 2005, p. 20.
10 Whelan 1983, pp. 18–19.
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a decision who will be affected by that decision. At the same time, which
decision is taken depends on who takes the decision in the first place.
This circularity would seem to make the principle procedurally impos-
sible.11 These problems are not without solutions. Yet the solutions
depart from the pure version of the principle.12 These departures, in
turn, seem very accommodating of an expansion of citizenship or of a
dissolution of membership boundaries altogether.

As regards the procedural impossibility noticed by Whelan, it is easily
solved by making boundaries superfluous, for example, by including
everyone in the demos.13 Indeed, a refined version of the principle could
entail enfranchising ‘all probably affected interests by any possible deci-
sion arising out of any possible agenda’.14 That would ultimately justify
giving ‘virtually everyone a vote on virtually everything virtually every-
where in the world’ – perhaps by making every individual a citizen of every
existing state15 or, alternatively, by making all people citizens of a single,
global state.

The former is just a prescription for multiple citizenship. Its advantage
would be to tackle externalities and extra-territorialities that are ubiqui-
tous nowadays. The foundations of today’s demos – territoriality, history,
and nationality – already presuppose a web of interrelated and interde-
pendent interests.16 So does citizenship, providing a political and legal
framework for the collective pursuit of these interests. Yet some affected
interests inevitably always fall outside territorial, ethnic, or citizenship

11 That is, who is affected by a law or policy depends on which law and policy is enacted; but
at the same time which policy and law is enacted depends on who will make this decision
(Whelan 1983, p. 19).

12 One important departure is the inclusion of the unaffected alongside the affected. If we
cannot include all the affectedwithout including also some unaffected along the way, then it
is better to include all but not only the affected than only but not all of the affected (Goodin
2007, pp. 56–9).

13
‘Virtually (maybe literally) everyone in the world – and indeed everyone in all possible
future worlds – should be entitled to vote on any proposal or any proposal for proposals.
A maximally extensive franchise, virtually (perhaps literally) ignoring boundaries both of
space and of time, would be the only legitimate way of constituting the demos to this more
defensible version of the “all possibly affected interests” principle’ (Goodin 2007, p. 55).
See also Arrhenius 2005, p. 22.

14 Goodin 2007, pp. 61–2.
15 Ibid., p. 64.
16 ‘Geographically, people who live in close proximity to one another are typically (if not

invariably) affected by the behavior of those around them. People bound by shared
histories or nationalities typically (if not invariably) care about and conceive their
interests as being affected by what one another does. The reason we think that territorial
or historical or national groups ought make decisions together is that, typically if not
invariably, the interests of individuals within those groups are affected by the actions and
choices of others in that group’ (ibid., p. 48).
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boundaries.17 Redefining territorial boundaries would be very difficult.
Still, the expansion of citizenship remains, in principle, the most obvious
solution for the inclusion of those affected.

B The Legally Subjected Principle

Among political theorists, the main competitor of the affected interests
principle is the all and only subjected principle.18 According to it, only
those subjected to the laws of a state should be part of its demos. The
principle is a requirement of democracy in the end: if democracy is about
giving the law to ourselves, then law takers and law makers should be one
and the same. If individuals are – as democratic theorists argue – entitled
to political rights in order to be self-governing, then one is not entitled to
them if one is not governed by the enactments made through the exercise
of those rights.19

Now, with some exceptions, the reach of laws is territorially bounded.
The effective power of laws of one state stops where the borders of
another state begin. Each state has its own territorial jurisdiction, and
all those living in its jurisdiction are bound by its laws and those alone.
States may sometimes claim their laws to apply to their citizens wherever
these may be, or even to non-citizens not on their territory. Yet a state’s
capacity to enforce such laws, extra-territorial in application, on another
state’s territory is nonetheless limited and dependent on the will of the
latter.20 Thus the laws of a state are generally coercively applied to and
govern only those within its territorial borders.

17 By ‘citizenship’ I am referring of course to the classic citizenship paradigm – that of ‘one
individual, one state, one citizenship’. Multiple citizenship was forbidden for a long time
through international treaties and in national citizenship laws.

18 Some might rightly object that this is an artificial divide: being ‘subjected’ is just a
subtype of being ‘affected’ in the end. But if coercion requires special justification,
then we have good reasons to think of the legally subjected principle in sui generis
terms. On the legally subjected principle, see Abizadeh 2012; Beckman 2014; Blake
2013; Goodin 2016; López-Guerra 2005; Miller 2009, 2010; Owen 2010, 2011.

19 See López-Guerra 2005.
20 This is not to say that they can never be enforced. Laws, whether having extra-territorial

application or not, may be enforced extra-territorially through various mechanisms of
state cooperation. Think of the Interpol’s Red Notice, which basically functions as an
international arrest warrant, or of the European Arrest Warrant. They are all proof that
(at least some) laws will be enforced extra-territorially. Even so individuals can be said to
be subjected primarily to the laws of the state they reside in insofar as (1) one is expected
to obey the laws of the state on the territory of which one is physically present and not
other states’ laws and (2) physical presence on a state’s territory creates the primary
potential for one to violate that state’s laws (territorial jurisdiction-wise) and not
other states’ laws, placing the individual thus under the threat of the use of force from
that state only.
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As we speak, states deviate from the principle in two ways. First, non-
resident citizens hold political rights without being subjected to the laws of
their state. Second, non-citizen residents do not hold those rights while
being subjected to state laws. States obstinately consider citizenship a
legitimate ground of inclusion in the demos: citizens will almost always
never cease holding political rights.21 This gives rise to situations of
external voting.22 While the opinion of non-resident citizens should
perhaps be taken into account, it does not follow that this should be
done by enfranchising them.23

The strict application of the all subjected principle would entail
thus both an extension and a contraction of the citizenry. On one side,
the principle supports a contraction of the citizenry, insofar as non-
resident citizens should be disenfranchised. One way of doing that
would be to denaturalize them altogether; I will discuss other less
radical ways in the next section. On the other side, the principle pre-
scribes expanding citizenship to include long-term residing migrants
who are pervasively subjected to the state’s laws. This expansion is in
principle compatible with multiple citizenship, at least insofar as the
person is resident in or otherwise pervasively coercively subjected to the
laws of both states.

C The Unaffected Interests Principle

Finally, take the unaffected interests principle. According to this lesser-
known principle, there is something to be gained from deliberately giving
a vote to those who are unaffected – those having no personal stakes or
prior opinions on a political decision.24 The unaffected are capable of
manifesting ‘natural impartiality’ as decision makers, a high-quality
type of impartiality that is not available to those affected by the same
decision.25 The unaffected individuals can fulfil the role of ‘impartial
spectators’. They are more able to track justice in their judgements
insofar as there is nothing for them in the decision they are about to
make. The decision-making abilities of the unaffected are valued in the

21 López-Guerra 2005, p. 226. See also Lafleur (2015) on the increasing acceptance of
external voting. Yet there are a few exceptions to this rule; e.g., states like the United
Kingdom or Canada disenfranchise their emigrants after living abroad for more than
fifteen and five years, respectively.

22 Bauböck 2007b; Brand 2013.
23 López-Guerra 2005, p. 223.
24 Frazer 2014, p. 380.
25 Ibid., pp. 380–3.
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judiciary and in arbitration courts.26 Why restrict their decision power to
those spheres only?27

Of course, some unaffected people are already inevitably included in
the demos that decides on any given issue, due to the fixity of citizenship
and variability of interests. Non-drivers have a say on driving legislation,
non-parents on parental rights and duties, and non-taxpayers on the rates
at which others will be taxed. The unaffected interests principle, how-
ever, aims at the systematic and intentional inclusion of people who will
not be affected, precisely because they will not be affected. How many
need be included? Not necessarily ‘all and only’. Some can be enough to
secure impartial decision making.28 If only those unaffected are making
the decision, it would be superfluous to include all of them as well: any
number would do insofar as under a veil of ignorance individuals are
interchangeable; a decision made by one unaffected is as impartial as a
decision made by a million unaffected.29 If we relax the ‘only’ require-
ment, however, we need to specify how many unaffected should be
included in the demos alongside those affected to preserve impartiality.
In principle, we could aim for the inclusion of just enough unaffected so as
to ensure that collective decisions are overall impartial – for example,
include n+1 unaffected in the demos, where n is the number of affected
decision makers.30

How could the inclusion of the unaffected be implemented? One
proposal would be that of reciprocal agreements between states. They
would function in the following way. If the citizens of state A are affected
by a political decision X but those of state B are not, then the citizens of
state B would be empowered to make that decision. State A ’s citizens
would do the same for state B ’s citizens: they would decide on issue Y,
which affects the citizens of state B but not themselves. This amounts to a

26 Judges, for example, have to recuse themselves in case of conflict of interest. Conflict of
interest is also a problem for politicians (accumulation of mandates is banned for this
very reason). It is also common to try to disqualify witnesses in front of the jury by
showing they may be biased, and bias is neutralized by requiring ‘hostile’ witnesses to
answer only by ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

27 Frazer 2014, pp. 390–1.
28 As Frazer (2014, p. 394) seems to imply, without mentioning a number or proportion, or

even enunciating a principle for determining one: ‘Impartial spectators may not only be
participants in political discourse, but may also participate alongside the affected parties
in decision-making procedures such as elections.’

29 Its correctness, however, is a function of the number of decision makers (see Goodin and
Spiekermann 2018.)

30 Tanasoca n.d. In principle, states could vary the number of unaffected for each political
decision (perhaps depending on its importance, as well as the number of affected voters),
although I have already commented on the difficulties of reconfiguring the demos with
every political decision.
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swap of electorates.31 But the two states could also swap representatives
instead, as proposed by Philippe Schmitter and Jeremy Bentham before
him.32

As for the voters’ swap, notice that it is already happening. Some
French citizens vote in American elections, just like Hungarians vote in
Italian elections, and Argentineans in Australian elections.33 I am refer-
ring here, of course, to dual citizens. Multiple citizenship could thus in
principle promote the inclusion of the unaffected.

II Multiple Citizenship and Boundaries: An Assessment

At least in theory, then, multiple citizenship can be easily squared with all
three principles for constituting the demos. But how well does it fare with
respect to each in practice? Is multiple citizenship coextensive with all,
some, or none of these boundary principles?

A The Affected Interests Principle

As previously discussed, the affected interests principle might justify
enfranchising everyone, everywhere.34 That would simply entail making
everyone a multiple citizen. In theory, then, multiple citizenship seems
perfectly suited to implement this particular demos principle. But what
chances does it actually have of doing so in practice?

According to the spirit of this principle, what kind of affected interests
should be enfranchised? In answering this question, it is perhaps easier to
think of what kind should not be enfranchised. And it turns out that
precisely these interests get enfranchised through multiple citizenship, as
I argue below.

States should not on these grounds enfranchise people with no affected
interests. This comes as obvious. The problem, however, is that some of

31 This is Frazer’s (2014, pp. 394–5) proposal.
32 Schmitter 1997, pp. 303–6. Bentham (2002, sec. II, art. 10, pp. 231, 250, emphasis

added) made a similar proposal in his Project of a Constitutional Code for France: ‘From the
capacity of being elected no human creature whatsoever shall be excluded.’ He further
explains in his Observations: ‘In France it seems to be no uncommon opinion that
M. Necker, a Citizen of Geneva, is not of all men the least deserving of the confidence
of French men . . . Were the French and English legislature to interchange a few Members,
there could not be a more powerful means of wearing away those national antipathies
and jealousies which as far as they prevail are so disgraceful and so detrimental to both
countries.’

33 Of course, what combinations are possible depends on what countries permit the
accumulation of citizenships, as well as external voting (the exercise of political rights
by non-resident citizens).

34 Goodin 2007, p. 64.
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the objective circumstances on which we might rely as proxies for
affected interests are not actually reliable in tracking the existence of
such interests. Consider, for example, the case of birthright multiple
citizens. They have inherited multiple different citizenships from their
parents or grandparents.35 In virtue of birth circumstances alone (as
opposed to preexisting affected interests) such people are included in
the demoi of multiple states.36 But multiple citizens usually grow up and
reside in one of their states of citizenship, developing certain interests
there. Their welfare and everyday life will, most likely, be largely depend-
ent on the decisions of one state’s government (considering also their
everyday subjection to the laws of this state), as well as being unavoidably
intertwined with the welfare and everyday lives of their co-nationals
there. At the same time, by holding the citizenship of another state or
states, they get to be included in another demos or demoi as well, without
necessarily so much having stakes there. Think of third- or fourth-
generation migrants. They can be citizens of a state they do not reside
in, hardly speak the language of, and have never even visited. They may
know very little (almost nothing) about this state’s history and culture or
about its current state of affairs, its economic and political situation, and
so on.37 In other words, they could have nothing to do with this state,
except being citizen of it.

This should not be too surprising. It is, after all, bound to happen if
individuals inherit citizenship just like they inherit family furniture.38

They do not need it, they do not use it, yet they keep it. In this case,
however, their citizenship – demoted to the status of old furniture or
perhaps promoted to the status of family heritage – does not answer to
affected interests. Merely holding the passport of a state does not

35 Indeed, in some cases, one can apply for citizenship by descent and thereby be granted
citizenship on the basis of distant family ties (e.g., by establishing their grandparents’
citizenship). At the time of writing, states like Ireland, Italy, Israel, Poland, Spain, and
Hungary had such provisions, whereas other states (e.g., the United Kingdom and
Canada) limited citizenship by descent to one generation only.

36 True, newborns do not get to exercise their political rights the very moment they become
citizens (i.e., at birth). Yet their citizenship guarantees that they will do so, no matter
what, when the time comes. Put it otherwise, their political rights are dormant until
reaching voting age. But upon reaching this age, there is no further conditionality on
their exercise. Plus, the source of these rights is the person’s birth citizenship uniquely.
Inasmuch it makes sense to say that political rights were granted upon birth. The
problem is, of course, that thereby people get included in the demos, interests or no
interests at stake. Certainly, disenfranchisement is possible but only in special
circumstances, for example, when required by a court in cases of felony, bankruptcy,
or corruption, or on the reason of mental illness (Blais, Massicotte, and Yoshinaka 2001,
pp. 44–50).

37 True, so too may other citizens born, raised, and residing there.
38 See also my critique of birthright citizenship in Chapter 2.
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necessarily entail having an interest at stake in political decisions made
there. At most, it points to a potential interest. Now, enfranchising possibly
affected interests (that is, actually existing interests that could be affected by
any given decision) is a sound proposal. But enfranchising possibly
affected potential interests (that is, interests that could exist but do not)
is harder to square with the affected interests principle. And that is
precisely what multiple citizenship at least sometimes does, in no small
part because of the grounds used in its allocation (see Chapter 2 for a
general discussion).

Enfranchising affected interests that are dead or dying could also be a
problem. This is the second sort of interests that mistakenly get enfran-
chised by multiple citizenship. Unsurprisingly, people’s interests change
over time. Over the course of a lifetime some interests die out, others are
kindled. As a permanent status, however, citizenship cannot be conferred
and then withdrawn in response to this volatility.39 One becomes part of
the demos once and for all, even when one’s interests there may be dead
or dying.40 In the case of naturalized dual citizens,41 for example, citizen-
ship in the state of origin may well be a reminder of past – ‘dead’ –
interests. A migrant may well have had interests in her state of origin,
before deciding to build a life elsewhere and shortly after resettling. It is
unlikely, however, for all of her interests to have survived her move,
resettling, and naturalization in another state. It is unlikely for her well-
being to still be substantially and unavoidably dependent on the deci-
sions of her state of origin, after she has spent many years elsewhere.42

Also, after many years spent elsewhere, still being citizen of her origin
state may be all that is keeping ‘alive’ what would otherwise have

39 The state’s prerogative to withdraw citizenship is generally seen as illegitimate (for
discussion, see Gibney 2013b and Lenard 2018). Yet on the present analysis, what has
traditionally been considered as a great virtue of citizenship – its permanence – also
constitutes one of its major drawbacks.

40 Of course, one may in principle renounce one’s birth citizenship after naturalizing in
another state, in order to comply with the affected interests principle. However, not all
states accept citizenship renunciation. Also, it may be unreasonably difficult for
someone – either psychologically (see my discussion of loss aversion in Chapter 3) or
materially (because of high exit charges imposed by the state one is leaving) – actually to
do so. Finally, the affected interests principle is supposed to guide the actions of states in
deciding whom to enfranchise; it is therefore arguably a ‘category mistake’ to say that an
individual should internalize a principle that is not addressed to her to begin with and
renounce her birth citizenship to comply with it.

41 I.e., birth citizens of one state having acquiring a second citizenship through naturalization
in another state.

42 Notice that when talking of dual citizens, it is harder to argue that their well-being
depends on the well-being of their relatives from their birth state. Simply because in
many cases, these individuals would have already taken advantage of family reunification
policies to bring their families with them after naturalizing elsewhere.
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normally been extinguished interests. The problem here is that citizen-
ship is too damn stubborn to cut the life supply of these dying interests
the migrant – now dual citizen – may have in her state of origin. In this
way, citizenship can make people ‘prisoners’ of these largely former
interests.43 Surely, the interests of many third- and fourth-generation
migrants – now dual citizens – in the states of origin of their ancestors
are, at most, fading interests. Such fading ties should be given purely
symbolic recognition perhaps. But they have at best a very weak claim to
being enfranchised under the affected interests principle.

Finally, enfranchising strategically cultivated affected interests could be
problematic as well. When implementing the affected interested principle,
we should be wary of such interests that may deceptively call for enfran-
chisement. The worry is that people might strategically cultivate interests so
as to gain more votes and have more political power. Such strategically
cultivated affected interests would present much the same moral problem
as expensive tastes. Moral theorists generally think people should not get
more resources just to satisfy their expensive tastes.44 That would be
particularly the case if such tastes were deliberately cultivated purely in
order to extract more resources.45 Similarly, one could think people
should not get more votes just because they have deliberately cultivated
affected interests simply in order to get those extra votes. Strategically
cultivated (affected) interests would have a world-to-mind direction of fit,
whereas the affected interests we would presumably46 want to enfranchise
by upholding this principle would have a mind-to-world direction of fit.
While the former affected interests would be a faciendum (something
‘to be brought about’, ‘to be made true’), the latter sort of affected
interests would be a factum (a fact, something that is antecedently true

43 In this sense, multiple citizenship pays tribute to the doctrine of perpetual allegiance
according to which being citizen of a state was a lifetime affair.

44 Dworkin 1981.
45 Arneson 1989.
46 I say ‘presumably’ because others might interpret the spirit of this principle differently.

My view is that, insofar as we take the aim of this principle to be the fair distribution of
political power, we would object to any attempts, on the part of individuals, to take unfair
advantage of this principle – such as strategically developing interests merely as a way of
gaining more political power. Also, another danger would be for the principle to mirror
and amplify in its application existing inequalities in other dimensions. For example,
those having fewer opportunities in life (e.g., economically deprived individuals, those
having fewer chances to explore the world, travel, invest, migrate, or resettle) might
naturally end up having fewer affected interests at stake in decisions around the globe. If
so, they would also end up having significantly less political power than other individuals,
if the principle were to be applied. It would be possible then for social and economic
inequalities to spill into political inequalities as well, through the operation of the affected
interests principle.
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of the world).47 This more general distinction helps us better distinguish
between those interests that are worthy of enfranchisement and those that
are not.

Suppose we were to cancel existing voting rights and reallocate them
all anew strictly in accordance with the affected interests principle. But
suppose we left the allocation of all other rights of citizenship exactly as
they currently are. In this (admittedly fanciful) scenario, who would be in
a position to strategically cultivate affected interests in any particular
place? I believe that would be those who have all the other rights of
citizenship in that place. After all, all those other rights of citizenship
make it easier for one to develop and pursue interests in a state; it first
provides people with opportunities to have interests at stake in that state,
which, if pursued, would lead to fully fledged interests. Furthermore, the
mere fact of being citizen of a state incentivizes one to cultivate and
pursue certain interests there. As holders of several citizenships, multiple
citizens have more opportunities and incentives to strategically cultivate
affected interests in this way.48 For example, a multiple citizen may
choose to use the citizenship right she has to buy land and become a
farmer in several states, a case in which she will end up having an
(affected) interest in all of those states.49 It is likely this interest would
not have emerged had the individual not chosen to make use of her
citizenship rights this way.

Such use of citizenship rights represents a problem for both the
affected interests principle and multiple citizenship. First, some people –
multiple citizens – have more opportunities than others to develop
affected interests, which may be unfair in the end were we to implement
the principle. Second, if the principle were to be followed to the letter

47 See Velleman 1992, p. 8.
48 In some countries, for example, only citizens are allowed to own certain sorts of property,

such as farmland. Restrictions on foreign land ownership were imposed, at the time of
writing, by the CzechRepublic, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovakia, and Poland.
See European Commission 2008; Swinnen and Vranken 2008. In other countries, only
citizens are allowed to own shares in national companies.

49 Some authors like Bauböck pointed out that the enfranchisement of instrumental interests
is problematic and cannot ground a moral claim to citizenship (Bauböck 2009).
Enfranchising purely material instrumental interests would also undermine democratic
values. My objection, however, is not against the interests’ instrumentality. (Indeed,
most of our interests are instrumental). Rather, I object to deliberately developing
interests by using one’s citizenship opportunities. Such interests do not precede but are
rather consequential to membership, whereas the affected interests principle would
require the opposite (that one becomes a member in virtue of one’s interests, rather
than one having interests in virtue of being a member). To talk of citizenship as
enfranchising affected interests would be thus to talk of a self-fulfilling prophecy,
insofar as citizens will have interests precisely in virtue of their being citizens.
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(that is, in my fanciful scenario, if votes are redistributed solely on the
basis of affected interests), multiple citizens would, by deliberately
exploiting their citizenship opportunities, come to be included in the
demoi of multiple states – and they would do so on the basis of what
could be counted as ‘cheating’ from the point of view of the principle. In
other words, by strategically cultivating interests in multiple states with
the help of their multiple citizenships there, they would be able to ‘cash
in’more votes around the world in virtue of the all affected principle than
other people.50

B The Legally Subjected Principle

As shown above, the legally subjected principle prescribes both a con-
traction and an expansion of the current citizenry. In theory, multiple
citizenship is consistent with the principle. Naturalizing non-citizen resi-
dents in their state of residence would make them citizens there, as well
as being citizens of their state of origin if they were allowed to retain their
original citizenship there at the same time.51 In practice, however, things
are more complicated than that. That is not only because (as some might
be quick to point out) at any given point in time, one can be physically
present in only one place, and hence one can be said to only be system-
atically and pervasively subjected to the law (in an omnibus way) and
government of only one state. It is rather because historically, not logic-
ally, multiple citizenship proved to be incompatible with the principle of
enfranchising all and only those who are subject to the laws of the state.
But let us take it one step at a time.

Dual citizens make up one important category, among others, of non-
residing citizens. They normally make their permanent residence in
only one of the states of which they are citizens. Not residing in the
other state, they are not systematically and pervasively subjected to that
state’s laws.52 Yet by holding political rights there, they are nonethe-
less part of that state’s demos. Such inclusion of those non-subjected is

50 Of course, the subsequent political inequalities may be problematic irrespective of the
‘cheating’, that is, irrespective of how they emerged. For a discussion, see Goodin and
Tanasoca 2014.

51 I.e., insofar as the laws of both the state of origin and the state of residence permit dual
citizenship.

52 In other words, they are ‘permanent emigrants’ of this state. López-Guerra (2005,
p. 216, emphasis added) starts his exposé with precisely this point: ‘No doubt citizens
who are only temporarily abroad – tourists, students, transient workers, government
officials, military personnel and so on – should retain the right to vote in their home
country. But should an emigrant who has lived for, say, twenty years in a foreign country,
with no intention of returning to her country of origin, also retain that right?’
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obviously one deviation from the principle that says to enfranchise all and
only those subjected to the state’s laws. The second deviation is the
exclusion of those subjected from the demos. The former is the case of
long-term or permanent immigrants, who are subject to the law of a state
without having a say in this law. While theirs is a case of political under-
inclusion according to the legally subjected principle, the case of non-
residing citizens being included in the demos is a case of political over-
inclusion with respect to the same principle.53 From the perspective of the
legally subjected principle, both cases are democratically problematic.

Now, to be sure, dual citizenship was successful in tackling under-
inclusion. The problem, however, is that it solved the underinclusion
precisely by creating further overinclusion, thereby backfiring from the
point of view of the legally subjected principle. By doing that dual
citizenship acted as a double-edged sword and imposed constraints on
the perfect application of the principle. How is that?

Immigrants who are long-term residents in a state of which they are
not citizens constitute double trouble for the legally subjected principle.
In order to have a say in laws to which they are subjected, they need to
become citizens there. Otherwise, while being subjected, they would be
excluded from the demos of their state of residence (the state of immi-
gration). And if they retain citizenship in their state of origin, they would
be included in the demos of the state from which they emigrated without
being subjected to the laws there.

One obstacle to immigrant inclusion has long been the citizenship
policy of the receiving states. Some immigrants were wary of naturalizing
insofar as in order to do so they were required to renounce the citizenship
of their state of origin. Hence, to promote immigrant inclusion, immi-
gration states lifted the ban on dual citizenship. Even if dual citizenship
could not ensure that immigrants were systematically and pervasively
subject to the laws of their sending states (nothing could, except relocat-
ing there), it could ensure – in line with the principle – that they be
included in the demoi of the receiving states.

Yet dual citizenship also compromised the perfect application of the
legally subjected principle, which could be achieved only if individuals
were included in the demos of their receiving state as well as excluded
from that of their sending one – that is, only if dual citizenship status

53 Of these, some might be illegal migrants. Obviously, in their case, the primary obstacle for
political inclusion is their illegal status, and only after that the lack of formal inclusion
(citizenship). Depending on the residence state’s regularization policy, such migrants may
at one point have the opportunity to legalize their status.
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would have been precluded.54 That could be achieved only if the receiv-
ing states granted naturalization on condition of citizenship renunciation
or if the sending states insisted on their émigrés losing their birth citizen-
ship upon naturalizing elsewhere.

But what tended to happen was for the sending states to also adjust
their citizenship laws as to allow their non-residing citizens to keep their
citizen status upon acquiring another citizenship elsewhere, that is, to
allow them to become dual citizens. The sending states preferred bearing
what would be considered a democratic deficit according to the legally
subjected principle, in hopes of cashing in more dollars from remittances.55

So, in the end, and much like other second-bests, multiple citizenship
prevented the worst-case scenario (that individuals be enfranchised in
their sending state and disenfranchised in their receiving state), but failed
to ensure the best case one (that they be disenfranchised in their sending
state and enfranchised in the receiving one). If so, it seems then that
multiple citizenship may not be fit for redesigning demos boundaries
according to the legally subjected principle either.

C The Unaffected Interests Principle

Is multiple citizenship better cut out for implementing the unaffected
interests principle? I previously hinted that, reminiscent somehow of an
electoral swap of voters between states, it might be. Dual citizens can
indeed vote, as members of one state, in another state’s elections. But
what is also important is that they do so in virtue of being citizens of that
latter state as well. This is not automatically a problem for their unaffect-
edness, and hence their impartiality. Take Jeremy Bentham, Joseph
Priestley, and Thomas Paine’s French citizenships. (They were all made
honorary citizens of France, by the National Assembly, on 26 August
1792.) Although a French citizen, Bentham urged the French National
Convention to free its colonies.56 In spite of his newly acquired citizen-
ship – and perhaps in no small part thanks to his philosophical skills – he
was still able to speak his mind as an impartial thinker.57 In Schofield’s

54 The other possibility would have been to simply disenfranchise them in their sending
states; that is, to ensure that their citizenship in the sending state is politically
meaningless (López-Guerra 2005, p. 228).

55 These states took for granted that citizenship would indeed make a difference for the
remittances flow, which may, of course, not be true, as I point out in Chapter 7.

56 Bentham 2002, pp. 289–316.
57 Quite interestingly, Bentham (2002, p. 291) starts his discourse by reminding the French

that he is one of them (‘Your predecessors made me a French citizen: hear me speak like
one’) only to continue by revealing the driving force behind his reasoning: ‘I begin with
justice: it stands foremost in your thoughts.’ To be sure, invoking his French citizenship
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words, his writings, at that time, were those of a ‘highly intelligent
commentator who was relatively uncommitted in terms of the party
politics of the day’.58 So was Thomas Paine when voting in the French
Convention as an MP – and that almost cost him his head.59 Their
citizenships did not therefore undermine their impartiality – they could
still defend values that were, at the time, considered anti-French, or that
conflicted with the most salient political forces of the moment and their
interests. But in their case that was possible precisely because they did
not have any vital interests at stake in French affairs, as most French
citizens at that time usually did. For them citizenship was nothing more
than a symbolic status. But this is not always the case with citizenship.

Indeed, most people do not become dual citizens through honorary
citizenship. At the same time, honorary citizenship today is not what it used
to be: pure symbolic recognition of extraordinary personal achievements.
Some states, like Austria, use it as a cover-up for another category of
citizenship: investor citizenship. That might not be such an ‘honourable’
practice to begin with (as I have argued in Chapter 4). But more import-
antly, it shows how even honorary citizenship has become inextricably tied
to various material interests. While, as I have argued in the discussion of the
affected interests principle, many dual citizens (honorary or not) will no
longer have interests at stake in their birth states, or may have fading
interests there, not all of them will be altogether unaffected by the political
decisions of those states. Hence while dual citizenship makes it practically
possible for the citizens of one state to vote in the elections of another state,
it creates the possibility that they might not do so in all impartiality. Remem-
ber in that connection my analysis above of how citizenship may sustain
fading interests or may incentivize people to develop interests in a state.

Thus, there will also be some cases where dual citizens will be doubly
partial, rather than being impartial with respect to one of their state’s
political decisions. If K, a dual citizen of states A and B, has an A-specific
agenda when voting in A and a B-specific agenda when voting in B,
voting according to his state-specific interests in each of the states would
make him just doubly partial.60 Things would be very different, however,

is rhetorically a good way of making the Convention endorse an impartial viewpoint that
could have been easily dismissed as repugnant for clashing with French interests, as
recognized by Bentham himself: ‘What is least pleasant among them [reasons], may pay
you best for hearing it. Were it ever so unpleasant, better hear it while it is yet time, than
when it is too late, and from one friend, than from a host of enemies.’

58 Schofield 2004, p. 384.
59 Which is ironic, considering he was a fierce opponent of the death penalty.
60 Remember that natural impartiality can be espoused only by a person having no interests

at stake in a decision: ‘Without any interests or pre-existing preferences, one simply has
no reason to favour one of the affected parties over any other’ (Frazer 2014, p. 392).
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if K, citizen of A, were able to vote in B ’s elections without being citizen of
B, or if K, citizen of B, were able to vote in A ’s elections without being
citizen of A – that is, if we could therefore prevent dual citizenship,
without precluding dual voting. Being able to vote in both A and B,
while being a citizen of only one state (A), would mean that K can vote as
an affected party in state A, while also being ‘naturally’ impartial when
voting in state B where he is not a citizen. But obviously in this case K
would simply not be a dual citizen at all. To be sure, enfranchising
otherwise unaffected foreigners could be a way of including the
unaffected in our demos. But notice that naturalizing them in the course
of enfranchising them risks blowing away whatever natural impartiality
they may have had at first.

In today’s interconnected, integrated world, there might be yet other
ways by which dual citizens would be incapable of remaining impartial.
In the above example, spillovers between states A and B could under-
mine K ’s impartiality. If there are political spillovers between A and B,
such that what happens to state B will affect state A as well, then when K
will vote in B ’s elections, she will do so as an affected party – not in virtue of
her B-specific state interests (for Kmay have none), but instead in virtue of
her interests in state A that will be affected by what happens in state B.
Spillovers may be reciprocal (where A ’s decisions impact B and B ’s
decisions impactA), or they may be one-sided (whereA ’s decisions impact
B, without B ’s decisions impacting A or the other way around, of course).

Spillovers of people – dual citizenship – are symptomatic of spillovers
of other sorts (for example, political or economic). Spillovers will be
more common between neighbouring countries, countries with complex
common histories, or countries engaged in multi-level institutionalized
cooperation. And, not coincidentally, these are precisely the countries
that favour dual citizenship policies. First, dual citizenship often targets
external kin minorities, groups of people belonging ethnically to one state
and territorially to another; often enough these two states are neighbouring
states.61 Second, the countries with a rich common history will be
tempted to use dual citizenship as an instrument of reparative justice or
of marking their historical, and in some cases cultural, bonds. Third,
political and economic interdependence puts pressure on even the more
reluctant states to relax their citizenship policies with respect to dual
citizenship. Germany, for example, while generally averse to dual citizen-
ship, allows citizens of other EU states to keep their previous citizenships
upon naturalization.

61 Bauböck 2010.
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Even with respect to the unaffected interests principle, therefore, it seems
that multiple citizenship cannot guarantee a perfect implementation.

III Untying the Gordian Knot: Citizenship-sine-Political
Rights, Political Rights-sine-Citizenship

I explained previously why multiple citizenship does not much help to
bring demos boundaries into close conformity with those ideally pre-
scribed by each of the aforementioned principles. Multiple citizenship
risks enfranchising also non-existing, dying, or strategically cultivated
affected interests – affected interests whose enfranchisement would not
bring any real gain in terms of democratic legitimacy. It fares poorly with
respect to the legally subjected principle as well, insofar as multiple
citizens are included in the demos of at least one of their states of
citizenship while inevitably being non-subjected with respect to this
state’s laws. Finally, multiple citizenship is not effective for the inclusion
of the unaffected: those members of one state voting in the elections of
another do so in virtue of citizenship there, at least some being thus likely
to be affected and to vote partially as well. But why exactly is multiple
citizenship not of any help in implementing these principles when ini-
tially at least it seemed like a good idea?

Notice that its failure is in each case due to the rigidity of citizenship as
such, as it is currently conceived. Multiplying citizenship will not change
its substance. Citizenship is a permanent status,62 and it unavoidably
enfranchises its beholders. In consequence, people having no affected inter-
ests, or who previously had affected interests but no longer do, may be
included in the demos nonetheless. The problem is thus that one
becomes a citizen once and for all, irrespective of other considerations.
But, of course, in itself that would not be such a big deal if citizenship did
not also enfranchise by default. For if citizens did not automatically hold
political rights, then multiple citizenship would not risk enfranchising
non-existent, dying, or strategically cultivated affected interests. The
same goes for the legally subjected principle. If dual citizens would not
standardly hold political rights in both of their states, then overinclusion
would not necessarily be an issue for one of their states where they do not
reside. And finally, in our example above pertaining to the unaffected
interests principle, what compromises K ’s impartiality is that, in add-
ition to holding political rights in both states, she also holds all other
benefits attached to her state memberships. Had K not been a citizen –

62 See Chapter 2 for my proposal of citizenship renewal.
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had K been prevented from being affected by and benefitting from the
consequences of her political choices – K would have a good chance of
being an impartial decision maker.

One obvious solution would be thus to unbundle the rights and duties
involved in citizenship, and to detach political rights from the bundle.
Then citizenship-sine-political rights and political rights-sine-citizenship
could be distributed separately. There is nothing all that shockingly
original about the proposal. Take property rights. This rights category
is made up of several distinctive rights, which are often distributed
separately to different people according to different mechanisms and
criteria.63 The right of exclusive use can, for example, belong to a
person – the tenant – without that person also having the right of transfer
(this right belongs to the landlord uniquely). In the same way the rights
(and duties) that constitute the category of citizenship rights (and duties)
could be distributed separately to different people. This would leave
open the possibility for one to vote without being citizen of a state and
to be citizen of a state without being able to vote there. So far, however,
political rights have been essentially inseparable from citizenship64 –

indeed, they have been one of its main incidents.
This leads us to the second issue: Is it better to draw the boundaries of

the demos by distributing citizenship as it is presently construed, or by
distributing political rights separately (political rights-sine-citizenship)?
As I argued in my discussion of multiple citizenship in relation to the
three main principles for enfranchisement, the first option is not as
promising as it might first appear.

Yet the question of this choice has not received much attention from
those having reflected on the matter so far. Whelan refers to both when
discussing the boundary dilemma, acknowledging the distinction in
passing without much reflection on it.65 Similarly, Goodin reiterates
the distinction without further probing.66 But, as previously argued, this

63 These property rights are distinctive not only in practice, but also logically. See Goodin
1990; Honoré 1961; Waldron 1985.

64 To be sure, it is not all that uncommon for resident foreigners to vote in local elections,
but these rights do not extend to national elections as well, nor do they represent the
norm across the world.

65 He asks, ‘who may participate? Or, how do we determine membership in the group
whose members are entitled to participate? . . . [H]ow do we delimit the group within
which, for purposes of making a particular decision, votes are to be counted and a
majority preference identified? Or, to note a distinction passed over above, how are
citizens, those with the right to be counted, distinguished from other persons?’ (Whelan
1983, p. 14, emphasis added).

66
‘Ordinarily, the “all affected interests” principle is taken to be a standard for defining the
scope of membership in the demos. Alternatively, or additionally, it might be used to delimit
the scope of the “decisional power” of the demos’ (Goodin 2007, p. 62, emphasis added).
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is one little detail that really matters. States not only have a choice
between different boundary-drawing principles (the affected interests,
the legally subjected, or the unaffected interests principle); they have also
a choice between what is being distributed in order to implement these
principles. Most important, however, their choice of what to distribute has
consequences for their choice of the principle according to which they wish
to define demos boundaries. For example, if states opt for the unaffected
interests principle, distributing citizenship as we know it may be to some
extent self-defeating, whereas distributing political rights-sine-citizenship
would not be.

States and policy makers thus have a choice between instruments to
demarcate demos boundaries. They may distribute citizenship as presently
cast, bundling together voting and all other citizenship rights, or alterna-
tively they can unbundle them and distribute political rights-sine-citizenship
separately.67 Enfranchising individuals without granting them all the bene-
fits of citizenship as presently construed is an option, and so is granting
people all the benefits of citizenship, minus the exercise of political rights.68

Table 6.1 shows, very roughly, how full citizenship, citizenship-sine-
political rights, and political rights-sine-citizenship might be distributed
to different categories of people as to satisfy one principle or another.
I say ‘very roughly’ because here I took (1) residence and citizenship to
be the main determinants of one’s affectedness by a state, (2) residence
to be the main determinant of one’s subjection to a state’s laws, and (3)
non-residence and non-citizenship to be the main determinants of one’s
unaffectedness by a state. These are all proxies and thus may not perfectly
reflect the situation on the ground. Indeed, residence and citizenship
might not be the best proxies for affectedness or subjection as pointed
out above, or non-residence and non-citizen status the best ones for
unaffectedness. As we saw in Section II.A, citizenship does not always
guarantee that someone will have affected interests in a state, or may
indicate a type of affectedness that is not worth enfranchising. At the
same time, as pointed out above, some may contest the fact that resi-
dence uniquely determines one’s subjection to a state’s laws.

Thus one could easily contest the proxies I use in the table, and argue
that other indicators of affected interests, unaffectedness, or subjection to

67 Of course, redrawing territorial borders it another option. See Whelan 1983, p. 39.
68 Similarly, Bauböck (2009, p. 485) argues that the rights entailed by citizenship should be

differentiated between first- and second-generation émigrés. Sarah Song (2016) also
proposes disaggregating citizenship rights and duties insofar as group-differentiated
rights and duties are justifiable. She distinguishes between different groups of people
(sojourners, residents, and members) and different grounds for allocation (coercion,
affiliation, and fair play).
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a state’s laws might be more appropriate. A more in-depth analysis could
leave us with a more fine-grained categorization of individuals than the
one I use in the first column of the table. However, it would not affect
the main point I am trying to make: that unbundling citizenship rights
would be a better solution to the challenge that migration poses to each
principle, in that it would allow a more accurate implementation of
whichever demos principle we decided to choose. Unbundled rights
and duties would permit a more accurate demarcation of the demos.

But what consequences would such decoupling have for multiple
citizenship? Allowing people to hold several citizenships with all their
other benefits, minus the exercise of political rights, would render mul-
tiple citizenship politically innocuous, to be sure.69 Allowing people to
vote in several states without also being citizen of all these states would
open up the possibility of giving individuals a choice between being
citizen of several states without having a say in all these states, and having
a say in several states without also being a citizen of all these states. To be
sure, the first option would entail a certain measure of disenfranchise-
ment (in that individuals may lose the political rights they hold in one or
more states, while still remaining citizens of those states),70 whereas
the second would entail a certain measure of denaturalization (in that
individuals may lose their citizenship(s) in some state(s) but still hold

Table 6.1 What gets distributed to whom in the unbundling

Citizenship and
residence status Affected interests Subjection to laws Unaffected interests

Non-resident
citizens

Full citizenship Citizenship-sine-
political rights

Citizenship-sine-
political rights

Resident citizens Full citizenship Full citizenship Citizenship-sine-
political rights

Resident non-
citizens

Political rights-sine-
citizenship

Political rights-sine-
citizenship

Citizenship-sine-
political rights

Non-resident non-
citizens

– – Political rights-sine-
citizenship

69 ‘Politically meaningless’ according to López-Guerra (2005, p. 228).
70 To get a better grasp of the first option, think of academics affiliated to several

departments. Typically, only their substantive appointment grants them a vote,
whereas the courtesy appointments do not. Similarly, despite being formal members of
two states, dual citizens would be allowed to vote in only one of them, say, where they
take permanent residence and where they make most use of public goods.
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political rights there).71 Both sound bad. Yet these options would ensure
that, in a world that values freedom of movement, the boundaries of
our political communities stay true to our ideal principles – whatever
principle one embraces as ideal for resolving the boundary problem.

The unbundling of citizenship rights and duties I proposed in this
chapter is limited. Only political rights would be distributed separately;
all other rights and duties presently associated with citizenship would be
kept together and distributed together. We should envisage, however,
also the advantages of a more radical approach: the unbundling of all
those other rights and duties of citizenship as well, and distributing each
separately on the basis of criteria specific to it alone. Indeed, we could
keep the exercise of political rights as the only exclusive right associated
with citizenship status (citizenship qua political rights). I discuss these more
radical unbundling proposals in Chapter 8.

71 I am not talking of standard denaturalization, however, insofar as, although stripped of
their citizenship, people would still be allowed to vote.
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7 Taxing Multiple Citizens and
Global Inequality

Different reforms of global taxation, from the Tobin tax to Pogge’s global
resources dividend and Shachar’s birthright levy, have been proposed to
alleviate global inequality.1 Some aim to address specific causes of global
disparities: an unequal distribution of resources or an arbitrary distribu-
tion of state membership. In this chapter I focus on a particular pattern of
distribution of state membership – multiple citizenship – and its conse-
quences for global equality.

I here explore one mechanism – double taxation agreements – by
which multiple citizenship impacts global equality. To be sure, multiple
citizens are not the only taxpayers to benefit from these agreements. They
advantage, in precisely the ways I here find problematic, any (non-
naturalized) migrants who have material and business interests in her
state of origin and who draw an economic benefit from both states. Still,
being a multiple citizen undeniably makes it easier to benefit from such
agreements to the fullest and over the long run, and hence provides one
with an additional incentive to do so, by cultivating and preserving
material interests in the sending state.2 Thus I argue in this chapter that
the present distribution of multiple citizenship, coupled with the current
international regime governing double taxation, increases global inequal-
ity. Having established that, I then propose two potential remedies to this
problem: a multiple citizenship levy and a reform of double taxation
agreements.

To reiterate: I am not claiming that multiple citizenship is the only
source of global inequality, or even a particularly large contributor to it.
Neither am I claiming that the advantages enjoyed by multiple citizens
under the double tax agreements I shall be discussing are a major source
of global inequality, all things considered. Surely, in order to effect any
great reduction in global inequality, much more needs to be done than to
reform multiple citizenship and double taxation policies. Still, even if

1 Pogge 2001; Shachar 2009; Tobin 1974.
2 See also my discussion of strategically cultivated affected interests in Chapter 6.
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multiple citizenship and double tax agreements do not necessarily figure
very highly on the reform agenda of the global egalitarian, considerations
of global inequality and the contribution of double tax agreements to that
should figure prominently on the agenda of any reformer of multiple
citizenship. And the latter is, of course, the central concern of this book.

I Citizenship and Global Inequality

Objections to global inequalities come from two directions. The first
is luck egalitarian. Call it the ‘moral arbitrariness of birth’ argument.
According to this first objection, inequalities resulting from birth circum-
stances should be redressed because of how they came about.3 All inequal-
ities resulting from luck are morally objectionable and undeserved, since
they are not the result of autonomous agency. A second objection, call it
‘left egalitarian’, draws on the intrinsic wrongness of inequality. Global
inequality per se is morally objectionable, on this second account, what-
ever its origin.4 Hence, it is a matter of justice to neutralize this inequality
as such.5 Whichever is our reason for neutralizing inequalities, redistribu-
tive global taxation of some sort or another is generally seen as a solution.

Ayelet Shachar makes a luck egalitarian objection to national citizen-
ship being distributed through what she calls the ‘birthright lottery’. As
discussed in Chapter 2, citizenship is distributed on the basis of birth
circumstances, and thus on the basis of luck – of being born on a certain
territory (jus soli) or of being born in a certain family (jus sanguinis).6

Insofar as global inequalities arise from or are maintained by citizenship,
and citizenship results from unchosen circumstances like birth, those
inequalities are considered by luck egalitarians as unfair inequalities that
should be mitigated. Shachar draws an analogy in her book between
citizenship and property.7 States tax inheritances because it is unfair for
some to be advantaged by circumstances that are well beyond their
control. Why should they not do the same for citizenship?8

3 See Caney 2001, 2006; Dworkin 2003; Sangiovanni 2011; Tan 2011.
4 This corresponds to Derek Parfit’s distinction between teleological and deontic egalitarians
(Parfit 1997).

5 Whatever one’s preferred metric of equality.
6 Shachar 2009, pp. 7–18.
7 Ibid., ch. 1.
8 See Heath 2005. As Joseph Heath rightfully argues, the advantage of being born in Japan
comes not from one’s access to natural resources but from the fact that ‘previous
generations of Japanese citizens have saved upwards of 25 per cent of their income. But
why should one person, who happens to have ancestors who saved a lot, be richer than
another, whose ancestors saved nothing? Thus the egalitarian case against national
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For left egalitarians, however, what matters is that citizenship affords
different life chances – and that is true regardless of how citizenship is
acquired, whether through the luck of birth or deliberate naturalization.
Citizenship is by its nature ‘internally inclusive’, while ‘externally exclu-
sive’, as theorists of national communities rightly remark.9 Membership
works as a ‘social closure’10 and as a ‘gate keeper’11 of life prospects.
Egalitarian social justice schemes implemented inside each welfare state
target only those in that state; redistribution is governed by the logic of
citizenship, and of states. That citizenship has the effect of producing
inequality across the globe is therefore unavoidable. From a left-
egalitarian standpoint, that is a good reason to neutralize the effects of
national citizenship tout court.

II Multiple Citizenship, Inequality, and the Birthright Levy

Against this background, what can one make of multiple citizenship? As
discussed in Chapter 1, multiple citizenship was conceptualized as an
avant-garde type of membership, postnational and global in kind.12 As
such, it was supposed to bring about greater global equality as well. I will
argue, however, that one has reason to fear multiple citizenship’s poten-
tially bad influence on global equality.

Consider first the global luck egalitarian argument. Shachar’s proposal
is to redress global inequalities by the imposition of a birthright privilege
levy on the political membership of wealthy nations.13 But if one does
that, then by the same logic ought one not also impose an additional tax
on multiple citizenship if people derive extra benefits from that?14

If the arbitrary distribution of citizenship affording different life chances
must be neutralized, then on the same grounds one could impose a tax on
multiple citizenship, when this beneficial status arises solely from luck as in

savings is identical to the egalitarian case against individual inheritance.’Heath makes the
same point here as Shachar: we tax individuals for their inheritance, but citizenship grants
access to various resources and goods that are ‘inherited’ from previous generations. We
tax family savings; why not tax community savings at the international level?

9 Brubaker 1992, p. 21.
10 Ibid.
11 While ‘gatekeeping’ has exclusive effects, citizenship also has ‘opportunity-enhancing’

effects for those included (Shachar 2009, p. 33).
12 See Castles and Davidson 2000, p. 24; Jacobson 1998–9, p. 444; Soysal 1994, 2004,

p. 335.
13 Shachar 2009, pp. 96–108.
14 By Shachar’s logic, we ought presumably to impose a birthright levy on dual citizens

twice, in respect of each citizenship. But should we not also impose a ‘multiple
citizenship levy’ on them insofar as those multiple citizenships interact in such a way
as to confer yet further advantages on them globally?
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the case of birthright multiple citizenship. Individuals born into multi-
national families, who enjoy particular benefits from accumulated citizen-
ships solely because of their nationally diverse blood ties, would pay a tax
to those less privileged. The justification for this tax would be that, in
comparison to mono-nationals, dual citizens are advantaged: however
much or little one citizenship brings them, the other brings them (a lot
or a little) more. A second citizenship might compensate the shortfalls of
the first citizenship, acting as a safety net. Or it might magnify existing
opportunities. Or it might just provide ‘option value’ in cases of uncer-
tainty, where one does not know which option will eventually prove most
valuable.15 Whichever way, a second or third citizenship can certainly give
its owner advantages over mono-nationals.

It is not that clear, at least from the perspective of global luck egalitar-
ianism, whether the same should be done when multiple citizenship
arises from naturalization. After all, naturalization comes as consequence
of an individual choice and effort. But elements of luck, as well as choice,
intervene in the naturalization process.16 It is, for example, often a matter
of luck whether a person’s chosen profession is one that appears on the
‘priority’ list for fast-tracking immigration to (leading to naturalization
in) the country in which that person wants to acquire a second citizen-
ship. So, too, it is a matter of luck whether a person is the descendant of
former citizens deprived of their membership in unfortunate historical
circumstances, which can lead that state to fast-track her (re)naturalization.

Furthermore, even if we are willing to accept that the citizenship
acquired through naturalization is, at least to some extent, the result of
the individual’s choice and effort, the fact that an individual would
thereby become a dual citizen is often largely a matter of luck. First, it
is certainly not the case that all states allow their citizens who are
naturalized elsewhere to retain their birthright citizenships; if one’s does,
that is just a lucky break. Second, it is also the case, as I have argued
elsewhere (in Chapters 2 and 3), that one’s birth citizenship is the result
of an accident of birth and thus not the result of any individual active
choice. Third, when a country allows its citizens to retain their birth
citizenships upon naturalization elsewhere (and thus become dual citi-
zens), this almost invariably happens through the workings of a legal

15 Arrow and Fisher 1974.
16 Consider the case of investor citizenship or citizenship-by-investment (see Dzankic

2012a). Birth citizens of advantaged nations (those who are already pretty well off,
globally) will be better able to ‘buy’ a second citizenship, with the resources brought
by their birthright citizenship. Thus the global rich will have a greater propensity of
becoming multiple citizens (and of maximizing their advantages subsequently). See
Chapter 4 for a discussion.
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default rule – according to which one automatically continues being a
citizen of one’s birth state – rather than as the result of an active choice to
do so and thereby become a dual citizen (see Chapter 3 for discussion).
Hence, at no point in time has a naturalized individual ever actively
consented to being granted the citizenship of his birth state or to continue
being a citizen of his birth state, as he has in the case of his citizenship of
naturalization. Thus, one’s becoming a dual citizen is always the result
of luck not only because luck elements intervene in the acquisition of a
new citizenship in the naturalization process, but also because it is largely
a matter of luck and purely contingent whether one continues being a
citizen of one’s birth state and hence becomes a dual citizen.

Multiple citizenship is objectionable also from a global left-egalitarian
perspective. Dividing the world into separate states and allocating one
citizenship accordingly creates and sustains global inequalities. Permit-
ting people to hold two or more citizenships might just widen these
inequalities.17 First, multiple citizenship can entail an aggregation of
the benefits attached to each separate citizenship, giving the multiple
citizen more benefits than a mono-national has. Second, as I shall go
on to show, citizenship and international taxation regimes interact in
unfortunate ways for global inequality. As I point out below, dual citizens
can further extend the benefits brought by their citizenships via double
taxation agreements, which in turn might affect their already worse-off
fellow nationals.

III Interactive Effects, Extra-Benefits, and Double
Taxation Agreements

Double taxation agreements are bilateral treaties between two states,
aimed at avoiding the imposition of the same tax on the same individual
twice.

A state’s jurisdictional claim to tax income rests on two different
grounds. One is the state’s relationship to the taxpayer, established by
residence or citizenship. The other is the state’s relationship to income

17 In a world in which all national citizenships promoted identical life conditions,
citizenship itself would not give rise to global inequalities, but multiple citizenship still
would. If national citizenships give access to equal resources, welfare, opportunities, and
capabilities, then dual citizenship allows some to double their otherwise equal share.
Imagine, for example, that each state would pay the exact same pension (this could apply
to other citizenship benefits as well) to all its citizens over sixty-five. A dual citizen would,
in principle, be able to collect two pensions, whereas a mono-citizen could collect only
one. It depends on how each country sets up the rules for the distribution of its benefits,
of course – but the mere possibility is evidence that multiple citizenship can remain
problematic even under ideal conditions of perfect global equality.
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generated on its territory. Most states both tax income at source (arising
within their jurisdiction) and tax residing individuals (living within their
jurisdiction). In general, people derive their only income from the state in
which they reside, so there is no potential for double taxation to arise.
But when this is not true, the same income might potentially be taxed
twice. One state could tax it at source, on the ground that the income is
generated on its territory, while a second state could tax it by virtue of the
taxpayer’s residence on its territory.18

Double taxation entails additional burdens for individuals and is gen-
erally thought to impede economic activity. While states have long
opposed all interference in or limitation of their right to tax in general,19

they have typically concluded double taxation agreements that have
precisely the effect of limiting their exclusive taxing rights. Under double
taxation agreements, the contracting states agree on what each state is or
is not entitled to tax, and on what relief measures to provide to taxpayers
when double taxation cannot be avoided.

With the mushrooming of bilateral double taxation treaties20 came
calls for a unitary legal framework that could be used as a reference point
in international negotiations. Nowadays most double taxation agree-
ments follow the OECDModel Tax Convention on Income and Capital.
In settling the competing claims of states of residence and states of
source, the OECD Convention confers (as a general rule, with various
exceptions noted below) the exclusive right to tax to the state of resi-
dence. Insofar as that rule is followed, taxation by the state of source is
precluded, thus preventing double taxation.21

18 A few states also tax on grounds of citizenship alone, irrespective of a person’s residence
or source of income (e.g., the United States, Eritrea). In those cases, income could be
taxed thrice: by the third state in virtue of the citizenship of the taxpayer generating that
income. This might be justified by appeal to the ancient doctrine of ‘perpetual
allegiance’. In Blackstone’s ([1753] 1893, bk. 1, ch. X, p. 370) words, birth citizenship
creates ‘a debt of gratitude which cannot be forfeited, cancelled, or altered, by any
change if time, place and circumstance’.

19 According to Lord Mansfield ‘one nation does not take notice of the revenue laws of
another’. The ‘notice’ doctrine was iterated in two eighteenth-century cases: Holman
v. Johnson and Planche v. Fletcher (Kovatch 2000).

20 There are also multilateral double taxation treaties like the 1996 Convention between
Nordic Countries for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on Income and
Capital or the 1971 Andean Pact.

21 OECD 2010, I-5. In cases of exceptions to that rule, double taxation can occur, and two
‘methods of relief’ are available: exemption and credit (ibid., I-8). Under the exemption
method (preferred by European states), income taxed in the state of source shall be
exempted from taxation in the state of residence, but the state of residence may take this
income into account when calculating the rate at which the taxpayer’s remaining income
will be taxed in that state. The credit method (preferred by the United States) provides
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A few types of income can be taxed by both states. Examples of that are
dividends and interest, which can be taxed by both states (articles 10 and
11). But there is a limit on the tax imposed by the state of source of up to
5 per cent of the gross amount of the dividends and 10 per cent of the
gross amount of the interest.

Several types of income can be taxed by the state on source alone.
These include income from immovable property situated in that state
and from the sale of such property (articles 6, 13, and 22 of the OECD
Model Tax Convention); income from artistic or sport activity in that
state (article 17); profits from firms with permanent establishment in that
state and from sale of the capital forming business property of the
establishment; income from employment in the private sector, if the
employee was present on state territory for more than 183 days of
the fiscal year (article 15); and remuneration from government service
(article 19).22 Again, insofar as taxation of these income streams is the
exclusive prerogative of the state of source, further issues of double
taxation on them do not arise.

Other types of income cannot be taxed by the state of source. These
are royalties (article 12), private sector pensions (article 18) and gains
from sale of shares (article 13), capital represented by shares and secur-
ities (article 22), and business profits that are not attributable to a
permanent establishment in the state of source (article 7).23

As a rule, permanent establishment and physical presence in the state
of source for more than 183 days of the fiscal year can give that state the
upper hand in taxation, despite the general priority enjoyed by the state
of residence in raising taxes.

A What Do Double Taxation Agreements Entail for Dual Citizens?

Let us assume person K, a citizen of both states A and B, earns income in
state B from private services she provides there. Suppose, however, K
resides in state A (and is present in state B for less than the period of
183 days required for K to count as resident there under double taxation
agreements). Then it is state A that gets to tax this income. State B loses
dual citizenK as a taxpayer, despite the fact that dual citizenK still enjoys
a range of public goods that state B makes available to its citizens.

that the tax levied by the state of source shall be credited against the tax levied by the
state of residence on that income.

22 OECD 2010, I-6-I-7.
23 Ibid., I-7.
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K takes advantage of these public goods when she pursues employ-
ment there. The judicial system protects K ’s labour rights and enforces
other state regulations supporting her activities. K also enjoys other
public goods, without which her employment would be impeded: mon-
etary stability, political stability ensuring a predictable legal framework,
labour market regulation, and so on.

The public goods K enjoys, however, go beyond ones such as just
mentioned, which are strictly connected to her economic interests. As a
citizen of state B, K enjoys the consular services and the diplomatic
protection offered by state B. Her citizenship may also be a token of
her affective ties to state B, thus providing K some sort of psychological
comfort. The same comfort may come from the fact that as a citizen of
state B, having thus a vote in B and a say in B ’s businesses, K has some
means of protecting the family left behind in B, or friends there, or, who
knows, maybe just the fellow citizens she still cares about (if supposing
she has some romantic nationalist feelings for them).

The problem is that K does not pay for the benefits gained as a citizen
of state B, be they of a material or psychological nature. Thanks to the
double taxation agreements, the income K earns in B is taxed only in
residence state A. Hence K does not cover her share of the costs of
providing the public goods she uses in B.24 Even if K ’s use of the public
good does not in any way increase the cost of providing it, the dual citizen
is not paying what her society in B has determined is her fair contribution
to the costs of providing it, by virtue of her residence in state A, which
is facilitated by her being a citizen of state A as well as B. K is totally
free riding. When the dual citizen does not have to pay anything,
fellow citizens have to cover her share of the costs for the provision of
public goods.

The same remains largely true even where the double taxation treaty
allows both states to claim some tax. Take the case of dividends. Divi-
dends can be taxed by both state of source and state of residence.
However, the taxing power of the state of source is limited: the tax it
imposes on this revenue cannot exceed 5 per cent. Assuming that this
state would have imposed a tax far greater than 5 per cent on the
dividends, had it not been for the double taxation agreement, the state
of source obviously incurs a financial loss as a result of this limitation.
The loss seems particularly unfair when the dividends come from share-
holding in a national company (the national airline, say), shareholding in

24 One’s contribution to the public welfare is not reduced to taxation. However, I am
referring to public goods provided through public expenditures and thus dependent on
fiscal contributions.
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which is permitted only to citizens. The shareholding, and thus all income
derived it, is made possible precisely by K ’s citizenship in state B; yet state
B cannot fully tax the dividends. Suppose that for the dividends K has in
B, this state would normally (absent the double taxation agreement) have
levied a 15 per cent tax. By virtue of double taxation agreements, state B
can tax only 5 per cent – thus losing 10 per cent of the income tax, which
will have to be made up by the community of citizens of B. K is then at
least partially free riding. Her fellow citizens from B will have to cover for
the remaining part of the tax that this state cannot impose on K ’s income,
and which would normally have been owed to this state.

This means that K ’s fellow nationals will either have to contribute
more (to sustain the same level of provision of the public good) or else
enjoy a lesser provision of the public good. Either way, the tax treatment
accorded to dual citizen K under double taxation agreements serves to
impose costs on her co-nationals in B.

Such situations created by double taxation agreements are somewhat
akin to the ‘tragedy of the commons’.25 The dual citizen can enjoy the
full benefits while paying only part of the costs, insofar as he contributes
less than his fair share (or nothing at all) to the provision of public goods.
Hence he has an incentive to support higher benefit levels (big govern-
ment and strong welfarism) when voting. This vote in effect gives rise to
externalities for his co-nationals. There are various things that might be
logically possible for a state to do in order to control these externalities,
but realistically it is highly unlikely they will be done.26

IV Impact on Global Inequality

I previously pointed out how double taxation agreements make dual
citizens better off (enjoying the same public goods but paying less for
them) at the expense of their fellow nationals from the country in which
they are not resident. But what are the consequences of multiple citizen-
ship for global equality more generally? To answer that one needs to

25 Hardin 1968. I say ‘somewhat akin’ because in the classic, full-blown tragedy of the
commons, everybody is in the same position to benefit from the commons, whereas in
this case only a proportion of people (those who are immigrants and dual citizens) are.

26 The state might consider either making the dual citizen pay in full his taxes to the state,
but that would involve tearing up the double taxation agreement. Alternatively, it might
consider decreasing the value of his vote proportionally to the reduction in his taxes
through double taxation agreements. If he pays only a third as much in taxes as he would
were it not for the double taxation agreement, his vote should perhaps count for a third
of what it would normally be worth according to the principle of ‘one person, one vote,
one value’. If he does not pay anything at all, then, perhaps, his vote should not be
counted (or should be weighted 0 under weighted voting).
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know two facts: first, who has access to dual citizenship, and second, who
loses from double taxation agreements. Only then it can be established
who is benefitting and who is bearing the costs arising from dual citizen-
ship. My point here will be that dual citizenship works against global
equality, in each of those respects. First, those who are globally worse off
are less likely to become dual citizens. Second, double taxation agree-
ments, in their present form, disadvantage the global poor.

A The Poor Do Not Move

The global poor generally do not become dual citizens. The rich do, and
in so doing they expand their resources – thus potentially increasing
global inequality. Start with the case of dual citizenship via naturaliza-
tion. Casual empiricism is more than sufficient to reveal that those who
naturalize and become dual citizens are not the most deprived individ-
uals worldwide. The reason is obvious: residence is a requirement for
acquiring citizenship through naturalization, and residence in a foreign
place will not be an easy option for the poor. The travel and resettling
that make residence possible (payment for flights, visas,27 and other
related expenditures) require a certain financial autonomy that poor
people simply do not have. And this is true even in the case of illegal
immigration (people smugglers do not offer their services for free). In the
case of naturalization via citizenship-by-investment, things are particu-
larly clear: that is an option only for the seriously rich.28 But even as
concerns jus sanguinis (that is, inherited) dual citizenship, for one to be
born in a mixed family previous immigration of the parents is required;
and because poor people can less afford to migrate, they will be less likely
to confer on their children the benefits of dual citizenship.

Another reason predominantly the better off hold dual citizenship
concerns the citizenship laws of different countries. For someone to
become a dual citizen, his birth state must allow its citizens to retain
birth citizenship upon acquiring citizenship elsewhere, while his
host state must not insist on renunciation of previous citizenship upon
naturalization. States that are better integrated in the world economy
(states whose citizens both invest elsewhere and benefit from foreign
investment) are more prone to accept dual citizenship. They simply have

27 Visa regimes usually favour skilled workers (e.g., medical professionals) to cope with
shortfalls of the labour force. Those are not the poorest individuals in the community.
Fewer visas are granted to unskilled workers, although these people are the most
vulnerable. Giving the poorest also fewer opportunities to migrate diminishes the
probability for them to become dual nationals.

28 See Chapter 4.
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more incentives to do so. States that are better economically integrated
globally are also richer states. Thus, citizens of rich and developing
countries will have increased access to dual citizenship. This reasoning
seems borne out looking at the citizenship laws of many African states.
Many of the poorest states, whose citizens might benefit the most from
dual citizenship, ban this practice.29

Theorists already observed this trend: the richest world citizens are the
first to endorse a cosmopolitan ethic and enjoy the benefits of globaliza-
tion, plural membership included. Richard Falk, for example, bemoans
the global financial elite that is made up of global citizens who support
cosmopolitan reformist schemes, but lack a global civic sense of responsi-
bility.30 Craig Calhoun talks of a class of global frequent travellers that
endorses a cosmopolitan rhetoric. In this sense, cosmopolitanism is pro-
foundly elitist.31 And because of its cosmopolitan character, dual citizen-
ship remains largely the prerogative of the world rich. Therefore, dual
citizenship as it stands nowadays has the potential to widen global gaps.

B Dual Citizens Reside in and Pay Taxes to the Richer
of Their Countries

Dual citizenship increases global inequality also through the working of
double taxation agreements that are disadvantageous to the poor. As
currently written, those agreements broadly give priority to the state of
residence, generally conferring on it an exclusive right to tax even
foreign-sourced income.

As argued, the world’s very poor are less likely to become dual citizens.
But suppose one finds oneself with two citizenships, that of a wealthy
state and that of a much less prosperous one. Presumably, such a person
will ordinarily want to have her permanent residence in the richer state,
where better life conditions prevail. Under double taxation agreements as
presently cast, by choosing to reside in the richer state the dual citizen
will contribute more to that state and less (or nothing at all) to the poorer
state of which she remains a citizen. This is indubitably bad news for
global equality.

29 From 2001 information from the World Bank (2001) and the US Office of Personnel
Management (2000–1), it can be seen that some of the states with the lowest GDP per
capita (in current US dollars) did not recognize dual citizenship. These states include the
Democratic Republic of Congo (153 USD), Afghanistan (117 USD), Burundi (133
USD), Malawi (146 USD), Niger (165 USD), Liberia (174 USD), Eritrea (215 USD),
Sierra Leone (227 USD), and Rwanda (201 USD).

30 Falk 1994, pp. 133–5.
31 Calhoun 2002, pp. 872–3.
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Of course, one does not have to be a dual citizen, merely a migrant, to
take advantage of double taxation agreements in that way and thus exacer-
bate global inequalities. But dual citizens, by comparison to migrants, find
it easier to relocate to and remain for long periods in the richer state. They
have unlimited rights of entry and exit; they cannot under any circum-
stances be expelled from that state (as legal migrants or even permanent
residents can). Their relocation is also less costly, in terms of the paper-
work and the money involved. Upon relocating to the richer state, the dual
citizen automatically has the right to accept employment there. She may
also want to transfer her business and resources to the richer state (this
having a more predictable economic environment, a stabler currency,
lower interest rates on its sovereign debts, less vulnerability to downgrad-
ing of state credit ratings, and so on). This way, the state of residence
becomes also a source of income, further undercutting the revenues of the
poorer state. With fewer taxpayers, the poorer state has its public revenues
diminished for a long time to come, if not permanently.32 If it is predom-
inately the global poor who have to bear these costs, then global inequality
will increase. It is bad enough that the brain drain from poor states boosts
the economy of rich receiving states, at the expense of the former.33

Money drain is just another nail in the poor states’ coffins.
In a few cases, the poorer state, as a state of source, might (as dis-

cussed) still have an exclusive right to tax a few income streams.34 But,
for example, in the case of dividends and interest, the tax it can impose,
even as state of source, is limited. The consequence of such limitations is,
as I have said, to reduce the tax take of the poorer state and to increase
the financial burden on the rest of the remaining citizens of this state.
The non-residing citizen’s free riding on contributions to the citizen’s
compatriots entails additional disadvantages for those already compara-
tively disadvantaged.

Because dual citizens will, in most cases, be full contributors to their
richer state’s provision of public goods, their better off fellow citizens in
that more prosperous state would not have to contribute more for their
being a member of it.35 There would be no levelling down of the

32 Some states (like Canada and the United States) have adopted ‘expatriation taxes
on deemed disposition of property to discourage renunciation of citizenship and
relocation abroad for tax avoidance’. See, e.g., US Code, title 26, §877, available at
www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/877A.

33 Bhagwati 1976.
34 It is far from absurd talking of poor states as sources of income for dual citizens: even the

poorest states have plutocratic elites who can afford to relocate while retaining business
interests in their state of origin.

35 The only circumstance in which that might not be the case is where the dual citizen is
poorer than the median citizen of this richer state and that state has progressive taxation:
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rich involved. On the contrary, it would (as I have pointed out) fall to her
co-nationals from her poorer state to contribute more in order to cover
her share of the costs of the public goods she is still enjoying there.
Insofar as the citizens of this state are already worse off than the citizens
of her residence state, the free riding of the dual citizen will leave the
former, not the latter, worse off, thus widening the already existing gaps
in global equality between the citizens of poorer states and those of richer
states.

Some may say that, while the provisions of double taxation agreements
generally disadvantage one state (the state of source) to the benefit of the
other (the state of residence), this does not necessarily amount to
entrenching inequality. Both states can be simultaneously states of
source and states of residence in relation to their various dual citizens.

True, on the face of it double taxation treaties are utterly symmetrical
in their treatment of the contracting states. They seemingly embody a fair
division between the two states of the costs and benefits associated with
these treaties, making the agreements mutually advantageous. Imagine a
double taxation agreement between states A and B, which states also
‘share’ a group of dual citizens who are members of both. State B loses
some tax money to state A when some dual citizens pay the preponder-
ance of their income tax to state A; state B gains at state A ’s expense
when other dual citizens pay the preponderance of their income tax to
state B. The contracting states thus swap the role of winner and loser, so
in the end all seemingly evens out.

But while formally neutral and symmetrical, double taxation treaties
are often radically asymmetrical in their actual impact on the contracting
states. Symmetrical impact would be the rule if and only if both states
would be, at the same time and to the same extent, states of source and of
residence for their dual nationals. As already stated, there are good
grounds for thinking that poorer states have more to lose than to win
from double taxation agreements. Poorer states are simply less likely to
be states of residence for the dual citizens.36

V Solutions

The existence of citizenship-based claims creates global inequalities, and
multiple citizenship has the potential to exacerbate them. What can be
done to ameliorate those effects, or perhaps even reverse them?

then, despite paying his ‘full share’ in taxes, the dual citizen might still constitute a ‘cost’
to the other taxpayers of his richer state of residence.

36 Or other types of migrants benefitting from such agreements.
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A A Levy on Multiple Citizenship

Shachar’s solution to global inequality is a birthright levy, a global redis-
tributive mechanism redressing inequalities caused by national citizenship.

As we have seen, multiple citizenship is more damaging to global
inequality than simple citizenship. If multiple citizenship redistributes to
the advantage of the greedy, not the needy, perhaps (as I have already
briefly canvassed) there ought to be imposed a tax on multiple citizenship
on the particular benefits made available by multiple citizenship, as fore-
shadowed above. Such a tax could be a function of the sheer number of
citizenships one has or (better yet) a function of the particular extra
pecuniary benefits afforded by those multiple citizenships through double
taxation agreements.37

The point of the levy in the present context is not to give any particular
state its fair due in terms of taxation, but to counter the unfortunate
consequences of multiple citizenship for global inequality. Hence the
multiple citizenship tax should be paid to the poorest of the multiple
states of which the particular person is a citizen.

Some might worry that the levy would be counterproductive, insofar as
it might be imposed accidentally on the global poor. The levy might take,
for the sake of argument, from both Malian-Ivorian and Australian-
American dual citizens.38 The universal application of the levy, without
further discrimination, might therefore be both unfair and inefficient.

Such worries would be almost completely unfounded, however. By
targeting multiple citizens, a levy on multiple citizenship would almost
invariably target the global rich, to the benefit of the globally poorer. The
global rich are much more often multiple citizens than are the global
poor. This is, in part, due to the ban on dual citizenship by most poor
African and Asian countries. But even where it is legally allowed, poverty
keeps the global poor from acquiring multiple citizenship. As I have
argued, poverty prevents relocation, which in turns prevents naturaliza-
tion, hence eligibility for dual citizenship among the poor. These facts

37 If S1 is the total tax the individual would have to pay to both states normally, and S2 the
total tax after the application of the treaties, then we should tax S1�S2, either as a flat tax
(say, 5%), or progressively (2% to 7%).

38 For sure an Australian-American dual citizen would be better off than a Malian-Ivorian
one. This, however, is beside the point I am trying to make, concerning the negative
externalities of multiple citizenship. What matters is (1) that the Malian-Ivorian citizen is
still be better off than his Malian fellow citizens and (2) that his dual citizenship is making
his fellow nationals worse off, increasing global inequality (following tax exemptions he
gets via double taxation). Thus we should find a way to assist these people even when this
involves a reasonable individual cost for the dual citizen who may not be particularly
rich.
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taken together virtually guarantee that the right people are being taxed:
those who can afford being taxed for the benefit of the needier.

So long as the transfer is from those who are richer to those who are
poorer, the cause of egalitarianism is well served. If both countries are
relatively rich, then the cash flow would be from a rich state to a similarly
rich one (as might happen in the case of the Australian-American dual
citizen). If both countries are relatively poor, then the cash would flow
from a poor state to a similarly poor state (as might happen in the case of
a Malian-Ivorian dual citizen). In such cases, the overall redistributive
effects of the tax are limited. Yet the tax will also apply to citizens of pairs
of countries that are very different in terms of wealth and living condi-
tions. Those cases are the main targets of the levy, as well as of the
OECD Model Tax Convention reform I propose.

Insofar as the proposed tax reform also applies to similar countries, the
redistributive effects will be more limited. But there is redistribution even
there, only less. Certainly, it is true that Australia would pocket more
money per Australian-American dual citizen from the levy than Mali
would for the Malian-Ivorian one. Still, the cash flows will nonetheless
be egalitarian because (1) the money would always go from the richer to
the poorer of the concerned states and (2) the money would go from dual
nationals to mono-nationals, who are on average typically worse off than
their dual counterparts. And all that is required for the levy to have
egalitarian effects overall is for the average multiple citizen to be better
off than the global average mono-citizen.

There may be rare cases where such a tax would be levied on already
economically disadvantaged individuals. Even so, the levy would not
strip the dual citizens of all benefits obtained in virtue of their dual
citizenship, but only of a part (say 5 per cent of the net benefit they
get). After paying the levy, dual citizens would still be better off than their
fellow nationals. On balance, making some moderately poor individuals
worse off could still pay off for global inequality insofar as even poorer
individuals and states benefit in consequence.

B Alter Double Taxation Agreements

Double taxation agreements as currently cast serve as mechanisms of
global redistribution in the wrong direction. Recast, they could become
more global equality–friendly. Imagine that double taxation agreements
were written in such a way that, as between the state of source and the
state of residence, one would always have to pay one’s income taxes in
full to the poorer state (and only pay to the richer state the balance, if any,
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between what one paid the poorer state and what one would have owed
the richer).39

This amounts to suggesting the introduction of a prioritarian clause in
all double taxation agreements. Someone with income in one state but
residence in another – a dual citizen or anyone else in that situation –

should be obliged to pay her taxes in full in the state with the lowest GDP
per capita (or whatever other measure of global living standards is
chosen), thus requiring full contributions toward the neediest group of
people. Such a person would then be required to pay the balance (if any)
to the state with the next lowest GDP, and so on, for citizens with many
citizenships. By increasing the tax revenues of the poorer state and
decreasing those of the richer state, this would make the dual citizen’s
fellow citizens from the poorer state better off, while also making the
fellow citizens from the richer one worse off. The effect would be one of
reducing global inequality, which is what was sought by introducing this
prioritarian clause. In this respect, the transfers entailed by the applica-
tion of this clause would have levelling effects somewhat akin to those
that might be obtained through global taxation.

VI Objections to the Proposed Solutions

Public policy often has perverse, unforeseen effects. Those can constitute
the basis for serious objections to a policy proposal. What is crucial in
decision making, however, is the probability of these effects. What per-
verse effects can be envisaged for the solutions proposed above, and how
likely are they to arise?

A People Would Renounce Their Additional Citizenships

Taxes are lucrative for states only if people pay them. It is useless to
impose a tax if people avoid being subject to that tax altogether. What use
is the French government’s 75 per cent income tax on fortunes over
1 million euros, if the potential taxpayers simply ‘pull a Depardieu’ and
avoid the tax by skipping the country? One might fear the same for a
multiple citizenship levy. Multiple citizens might simply decide to give up
some of their citizenship(s) in order to avoid paying the tax altogether.
What then?

Notice that in the context in view here, however, citizenship renunci-
ation would not be a problem, at least not for global equality. On the

39 If the credit method is preferred – or nothing at all (if the exemption method is
preferred).
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contrary, it would simply eradicate altogether one factor aggravating
global inequality, precisely the factor whose effects the tax in question
is attempting to ameliorate. The aim of the multiple citizenship levy is
not to collect tax money in and of itself; the aim is to reduce the impact of
multiple citizenship on global inequality. If people renounce multiple
citizenships in response, the levy will have accomplished that goal. Citi-
zenship renunciation would entail a decrease of the benefits rich people
get from being multiple citizens.

New taxes are being advocated here not from a love for taxes as
such, but as solutions to a problem. One should be undisturbed if the
introduction of the tax would go beyond ameliorating the problem to
actually eliminating the problem in the long run, which is what would
happen if the tax does indeed serve as an incentive to renounce
citizenship(s).

B Countries Would Close Borders to Immigrants from Poor Countries

One might also worry that richer states might be deterred from accepting
immigration from poorer ones if the tax revenues they receive from those
immigrants are reduced. This is a justified worry, and surely we would
not want to give states an additional reason for granting individuals
differentiated access to their territory on the basis of wealth. If one
believes in the global justice mission of open borders, one does not want
to close the borders to the neediest. Yet this apocalyptic scenario might
well be on its way if tax treaties were revised in such a way as to give tax
priority to the poorer countries. Or so the thought would go.

Such scenarios are unlikely, however, for multiple reasons. First, even
if poorer states were lexically prioritized in double taxation agreements
revised as I have proposed, richer states would still have more to gain
than to lose by accepting immigration from poorer states. In respect of
most of their revenues there would be no tax conflict, after all. The richer
state would have an exclusive claim to tax the immigrant’s income,
insofar as the richer state would be both the immigrant’s state of resi-
dence, for tax purposes, while also providing the immigrant’s main
source of income. In those cases, the richer states would get to tax fully
the income of multiple citizens (or immigrants, in the first instance).
Hence richer states would not be so economically vulnerable to the
introduction of a prioritarian clause in double taxation agreements as
to take extreme measures like closing borders.

Second, the gains from immigration of richer receiving states go
beyond taxation. There is much talk of the many ways in which richer
nations depend on qualified migrant labour. This imported labour drives
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economic growth as well as ensuring the provision of basic public ser-
vices (like health care) to the populations of the richer states.

C The Money Will End Up in the Wrong Hands

Consider one last objection to both the levy and a reform of double tax
agreements. The solutions I propose would treat all poor states alike,
irrespective of their political situation or of the causes of their poverty.
Some states – more than one would like – are poor largely because of
incompetent (or, worse, corrupt and often authoritarian) political elites.
Boosting such states’ tax revenues may not help their populations. Both
solutions I propose assume that the poor states will use the new rev-
enues to benefit their populations. Yet, if corrupt elites are in power,
they may use any new revenues merely to consolidate power at the
cost of their populations. In such cases, the levy and the prioritarian
clause may have the perverse effects of entrenching poverty instead of
curing it. A reminder that the road to hell can be paved with good
intentions, this is a powerful objection, to be sure. Just note, however,
that it is one that applies not only to my solutions but to all international
financial aid (or debt relief, for what is worth)40 that goes to poor,
corrupt states.41

It is also the case that, while some poor states have corrupt or authori-
tarian elites in power, not all do. There are also poor states led by
legitimately elected leaders, with a sincere desire and intention of helping
their peoples but who are unable to do so out of a lack of resources. Not
supporting my solutions for fear of not supporting corrupt regimes
means refusing to help all poor states, including all those that might
use the resources for a good cause. Provided there are more poor states
that would use the money for good causes than poor states that would do
otherwise, one should strive to help the former even at the cost of helping
the latter as well. One may not succeed in that way in improving the
welfare of all poor populations across the globe. Yet it is better to
improve the welfare of some rather than none of them.

Might remittances better serve the goal of helping the poor states’
populations? Those, after all, go directly to those in need and not into
some corrupt leader’s pockets. One thought would be that in alleviating

40 Some types of aid, debt relief included, are subject to conditionality arrangements. On
the justification of such conditionality, see Barry 2011.

41 Of course, helping such states may be not only inefficient but also morally wrong (on the
grounds of, e.g., enabling a bad regime or political leader and thus harming people in
those states).
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the tax burden on multiple citizens (which is what double taxation
agreements generically do), we encourage the flow of remittances, by
leaving more money in their hands to remit. Second, some poor states of
emigration (such as Mexico) have also changed their citizenship laws as
to allow their emigrants to become dual citizens with the same purpose.
If emigrants can keep their birth citizenship upon naturalization else-
where, then surely they will remit more, supposing that stronger ties (like
citizenship) give rise to stronger duties – or so the poor states hope,
anyway. In a nutshell, the reasoning here is as follows: multiple citizen-
ship encourages remittances; not taxing multiple citizens means they
have more money that they can remit; and money from remittances goes
straight to their families. If so, it might look like remittances are doing a
better job promoting global equality than a new tax or a tax reform
would do.

Remittances may well have all those advantages. But the question
remains whether multiple citizens (which are my central concern in this
book) actually remit much money in that way. First, since citizenship
typically serves as grounds for family reunification, it is less likely for
(naturalized) multiple citizens than for migrants at large to have close
family abroad to whom to remit. Second, many multiple citizens are
second- or third-generation migrants who are born into immigrant fam-
ilies, and thus already living with their close relatives in the richer state.
Third, spending more time abroad in virtue of their citizenship, multiple
citizens will have fewer incentives to remit to the poor states: fading ties
are less likely to be rewarded by remittances.42

Finally, while remittances have the advantage of going straight into
people’s pockets, the question remains whether they go into the poorest
people’s pockets. Remember that the worst off do not migrate in the first
instance, or naturalize to become multiple citizens in the second. Poverty
or wealth, however, usually runs in families. So, even if multiple citizens
remit, it is doubtful the money will go to the worst-off individuals from
the poor states. By going to those already relatively well-off members of

42 For example, studies show that skilled workers remit less than unskilled ones, although the
former earn more than the latter. This may either (or both) be because their families back
home are not in need of money or the ties to their families are not so strong as a consequence
of their living abroad for a longer time. Evidence shows that the flow of remittances
decreases with the time spent by the migrant abroad; see Adams (2008) and Faini
(2007, p. 179). What can the above tell us about multiple citizens? Spending time
abroad is of course facilitated by their being citizens of another country. So, just like
skilled workers, multiple citizens might be less willing to remit (or inclined to remit less)
because of their fading ties (as a consequence of spending more time abroad) or because
their families are not in urgent need of resources. (See also my discussion above.)
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poorer states, remittances might even increase already existing inequal-
ities within those states.43

The funds collected through my proposed levy, on the contrary, might
be better able to reach the worst off. The state, if not too corrupt, could
distribute the resources in a more prioritarian way, whereas such a
prioritarian redistribution of resources may not, for the reasons stated
above, be possibly achieved through remittances.

VII An Implementation Strategy

Rewriting double taxation treaties along prioritarian lines might seem
wildly unrealistic. But it might actually be easier than it seems, at least in
some respects. An international institutional framework for decision
making on, and implementation of, such reforms is already in place, in
a way that it is not for other global taxation solutions (such as Shachar’s
birthright levy or Pogge’s global resources dividend). That these oppor-
tunity structures already exist should not be taken lightly, given the costs
and efforts involved in additional institution building.

The mechanism in question is the OECD Model Tax Convention.
That forms the basis of more than 3,000 bilateral treaties nowadays.
Furthermore, the Convention is revised regularly. Hence a change of
the Convention would be the best way to implement the redesign of
double taxation agreements in question.

Just how welcoming of these reforms might the decision-making pro-
cedures inside the OECD be? Well, procedurally, the Committee on
Fiscal Affairs is charged with drafting amendments to the OECD Model
Tax Convention. That Committee consists of a team of bureaucrats and
experts who make their recommendations to the OECD Council – the
political and decisional body of the organization, comprised of delega-
tions from member states. Following the Council’s decision, it is then up
to the member states to conform to the new model within the limits of
their own reservations and the commentaries of the Council.44

Prosperous receiving states, the big losers from the proposed solution,
might be expected to oppose it. Given that the OECD is par excellence a
coterie of the wealthiest states, it might be expected they would succeed
in burying it. But other features of the OECD might make friendlier to
the redesign.

43 Although remittances might promote economic growth of a sort. But it will be
consumption induced, not investment induced, and thus unsustainable. Furthermore,
this economic growth may not spread throughout society.

44 OECD 2010, I-1.
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The independence of the bureaucracy and expertise provided by the
Committee would help. The OECD employs its own international bur-
eaucracy and expertise. The mission of the Committee on Fiscal Affairs
is not to promote the interests of member states specifically. Rather, it is
to ‘contribute to the shaping of globalization for the benefit of all through
the promotion and development of effective and sound tax policies and
guidance that will foster growth and allow governments to provide better
services to their citizens’.45 The OECD itself was founded precisely to
‘think the unthinkable, because the many existing national and international
bodies (universities, ministries, and Cold War organizations) somehow
were too enmeshed with the establishment . . . In short, the OECD should
care about its independence and should use it actively to say some of the things
that national politicians did not want to hear.’46 OECD civil servants are
‘reform entrepreneurs’ much more than old-fashioned bureaucrats.47

In other words, the OECD officials are not just mouthpieces of state
governments, but visionaries setting the agendas of member states.48

Surprising though that conclusion may seem, it is nonetheless supported
by empirical evidence.49 Noaksson and Jacobsson, comparing the
OECD and EU’s work on knowledge and policy advice on the labour
market, conclude that ‘the EU is characterised by a more pragmatic
knowledge-use, while the OECD can be characterised as a “truth-seeker”
and “truth-teller” with a more dogmatic relationship to knowledge (in
the sense of believing firmly in one orthodoxy and attempting to put aside
political considerations and values when assessing economic situations,
based on that orthodoxy)’.50 The authors explain this difference partly by
the nature of the organizations themselves. While the EU is a political
organization, the OECD is an expert organization. Peer pressure, the
social culture of the meetings, and other discursive mechanisms are also
more powerful in shaping the actors’ choices inside the OECD than
inside the EU.51 The OECD is par excellence an epistemic community,
successful in ensuring international policy coordination through
entrenched patterns of cooperation, but also through the creation of an
independent institutional identity.52 Hence the OECD officials act

45 See http://webnet.oecd.org/OECDGROUPS/Bodies/ListByIndexView.aspx.
46 Marcussen 2004a, p. 92.
47 Ibid.
48 Marcussen 2004b.
49 The main goal for developing an international civil service is to insulate the international

domain from pervasive national interference, which might impede cooperation. See
Jonah 1981–2.

50 Noaksson and Jacobsson 2003.
51 Ibid., p. 10.
52 Haas 1992.
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independently from particular members states, even to some extent
subverting state sovereignty.53

The independence and competence of the OECD officials are useful,
but will they be enough? Economic experts are not necessarily global
justice groupies after all. Interestingly enough, however, the OECD has
previously adopted global justice-friendly measures, measures not par-
ticularly in the interest of the wealthiest states. For example, the organ-
ization participated in the drafting of the Millennium Development
Goals, constantly monitored progress toward them, and provided funding
for them.54 Moreover, one of its committees (the Development Assist-
ance Committee) is specifically concerned with global challenges, spear-
heading the OECD’s development strategy.55 This means that the
solution I proposed might find support among the OECD bureaucracy.

Of course, formal decisional power is vested in the OECD Council,
consisting of member states’ representatives. Would the OECD Council
agree with the proposal? According to Realpolitik logic, certainly not. But
thankfully Realpolitik is not the states’ only logic of action. There are good
chances for an agreement for several reasons having to do with the insti-
tutional and collective context of decision making that imposes con-
straints on the states’ capacity to decide purely in a rational, egotistic way.

By comparison to state governments, the legitimacy and the account-
ability of the state representatives in such intergovernmental settings is
fuzzy. They are appointed representatives, not directly elected. The
decisions they take are collective ones, which means that individual
responsibility is blurred and peer pressure is high. States are not legally
bound by the decisions, as there are no sanctioning mechanisms.56 For
all these reasons, agreement of precisely the form that is first secured
inside the OECD comes easier among lower-level national representa-
tives. Council delegates would thus be relatively more prone to agree to
compromise their national interests at the margins.

Decision-making structures and rules designed to facilitate agreement
on thorny issues further cultivate hyperbolic discounting and procrastin-
ation by the agents,57 weak commitments (‘keep talking’), and easy exit

53 Libertarians are, for example, baffled by the Congress’s acceptance of the OECD’s
interference with an exclusive right that it has: to tax American citizens. Rahn 2012.

54 See OECD n.d.
55 OECD 2012.
56 Gibson and Goodin 1999.
57 According to which it is better to agree on an imperfect general solution now than to wait

for an agreement on a detailed one; details can be worked later on (Gibson and Goodin
1999).
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(‘no strings attached’).58 Issues might clash directly with national inter-
ests, often displaying a tragedy of the commons dimension.59 Progressive
implementation of the decisions is another factor facilitating agreement.
Present decision makers would be more likely to agree when implemen-
tation is a lengthy process that will largely be left to future decision
makers. A potential failure to implement would be considered the latter’s
responsibility.60 Implementation of a new Model Tax Convention would
be a very lengthy process requiring the participation of successive
national administrations. All of that means that the present national
representatives might be more tempted to accept the prioritarian clause
as part of a revised OECD Model Tax Convention.

But what guarantees the actual implementation of a reformed Model
Tax Convention, which is itself, of course, merely a soft law instru-
ment?61 While it is true that the OECD does not have the same enforce-
ment instruments as some other organizations, it nonetheless scores well
on implementation. The success of the OECD in implementing deci-
sions in the absence of sanctioning or monitoring mechanisms has been
explained in terms of its ‘ideational authority’.62 This form of soft power
relying on expert knowledge has, to date, proved very efficient in making
unpopular decisions palatable for state governments.63 But there are
other psycho-sociological explanations as well.

Both agreement and implementation might arise simply because they
are appropriate in the institutional setting of the OECD. Blind, headlong
pursuit of national self-interest will simply not do for agents enmeshed in
cooperative international institutional settings.64 Having given their word
in the negotiations of the OECD Council, representatives of states will
thus have an incentive to pursue and push for actual implementation of
the agreement reached. This is how ‘in principle’ agreements turn into
‘in practice’ agreements.65And this is how the prioritarian clause might
come to be included in new or revised double taxation agreements.

Once the revised Convention is accepted by the OECD Council and
promulgated to member states, subsequent double taxation agreements

58 Gibson and Goodin 1999.
59 The ban of chlorofluorocarbons followed this model. Progressive small agreements

ultimately lead to important reforms and tight international regulations.
60 Gibson and Goodin 1999.
61 Abbott and Snidal 2000. The OECD Council issues a non-binding Recommendation to

the member states to conform to the Convention.
62 Marcussen 2004a, p. 91.
63 Much to libertarians’ chagrin, for example. See posts on the Cato Institute’s blog such as

Mitchell 2012.
64 March and Olsen 2009.
65 Gibson and Goodin 1999.
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will almost automatically follow the model, just as they have always done.
It is easier to ‘copy/paste’ the Convention than to engage in drafting a
brand-new agreement. When the states are members of the OECD,
implementation comes naturally. (This is what the Convention is for,
after all: if states would not bother complying, the OECD would not
bother drafting every few years a revised Convention; the regular
redrafting of the Convention thus serves as a proof, of a sort, of its
success.) As for double taxation agreements already in force, these will
be accommodated when the treaties come up for renegotiation by the
contracting states. That might take a while; hence the implementation of
the prioritarian clause would be a gradual process. But that is perhaps a
good thing, since the absence of time pressures further incentivizes actors
to sign on to the proposal.

VIII Conclusion

Through double taxation agreements, dual citizens boost their benefits
while cutting their costs. Unfortunately, those in greatest need have slim
chances of taking advantage of such opportunities. Furthermore, double
taxation regimes are detrimental to the poor states’ communities. Hap-
pily, there is a solution in view – and unlike so many wishful proposals
from global egalitarians, there are actually institutional structures in
place that might well be willing and able to help implement this proposal.
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8 Conclusion

I The Promises

As pointed out in the first chapter, postnationalists have been among the
first to notice the proliferation of multiple citizenship.1 They have also
been among the first to applaud it, on the grounds that multiple citizen-
ship expresses the increasingly postnational character of citizenship that
they have long discussed.2

The postnational shift, they say, constitutes ‘a profound transform-
ation of the institution of citizenship both in its institutional logic and in
the way it is legitimized’.3 The main aim of this postnational turn is to
erase differences of status and to promote equal opportunities by expanding
the rights of non-citizens. Multiple citizenship, in particular, supposedly
has an eminently boundary-dissolving function: it ‘formalizes the fluidity of
membership’.4 ‘[T]he postnational model . . . implies multiplicity of mem-
bership’, which was previously ‘a principal organizational form for empires
and city states’.5 Multiple citizenship ‘breaches the traditional notions of
political membership and loyalty in a single state’.6

These transformations of the citizenship regimes are usually seen as
pointing to something bigger: the waning of the nation-state and the
erosion of state sovereignty.7 Increased communication and transmigra-
tion, technological advancement, and the human rights revolution all put
under stress the states’ capacity to control boundaries (in terms of both

1 See Bosniak 2006; Castles and Davidson 2000, p. 24; Jacobson 1996, 1998–9, pp. 444–5;
Soysal 1994, 1996.

2 Cf. Bosniak 2001–2. Note that postnational citizenship does not denote a new citizenship
category. It is rather a heuristic used to explain some salient trends like the separation of
individual rights from national membership or the blurring of the distinction between
nationals and aliens. The concept of ‘denizenship’ (Hammar 1990) captures the same
trend: increasingly, citizenship is no longer the unique source of rights.

3 Soysal 1994, p. 139.
4 Ibid., p. 141.
5 Ibid.
6 Soysal 2004.
7 Appadurai 1996; Sassen 1996; van Gunsteren 1998.
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territory and membership), to allocate goods, and to enforce the law.
One symptom of the erosion of state sovereignty is what some post-
nationalist pessimists call the ‘devaluation’ or ‘debasement’ of citizenship
brought about by the widespread acceptance of multiple citizenship.8 To
the pessimists’ minds, this is obviously bad news. For them the analogy
between multiple citizenship and polygamy comes tellingly to mind. Just
as the relationship between any two people is somehow devalued inside a
polygamous marriage, the relationship between citizen and state or that with
one’s fellow citizens is devalued when one is a multiple citizen. Exclusivity
always adds something to a relationship, whether amorous as between
spouses, or social and political as among fellow citizens.

Cosmopolitans, on the other hand, are quite fond of multiple citizen-
ship. Most cosmopolitans champion global governance under the form of
a multilevel global polity spanning multiple state jurisdictions, rather than
under a unitary world state. As a result, they also favour a type of plural
memberships rather than a unitary global citizenship: ‘people would come,
thus, to enjoy multiple citizenships – political memberships in diverse
political communities which significantly affected them’.9 When cosmo-
politans speak of multiple citizenship, they of course have in mind not only
multiple national memberships but also forms of multitiered citizenship or
nested citizenship, as within a federal state or the European Union.

II Debunking the Myth: Broken Promises

At the end of this journey, one must wonder to what extent multiple
citizenship actually is or does what has been promised above. Does
multiple citizenship undermine boundaries? Does it point to a devaluation
of state membership today? Does it wipe out global inequalities and
differences in status? In a nutshell, does multiple citizenship actually
deliver any – much less all – of those goods?

Now, it is true that when multiple citizenship became a widespread
reality, national memberships ceased being mutually exclusive. It is also
true that states could no longer claim an exclusive, absolute, and perpet-
ual allegiance from their citizens.10 Yet it would be misleading to think of
multiple citizenship as some brandnew type of membership, essentially
different from good, old-fashioned citizenship, or to see it as a bastion of
global justice. As I have pointed out in the previous chapters, multiple
citizenship does not mark a new era; quite the contrary. At best, it is just a

8 Schuck 1998.
9 Held 1995, p. 233.

10 Aleinikoff 1986.
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reiteration of national membership. It has all its disadvantages. Birth
circumstances, for example, play an essential role in the distribution of
both dual citizenship and mono-citizenship, with pervasive consequences
for global justice (see Chapters 2 and 7).

Multiple citizenship has also some extra disadvantages. Citizenship
may lose its important ‘tagging’ function that promotes trust and cooper-
ation among members of the same group where dual citizenship is acquired
through pecuniary means (see Chapter 4). Meta-agreement inside a com-
munity, which facilitates coherent collective decision making, may also
be endangered when people (qua dual citizens) join different national
communities (qua deliberative groups) (see Chapter 5). Not only are the
criteria for distribution of multiple citizenship unfair. More to the point of
undermining postnationalist claims, its distribution is still fully managed by
nation-states: there are no international rules or supranational authorities
that intervene in the distribution process of citizenship and hence multiple
citizenship.11

As for the boundary-dissolving function ascribed to multiple citizenship,
multiple citizenship reinforces and multiplies the boundaries of belonging
instead of dissolving them. The fact that people see a point, indeed an
advantage, in accumulating citizenships only serves to show that the
boundaries of belonging are as strong as ever.

If people are no longer obliged to make a choice between their citizenship
in states A and B, then it might at first appear that the boundaries between
these states are more fluid than before. And indeed it is the case that, for a
dual citizen of these states, these boundaries do not make much practical
difference. Notice, however, that by letting people become citizens of both
A and B, the boundaries between A and B are not actually erased. Rather,
dual citizenship implies that there is a good justification for these boundar-
ies, for having two separate political entities, each with its own membership
to distribute. Hence, on the face of it, multiple citizenship and open borders
are not compatible. Indeed, multiple citizenship is a step back from the
cosmopolitan ideal of a borderless world managed through a unitary global
state and citizenship. It testifies to the fact that one has come to terms with
keeping boundaries in place, and with citizenship serving as the main
source of one’s rights. This should be a worry for genuine cosmopolitans.
As Bosniak says, ‘the status of dual or multiple nationals remains anchored
to nation-state institutions. The site of nationality may now be multiple, but
the status remains nationality nonetheless.’12 For global cosmopolitans,
this surely comes as a disappointment.

11 Bosniak 2001–2, p. 997.
12 Ibid.
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Some may say that, on the contrary, multiple citizenship is not neces-
sarily at odds with cosmopolitan ideals. They might argue as follows.
Sure, they may say, one way for people to enjoy equal rights and oppor-
tunities across the world13 would be to dismantle territorial and mem-
bership boundaries altogether. Another way, however, would be to keep
them in place while making everybody a member of every polity, that is,
by making everyone a multiple citizen everywhere. That would render
boundaries totally innocuous. The problem with boundaries, surely, is
not that they exist as such, but that they are so efficient in creating
categories of inclusion and exclusion. And that is precisely where multiple
citizenship comes in handy: it is an innovative and feasible way of
subverting boundaries by rendering them meaningless. Why continue
striving so hard to dismantle what can be easily circumvented?

Yet the situation facing us today is not one where everybody is a
multiple citizen everywhere – or even where everybody has an equal
opportunity of becoming one. The real world is significantly different
from that ideal. The availability of multiple citizenship is determined by
one’s birth circumstances and one’s capacity to migrate and settle else-
where. It is also a function of the states’ willingness to accept multiple
citizenship. All this makes multiple citizenship a status that is, in the real
world, more accessible to some than others. Furthermore, as I argued in
Chapter 7, those to whom it is more accessible will more often be people
who are already better off.

Now, one can wonder whether this present situation, where some but
not all are multiple citizens, is preferable to the previous one where each is
a citizen of a single country. Notice that if our ideal is a world without
borders – or its equivalent, a world where everyone is a multiple citizen of
every state, or universal multiple citizenship – then it is not clear that a world
where at least some are multiple citizens (our current situation) should be
considered the second-best option. True, a world where some are multiple
citizens somewhere is similar to a greater extent to the ideal world of
universal multiple citizenship. Yet the second best is not necessarily the
option in which most conditions of the ideal are most nearly realized; that
is, the second best is not necessarily the option that is most similar in all
other respects to the first best. The second-best world may well be one that
diverges significantly from the first-best ideal, in our case, the situation
where all are citizens of only one state and none is a multiple citizen.14

13 Cf. Miller, who makes the point that what matters is that they enjoy equal opportunities
inside their own states. See Miller 2005.

14 For a discussion of the second best in the context of ideal versus non-ideal theory, see
Goodin 1995.
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Establishing whether that is indeed the case would require a separate,
extensive analysis taking into account a multitude of moral considerations
that are beyond the remit of this book. Yet in both Chapters 2 and 7
I pointed to some pro tanto reasons in favour of an alternative second
best, which would at least have to be taken into account in an all-things-
considered judgement about what truly is second best.

Finally, does multiple citizenship imply a devaluation of national mem-
bership, as some authors have argued? I would say, contrary to those
claims, that multiple citizenship shows that citizenship is still of primary
importance for one’s welfare today. If citizenship did not make a difference
for people’s lives, people would not bother collecting citizenships. Citizen-
ship today remains a primary source of rights, and access to dual citizenship
actually serves to increase one’s capacity to reap a variety of benefits,
economic ones included (see Chapter 7). Thus it is no wonder that parents
fight for their progeny’s right to be dual citizens (see Chapter 2 on the
justification of birthright dual citizenship) or that people are reluctant to
relinquish one citizenship when acquiring another (see Chapter 3 on dual
citizenship by naturalization).

III A Reprise of Policy Proposals

Over the course of this book, I have offered three broad groups of policy
proposals for reforming current practices associated with multiple citi-
zenship. In order of increasing moral importance, and also in order of
increasing practical difficulty of implementation, these are the following:

(1) Make multiple citizenship an active rather than a passive choice,
requiring people to renew their second (third, and so on) citizenship
from time to time (Chapter 2) and to explicitly state their preferences
in order to retain their previous citizenship(s) upon acquiring a new
one (Chapter 3).

(2) Impose a global tax on multiple citizenship as such or, failing that, at
least reform double taxation agreements prioritizing the claims of the
poorer of the states with a claim to tax any given income stream
(Chapter 7).

(3) In potential cases of multiple citizenship, unbundle the rights cur-
rently associated with citizenship, and allocate some categories of
rights (especially voting rights) separately from the rest. This would
make it possible for people to be citizens of one state without having
a say in its national elections, while allowing non-citizens to do so
without taking on additional citizenship(s) or acquiring all the other
rights associated with that (see Chapter 6).
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The first of these proposals seems relatively straightforward. Any given
state can implement it independently of what any other state does. And
the political motivation for doing so is relatively straightforward. After all,
each political community presumably would prefer to have members
who positively want to be part of it rather than members who just happen
to be so – particularly insofar as there is reason to doubt (as citizenship
elsewhere gives reason to doubt) whether people are really attached to
that community or not.

The second of these proposals is more challenging. Implementing a
global tax-transfer system doubtless seems like pie-in-the-sky thinking.15

But there are already various international norms managing the taxation
of income streams where two countries both have a claim to tax it. These
norms are embodied in double tax agreements that, although bilateral,
are almost invariably based on the OECD Model Tax Convention. As
I argued, that provides a natural pressure point within the international
system for effecting changes in double tax arrangements for all the
countries basing their bilateral arrangements on the Model Tax Conven-
tion. In Chapter 7, I have discussed how a reform of the OECD Model
Tax Convention might be brought about.

The proposal for unbundling the various rights currently wrapped up in
citizenship, set out explicitly in Chapter 6 but foreshadowed at various
other points as well, is the boldest of all my reform proposals. Being the
most novel, it is perhaps also the hardest to understand (much less to
implement, perhaps). So let me now elaborate that proposal more detail.

IV Unbundling Citizenship

In Chapter 6, I explored the relationship between multiple citizenship
and various principles for constituting the demos. I argued that multiple
citizenship does not get us very far toward implementing any of these
principles because it preserves the original features of state membership:
it is almost always a permanent status (once a citizen, always a citizen),16

and it is almost always a status that is inextricably tied to the exercise of
political rights17 (if a citizen, then entitled to vote).18 The problem upon
which Chapter 6 focuses is that political rights and citizenship are inex-
tricably bundled together. They come as a package. My proposed

15 Although that has not stopped many from floating such proposals, not only Shachar (on
whose book my own proposal builds) but also, more famously, Thomas Pogge (2001, 2002).

16 As I pointed out in Chapter 6, some states reserve the right to revoke the citizenship of
naturalized dual citizens in extreme situations (e.g., convictions for state terrorism).

17 As in Chapter 6, when talking of ‘political rights’, I refer primarily to the right to vote.
18 With a few exceptions, as acknowledged in Chapter 6.
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solution there was to unbundle citizenship, pluck out political rights, and
distribute them on the basis of different criteria. (For example, in some
states, residents are already able to vote in regional elections; according
to my proposal they could be able to vote in national elections as well,
provided residence is considered to be the right criterion for allocating
political rights.)

Here I want to come back to this proposal and make an argument for
unbundling the rights of citizenship more generally. Not only would the
unbundling help us to draw more sharply the boundaries of the demos, as
discussed in Chapter 6. It could also provide a solution to various
shortcomings of multiple citizenship mentioned in the previous chapters
(to which I will return shortly).

Different authors have emphasized the need for new forms of citizen-
ship. Only a few, however, have canvassed the possibility of ceasing to
think of citizenship as an all-or-nothing affair.19 Among them are Blatter
and Schlenker, who argue, for example, that ‘citizenship can and should
come in different degrees’.20 My proposal of unbundling citizenship
rights and distributing them separately goes in the same direction, as it
too would result in different degrees of citizenship.

Some might worry that these different degrees of citizenship might seem
to amount to actual second- or third-class citizenships. My unbundling
proposal could be thus conceived as a dreadful retour en arrière. This may
seem to represent a serious objection to the unbundling – and perhaps it
would, if the different bundles of rights were described as different ‘classes
of citizenship’.

Yet there is no reason why these various partial bundles of rights should
necessarily amount to different statuses – of citizenship or anything else.21

19 Exceptions are Bauböck 2009; Blatter and Schlenker 2013; Koenig-Archibugi 2012;
Song 2016. For a legal analysis of who would govern the fragmentation of citizenship, see
Tratchman 2017.

20 Blatter and Schlenker 2013, p. 6; Cohen 2009.
21 Other authors implicitly have something like ‘unbundling’ in mind when discussing how

particular rights should be allocated to long-term immigrants or non-resident citizens. But
they do not use the same term and do not discuss the separate allocation of different rights
as an overall general policy, rather than as an exceptional policy that targets particular
categories of people and that is called for by particular situations (the standard way of
allocating rights remaining thus via citizenship). The only author offering any sustained
discussion of distributing citizenship rights in a disaggregated fashion is Elizabeth Cohen.
She points to the phenomenon of ‘semi-citizenship’ or ‘partial citizenship’, by which she
means ‘different combinations and degrees of citizenship rights’ that amount to different
citizenship statuses (Cohen 2009, pp. 95). Her study serves to ‘identify multiple forms of
political membership that are associated with some, but not all, of the democratic rights,
responsibilities, activities, and statuses available to citizens of a state, and . . . [to] discuss
how and why liberal democratic states routinely instantiate such categories of semi-
citizenship’ (p. 5). She examines historically how these semi-citizenship statuses came to
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I am not arguing that states should create new citizenship categories to
consecrate different combinations of rights categories to be distributed –

for example, ‘type 1 citizenship’ comprising rights categories (a), (b), and
(c) and a lesser ‘type 2 citizenship’ comprising rights (b) and (c) alone.22

Indeed, states might even dispense with the category of ‘citizenship’
altogether when proceeding with the unbundling.23

Hence, although states would have different categories of rights up for
separate distribution, these need not automatically translate into differ-
ences in formal citizenship status.24 The aim of my unbundling proposal
is precisely to sever those important categories of specific rights from
omnibus citizenship status. The normative ideal behind my proposal is a
world where everybody can standardly enjoy various rights (including
political rights) across the globe, irrespective of citizenship status.

A Institutional Design Options

The unbundling proposal could be implemented in various ways. Below
I describe, and draw distinctions between, several options:

Option 1: Rights are distributed only in the bundled form that
constitutes citizenship at present. This ensures that, insofar as
everyone is a citizen of at least one state, everyone will have all

exist and why they are unavoidable. My account differs from Cohen’s in three ways, the
first two being the most fundamental ones. First, mine is an insistently normative proposal,
whereas Cohen’s is, by her own account fundamentally descriptive. My argument in
favour of unbundling is the logical conclusion, of my normative arguments about
multiple citizenship. Cohen, in contrast, explicitly eschews taking any normative stance
toward semi-citizenship, saying: ‘Although the classifications of semi-citizenship presented
in this book invite normative speculation, they are discussed here primarily as analytic
tools. As such, they are justified not by the normative judgments to which they point, but
rather the degree to which they accurately characterize a set of related political
phenomena’ (p. 10). Second, my proposal is offered first and foremost as an alternative
to multiple citizenship, something that Cohen regards as beyond her book’s remit. As she
explains in a footnote: ‘I have chosen not to include dual nationals in the list. Although
dual nationality technically marks an anomalous relationship to nationality, it doesn’t place
people in a position that alters either nationality radically’ (p. 148, n. 20). Third, and less
fundamentally, I have argued that it would be preferable to conceive the different
combinations of rights not as different citizenship statuses, which is how Cohen regards
them.

22 E.g., the UK Nationality Act of 1981 created multiple categories of UK nationality,
some with different rights than others.

23 The question remains as to whether we should prefer having only different categories of
rights to be distributed separately without having the whole package (citizenship)
available for distribution, or whether we should prefer having both options available
(the full citizenship bundle of rights and its various component rights taken separately).
I address this in the next sections.

24 Maine 1977.
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those rights somewhere or another. Some can, of course,
become multiple citizens and thus acquire multiple bundles
of rights.

Option 2: Everyone gets that same full bundle of rights (one such
citizenship) at birth, with the possibility of acquiring add-
itional bits of the bundle in a different state, that is, instead
of a second or third full set of citizenship rights there (as in the
current case of multiple citizenships).25

Option 3: Everyone gets that same full bundle of rights (one such
citizenship) in the birth state (A) and can acquire additional
bits of the bundle in a different state (B). But the acquisition of
these additional bits in B triggers the loss of the counterpart
bits from the initial bundle of rights possessed in A. This
option entails thus a trade-off between the newly acquired
categories of rights and the corresponding old ones in the
person’s citizenship of birth, with the latter being automatic-
ally cancelled as the former are acquired.

Option 4: A modified version of option 3 where the trade-offs
apply only to some but not all categories of rights. Option
4 allows one to accumulate some categories of rights across
states, but not others. The trade-off might, for example, be
required in the case of political rights; that is, if one acquires
political rights in one’s residence state B, one loses the polit-
ical rights one has in virtue of one’s birth citizenship in state A.
Yet other rights (for example, the right to travel freely and the
right of residence) may not be lost in the birth state (A) upon
acquiring the same rights in a second state (B).

Option 5: Complete unbundling. Each of the rights currently asso-
ciated with citizenship is distributed completely independently of

25 Trachtman (2017, p. 609) argues that multiple citizenship inherently requires some
unbundling on the grounds that multiple citizens cannot bear military and taxation
duties in multiple states and cannot hold rights to health or pension in multiple states.
This is simply not true. Pension and healthcare rights are typically not based on
citizenship at all, but rather on residence or a history of contributions. Thus someone
who has worked in and made contributions to the pension schemes of multiple
countries, no matter whether as a multiple citizen or a mere immigrant, may draw a
pension from all the states in question. In my view, option 2 – where one is a full citizen
of one state (enjoying the complete set of rights subsumed by that citizenship) and also
able to enjoy discrete rights in another state without being citizen there – is superior to
the form of multiple citizenship Trachtman envisages, where one is a full citizen of one
state and also a partial citizen of another (in the sense that despite holding the formal
status of citizen, one is not entitled to the full suite of rights normally associated with it).
That makes that person literally a ‘second-class citizen’ in the latter state, in a way
unbundling of the sort described in option 2 would not.
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one another and never bundled up in the form of citizenship.
The category of citizenship disappears.

B Advantages and Disadvantages

What are the pros and cons of the alternatives mentioned above, and
which one should be preferred?

Imagine that states would proceed to a complete unbundling of citizen-
ship rights (option 5). We would no longer distribute an identical package
of rights once and for all (that is, citizenship) on the basis of birth circum-
stances or on a basis of mixed criteria in naturalization (residence, civic
competence, economic sustainability). Instead, states would distribute
separately each category of rights – civic, political, social, economic – on
the basis of whatever criteria26 they deem most appropriate for each
category of rights. These might include residence, civic competence,
affected interests, subjection to law, financial capital, financial contri-
bution, affective ties, and so on. Furthermore, states might deem it appro-
priate to allocate a person such rights only for as long as the corresponding
criteria are fulfilled (that is, not necessarily for life). Broadly the same
pattern of distribution could occur within options 2, 3, and 4 as well –
with the only difference being that citizenship, as a legal category, would
still exist in all of those cases. However, all three options would make the
allocation of rights associated with it more fluid and flexible.

Suppose, for example, subjection to law is deemed to be the most
appropriate criterion for distributing political rights.27 If so, long-term
immigrants would be enfranchised in the receiving state and disenfran-
chised in the sending state (assuming they are no longer subject to the
laws there) – which is possible under options 3 and 4 (and of course 5).28

26 Of course, there are some rights that states may want to distribute (largely)
unconditionally to everyone. The right to a fair trial might be one, for example. Or the
right to enter and stay for a short period of time on the states’ territory. I come back to
this below.

27 I do not defend the legally subjected principle here, but merely use it as one example of
principle that might be used for the allocation of political rights.

28 There is, of course, the special case of those forced (i.e., coerced) into exile. According to
Bauböck (2007b, p. 2438) they should keep their voting rights on the grounds that they
would have been residing citizens had they not been unjustly driven away by their state.
Perhaps. Yet notice several things. First, exiles constitute a tiny subset of multiple
citizens. Second, even if we grant Bauböck that first-generation expats (those who were
actually driven away) should retain their political rights, we cannot say the same about
their progeny. That would mean that a great number of people (distant descendants of
those forced into exile during WWII, WWI, etc.) should hold political rights in countries
with which they have only faint historical connection. Third, and most important, it is
morally dubious to distribute political rights on the basis of counterfactuals alone, unless
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As argued in Chapter 6, their disenfranchisement is not currently pos-
sible insofar as, qua citizens of the sending state, they enjoy political
rights there for life (regardless their actual residence, regardless of
whether or not their interests are affected by the policies of the state, or
regardless of their civic competence).29 Currently, their disenfranchise-
ment30 is not possible outside their complete denationalization (with-
drawal of all the rights currently associated with citizenship).31 At the
same time, their enfranchisement in the receiving states is not possible
without them becoming citizens, under the current rules prescribing that
all and only citizens can vote in national elections. But the problem
would disappear if states could conceive of distributing to some people
political rights in the absence of full citizenship (what in Chapter 6
I called political rights-sine-citizenship in the receiving state) and other
people other of the current rights of citizenship without political rights

that is being done as a form of compensation. But notice that would itself be problematic;
surely, the best restitution measure would be to undo the harm done to them (forced exile)
by granting them the right of return with all its benefits, political rights included, rather
than giving them the right to vote there without actually returning. Saying that exiles
should have a vote in their state of origin because, had they not been forced into exile they
would have been subjected to the laws of the state, is akin to saying that their state of
origin should tax their income because, had they not been forced into exile, they would
have had their income sourced on that state’s territory. If we find the latter claim absurd,
we should doubt the former claim as well.

29 Indeed, it is usually taken for granted that political rights cannot be distributed in the
absence of citizenship. Bauböck (2007b, p. 2439) for example starts his analysis by
saying: ‘whether such minorities [external kin minorities] should have external voting
rights . . . presupposes that they must also be granted external citizenship status’. More
discussed is the possibility of granting external citizenship without external voting rights
(notice that a few states already are not allowing their citizens living abroad to vote in
national elections). This is the solution Bauböck (2007b, p. 2409) advocates for those
non-resident citizens who do not satisfy his proposed stakeholder criterion for the
allocation of political rights.

30 Bauböck (2007b, p. 2402) argues, for example, that it would be unfair if ‘external voting
rights are first extended and then curtailed’, and expats ‘will lose a fundamental right
they have been previously granted’. There are two points we can discuss here: the first
concerns the fundamental nature of political rights and the second taking away rights
once granted. Indeed, political rights are fundamental but that does not constitute in
itself an argument in favour of voting in any particular state, nor can it be an argument for
exercising political rights in more states rather than just one. We generally consider
political rights fundamental because they serve individual self-determination by
allowing people to influence the laws that govern them, and because they allow people
to further the interests they have there. Furthermore, taking away some rights is not
prima facie wrong in itself, if one should not have been granted them to begin with. Thus
whether the loss of political rights is prima facie unfair or not depends on what we take to
be the fair criteria for the distribution of political rights.

31 With some exceptions: for example, citizens of a state may lose their voting rights after
residing for a period of time abroad, irrespective of other considerations. At the time of
writing, this is the case for Germany, Canada, and the United Kingdom where citizens
would lose their voting rights after, respectively, 25, 5, and 15 years.
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(in the terminology of Chapter 6, citizenship-sine-political rights in the
sending state).

The unbundling would be equally useful if one believes (as I do) that
affected interests rather than residence or citizenship status should entitle
one to voting rights in the national elections of a state. That is typically
seen as a response to the numerous ways, in a globalized world, in which
one’s life can be affected by a distant state’s elections. But I also believe
that the loose and flexible allocation of political rights allowed by the
unbundling has an additional advantage; it is a better political solution to
the increasing uncertainty that people face in their lives than is multiple
citizenship as it is presently cast. Let me explain.

One important purpose of political rights is giving people, collectively,
some control over the events affecting their lives, some control over their
environment, thereby enabling them to make and pursue life plans and
further their interests.32 Voting is not only a way of expressing one’s
political preferences; more importantly, it is a means to promote one’s
autonomy and self-determination. Now increasingly one’s life plans
depend on environments that extend beyond one state’s borders. We
live in a word that has made possible a nomadic life, with global labour
markets and fairly permeable borders. Of course, some people (profes-
sionals) freely choose such a life, while for others (refugees) it is a matter
of necessity. For numerous others the driver is a mixture of choice and
necessity. Yet as a characteristic of the global risk society, uncertainty
plays a central role in all these people’s lives. They don’t know where
their next move will take them, or where they will settle. And while much
of that migration is internal, within the state’s borders, much of it crosses
state borders.

If exercising political rights helps us to make and pursue life plans,
then it is harder to say in which states exactly all these people should have
a say, politically and for good. They might take up work in any of many
states; or in the case of refugees, they might be transferred to just about
any state. Irrespective of their situation, however, they would all benefit
from a more flexible allocation of political rights.

Notice that this possibility of distributing and enjoying political rights
in the absence of the other rights of citizenship could undermine multiple
citizenship by rendering it superfluous, as noted in Chapter 6.33 Those

32 Of course, individually, one person’s vote will be inconsequential. However, the
proposal in view here would enfranchise whole groups of people. Together their votes
could well make a difference for their welfare.

33 Authors like Weinstock (2010) have defended the exercise of political rights by multiple
citizens. For a critique of such arguments, see Goodin and Tanasoca (2014). Here,
however, I limit my case to pointing out that political rights should be distributed
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who want to become citizens of a state only to enjoy political rights, for
example, would lose their reason to seek citizenship if they could have
political rights without it.

The same goes for residence and entrance rights. Another important
advantage of being a citizen is, of course, that it allows one to freely enter
and reside in a state’s territory. The various unbundling options would
allow states to detach these rights of entry and residence and distribute
them separately on other grounds, independently of whether one is or is
not a fellow citizen. Perhaps everybody should enjoy the right to enter
any state’s territory irrespective of other circumstances, solely on the ground
that free movement is an essential component of personal autonomy.34

Or perhaps not. Perhaps social ties – having family35 and friends in one
country – should entitle one to free entrance and residence (on a short-
term, if not permanent, basis) in that country. (Indeed, one major argument
in favour of multiple birthright citizenship is that this status ensures that
parents and children would not be cut off from one another, as discussed in
Chapter 2.) So, too, perhaps should the need for urgent medical treatment
there (provided the individuals themselves or their states are willing and
able to pay for it, so that they would not be a burden on the host commu-
nity). Unbundling citizenship rights and distributing them separately (irre-
spective of the status of citizenship) would open the door to numerous ways
in which the quality of people’s lives could be improved and their legal
entitlements be made to follow more closely their moral entitlements.

Many people today naturalize as a way of getting something extra that
is not available to them as temporary migrants or permanent residents.
They might do so reluctantly, insofar as naturalization comes with vari-
ous costs to them. One advantage of the unbundling would be to
decrease the costs these people have to bear for the enjoyment of par-
ticular categories of rights. And in addition to that, the unbundling along
the lines of option (5) would, by eliminating the status of citizen
altogether, finally break the nefarious dichotomy between citizens and
non-citizens that can so poison social relationships.36 Following the

separately according to whatever freestanding principles we see fit (being subjected to
that state’s law is one example among many, as discussed in Chapter 6) and that
distributing them via the grant of citizenship (which gives rise to instances of multiple
citizenship) is problematic insofar as it enables overinclusiveness with respect to these
principles.

34 For this view, see Oberman 2016.
35 ‘Family ties’ because with the advance of assisted reproductive technology (for both

heterosexual and queer couples) and the possibility for adoption, families are no longer
based exclusively on ‘blood ties’.

36 Again, the debate in the United Kingdom over the immigrants’ access to social benefits
is a good example.
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unbundling, and with the consequent disappearance of the status of
‘citizenship’, the differences between people would be so many and
varied that nobody would bother making a big issue of them.

Presently, people already sometimes enjoy certain rights irrespective of
citizenship status. Some social rights are already (and increasingly) allo-
cated on the basis of individual contributions or residence. And more
globally integrated labour markets mean that people can increasingly
carry some social credits and entitlements with them when moving from
a state to another (think of portable pension schemes).37 On the other
hand, at least in Europe (recall the UK debate on the benefits enjoyed
there by other non-British EU citizens during the Brexit referendum
campaign), certain political discourses strongly favour restricting social
rights to citizens only. Also, in many states, residing non-citizens are
already allowed to vote in local and regional elections and in a few states
even in national elections.38 At the same time there are many social rights
that are conditional upon residence that citizens who are not actually
resident there cannot enjoy in their ‘home’ state. The unbundling pro-
posal would make such instances the rule rather than the exception.
Unbundling means that not just some rights, but all rights, would come
to be systematically distributed on grounds other than citizenship.
Instead of granting some people a full second or third citizenship (and
with it, perhaps some categories of rights people should not be entitled
to), the unbundling proposal would allow states to distribute to those
who otherwise would have been dual or triple citizens only those categor-
ies of rights to which they are entitled to according to the proper alloca-
tion criteria governing those particular rights. The unbundling proposal
represents a ‘targeted approach’ to rights allocation, whereas the alloca-
tion of rights via citizenship is significantly rougher and thus more likely
to cause overinclusiveness or underinclusiveness.

How would dismembering citizenship solve the problems of multiple
citizenship presented in the previous chapters? Consider, for example,
the problems associated with dual citizenship acquired via investment.
While buying citizenship is problematic in all sorts of different ways,
investors have a good reason for wanting to do so. Certain economic
rights and opportunities may be available only to citizens, or the exercise
of those rights and access to those opportunities might come more easily
to citizens than to foreigners. (For example, foreigners often need to
complete more paperwork.) At the time of this writing, for example,
France allowed only citizens to sell alcohol, and many Central and

37 For discussions, see Hansen and Weil 2002; Schuck 1998; and especially Cohen 2009.
38 For an overview of voting rights provisions for non-citizens, see Bauböck 2005.
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Eastern European states still restricted foreigners’ right to buy farmland
despite objections from the EU. As pointed out in Chapter 4, the depth
of a person’s pocket might make a good criterion for the distribution of
economic rights, but not so also for the distribution of other rights
bundled up with citizenship, most especially political rights. Unbundling
citizenship rights would thus be a good solution insofar as it would allow
investors to acquire economic rights – but nothing more – according to
the size of their purses. And, of course, states would thereby secure the
freedom of distributing the other traditional rights of citizenship (political
rights included) according to other criteria that they may find more
appropriate.

It is important, however, for people to enjoy all the component parts of
the citizenship bundle – all the rights presently comprised by citizenship –

somewhere or another in the world. That is why a universal right to
citizenship exists in the first place today. Only by ensuring that all people
are citizens of one state can we be sure that all will have access to that full
suite of rights. Yet although it is vitally important that all people should
enjoy all the rights comprised by the citizenship bundle somewhere, they
do not have to enjoy all of them necessarily inside the same state and in
the form of citizenship as we now know it. This is the point of my
unbundling proposal.

Might the unbundling risk leaving some people without some of the
rights? If it does, that would be a serious criticism of it as compared with
protecting those rights through citizenship, be it single or multiple, in its
currently bundled-up form. Maybe multiple citizenship does not guar-
antee that our desired criteria (whichever these might be) for the distri-
bution of each category of rights will be perfectly satisfied.39 But at least
when conferring it, states are always erring on the side of caution, which
is overinclusiveness rather than underinclusiveness.40 That is to say, mul-
tiple citizenship errs on the side of bestowing rights on people who,
according to each right-specific distribution criterion, should not hold
these rights, rather than withholding rights from those who should hold
them according to those same criteria.

39 I take no stance on what the distribution criteria should be for each category of rights;
that would require a lengthy separate discussion. But there are good reasons to believe
that different rights should be distributed on different grounds insofar as they serve
different purposes; thus they should not be distributed all bundled together as they
currently are on condition of being a citizen.

40 But as Bauböck (2015) properly notices, theorists need to find new ways of defining the
demos that can avoid both over- and underinclusion and thus ‘be compatible with long-
term stability of the demos and vary with the type of polity to which they apply’ – that is,
forms of citizenship that are highly malleable (p. 821).
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Notice that the risk of leaving some people altogether bereft of some
categories of rights currently composing the citizenship bundle is only
really a danger for one of the unbundling options, namely, option 5
(complete unbundling). Completely unbundling all of the component
rights that currently constitute citizenship and letting states allocate them
separately would indeed require a serious bureaucratic effort on the part
of these states. They would have to monitor individuals to figure out
what their proper entitlements are, on a regular basis. One can easily
imagine how, in such scenario, it could be entirely possible for some
individuals to miss out on some (or indeed all) of the bits of the current
citizenship bundle somewhere along the line.

At the beginning of this chapter I bemoaned the fact that the distribu-
tion of multiple citizenship is controlled uniquely by states. At least some
forms of the unbundling proposal (specifically, options 3, 4, and 5) could
call for a global mechanism of coordination between states as a way of
tracking and establishing people’s rights entitlements. Even in the com-
plete unbundling scenario (option 5), states would still be sovereign to
establish whatever criteria they see fit to govern the allocation of each of
the different categories of rights. Insofar as states have not perfectly
synchronized their registries and databases in relevant ways with one
another’s, or in the absence of a global coordination mechanism, some
individuals may fall between the cracks and be left without one bit or
another of the bundle. Beyond that, one can surely expect some states to
be incapable of rising to such a complex and burdensome bureaucratic
task. While multiple citizenship of the traditional sort might err on the
side of overinclusiveness, at least it does not involve depriving some
individuals of their rights by accident. Just as it is better to risk letting
some guilty people go unpunished rather than to risk jailing innocent
ones, it is better to risk allocating excess rights to people who are not
entitled to them than to risk withholding rights from those who are
entitled to them.

In the case of a complete unbundling (option 5) there are thus two
risks:

(a) states would not be able to cope with the complex bureaucratic task,
and thus some individuals would be left without some categories of
rights to which they would be entitled according to the relevant
distribution criteria for those category of rights, and

(b) even if states could allocate all categories of rights perfectly according
to their own selected distribution criteria, owing to mismatches of
those criteria between states it would be entirely possible for some
individuals to be left with fewer rights than they would have under
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the current citizenship regime, that is, as citizens of one or more
states.

That is why it would be wise to keep available both options: both the
allocation of the full package of rights that currently travel under the label
‘citizenship’ and the separate additional allocation – in other states
beyond that of an individual’s citizenship – of different ‘unbundled’
categories of rights. That would be possible, in one form or another,
according to all three options 2, 3, and 4. However, it seems that option
2 would be the safest in this respect, permitting the allocation of one
citizenship (of one full package of rights) at birth, and in addition to that
the separate allocation of distinct rights in an unbundled fashion only in
cases of what would – under current arrangements – be claims for a
second (third and so on) citizenship.

Depending on the principles for allocating the various component
rights, this compromise may not solve overinclusiveness with respect to
all categories of rights. Take the example of political rights. If being
legally subjected is the relevant principle for allocating these rights, then
according to the compromise sketched above, where both citizenship and
unbundled rights are a possibility, someone could acquire political rights
in one state (B) in virtue of his residence there, and still hold political
rights in another state (A) in virtue of his birth citizenship. Hence there
would be overinclusiveness with respect to the distribution of political
rights in state A, by the standards of the legally subjected principle.41

Even so, there is still a real advantage to allocating K one full bundle of
citizenship rights in A plus the enjoyment of separate categories of rights
in state B, compared with lettingK be a dual citizen of both A and B. The
unbundling might still avoid overinclusiveness with respect to some
categories of rights in state B, even if it does not solve potential over-
inclusiveness in state A. But as said, such overinclusiveness would be the
result of the compromise: upholding the institution of citizenship as we
currently know it alongside the allocation of unbundled rights, out of fear
that complete unbundling (option 5) might leave some people without
some of the rights that comprise the current full citizenship bundle any-
where in the world. Because of that it may seem that option 2 would
constitute a better solution than multiple citizenship: while multiple

41 Note that I refer here to overinclusiveness in relationship to the criteria established by a
particular state for the allocation of a particular category of rights. Yet the situation
described above is a case of overinclusiveness also by reference to a (global egalitarian)
standard, which is external to states’ policies, i.e., that nobody should enjoy the same bit
of the bundle in more than one state.
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citizenship may cause overinclusiveness in several states, the overinclu-
siveness caused by option 2 would be limited to one state only (the
birth state).

By contrast, option 3 would always impose trade-offs between the
same rights in the state of one’s birth and the rights one may acquire in
a second or third state. Option 3 would ensure that a person cannot
acquire some category of rights in a second state B without at the same
time losing that identical category of rights in state A. This means that
option 3 involves some degree of unbundling of rights in a person’s birth
state as well as the person’s second or third state, whereas option 2 would
preserve the old model of citizenship, as we currently know it, in the
person’s birth state. The distinctive feature of option 3 is that one would
enjoy the same number of rights as comprised by one citizenship bundle
and no more, although in option 3 those rights are distributed across
different states. One obvious problem with this option would, of course,
be that its application may prevent people from enjoying the same
category of rights in different states, even though they may be justly
entitled to them according to the various principles of distribution of
these rights.

Options 2 and 3 clearly represent solutions to different problems, and
they speak to different values. The aim of option 2 is to ensure that
nobody would be deprived of one or another category of rights compris-
ing his or her current citizenship rights in the process of unbundling
(which is logically possible in options 4 and 5). Option 2 might therefore
be considered a sufficientarian version of the unbundling proposal; in
keeping the full bundle of citizenship rights intact in the first-acquired
citizenship, states are just ensuring that everyone will enjoy all the bits of
the citizenship bundle somewhere in the world. States do so, even at the
risk of creating (a) overinclusiveness by reference to the preferred distribu-
tion criteria for some bits of the bundle, in some states, and (b) inequality
among citizens of the world (some will enjoy the same category of rights
in multiple countries).

Option 3, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with keeping
a tight rein on inequality among world citizens, by forcing trade-offs
between existing and newly acquired rights. Its aim is to prevent some
individuals from exercising the same category of rights in two or more
countries. However, option 3 is deficient in one important respect.
According to the differing distribution criteria we consider legitimate
for those particular categories of rights, some people could easily be
properly entitled to the same category of rights in several countries. If
so, then option 3 would, for the sake of formal global equality among
people, deprive some individuals of their just entitlements, thereby
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creating underinclusiveness with respect to these criteria in particular
countries. Hence, in comparison to option 3, option 2 once again proves
to be a better solution: it gives people formal access to their entitlements
(to different rights categories) in different states, while being able to
correct for global inequalities by adjusting the exact substantive entitle-
ments provided by these rights, formally.42

Option 4 would also constitute a good solution in this respect, insofar
as trade-offs between a person’s rights in one state and in another would
be required only for particular rights categories, not all rights categories.
For example, state A may insist that its birth citizens lose their political
rights upon acquiring these same rights in a second state (B), but it may
allow them to keep their rights to reside and enter freely state A if they
wish to do so. Both options 2 and 4 would allow individuals to accumu-
late some categories of rights, if not full bundles of rights, as multiple
citizenship presently allows them to do. This means that some individ-
uals would still enjoy more rights across the globe than others – and the
advantages they bring – and that some individuals could also exercise
more political power across the world than others. The same objection
applies to multiple citizenship, of course. Yet from a global egalitarian
perspective, unbundling citizenship rights, as in options 2 and 4, would
perhaps be superior to multiple citizenship insofar as at least some bits of
the package would not be automatically duplicated (or triplicated), as
would necessarily be the case with multiple citizenship.

If our worry about options 2 and 4 is mainly that some people,
enjoying the franchise in multiple states, would thereby exercise more
political power globally than others, then there is a simple solution to the
problem. All states would have to do is control the actual amount of
political power vested in such people’s exercise of political rights in those
different places. This could be achieved through weighted voting, for
example: if someone has a vote in two states’ national elections, her vote
would be weighted one-half as much as the vote of a person having a vote
in each of those states alone; if she has a vote in three states’ national
elections, her vote would be weighted one-third; and so on.43

Notice there already are, in other realms, mechanisms in place to
ensure that those holding more formal rights than others do not get a
better treatment than others. For example, dual citizens formally have
the right to diplomatic protection from two states. Logically, this could
translate into dual citizens enjoying more diplomatic protection than
mono-nationals. Yet there are international rules preventing dual nationals

42 See the discussion on weighted voting in Goodin and Tanasoca 2014.
43 For a discussion, see Goodin and Tanasoca 2014.
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from benefitting from both of their states’ protection (couched in terms of
notions pertaining to the establishment of ‘effective citizenship’).44 Or,
again, international rules prevent dual citizens from appealing to the
protection of one of their states of citizenship against their other state of
citizenship.45

V Conclusion to the Conclusion

The bottom line would seem to be that a full unbundling of all the rights
that currently comprise citizenship would be an ambitious (perhaps overly
ambitious) project. Yet even the most modest form of partial unbundling,
along the lines of option 2, would go a long way toward solving the
problems of multiple citizenship revealed in the previous chapters.

For those who see the naturalization of the world poor in rich states as a
matter of global justice, the partial unbundling I propose should be par-
ticularly appealing. Rich states are likely to be more amenable to granting
the world poor separate categories of rights – progressively, one category of
rights at a time – than to granting them the full package of citizenship rights
at once. As a solution to global injustice, therefore, the partial unbundling
is thus perhaps more feasible than multiple citizenship.

To be sure, more theoretical work needs to be done on the unbundling
proposal sketched in this Conclusion. Much more needs to be done in
exploring the desirability and feasibility of new ways of envisaging the
exercise of constituent citizenship rights, across states and not just inside
them. Much more needs to be done to elaborate the most appropriate
principles for the distribution of each category of rights, from both a
moral and a practical perspective. Nevertheless, revealing what might be
problematic about multiple citizenship as currently practiced – having
exposed the problem to which such unbundling of citizenship might be a
desirable solution – is an important first step.

44 Oeter 2003.
45 This longstanding rule has been broken, however, in the case of claims addressed to the

Iranian-American Claims Tribunal where, for the first time, dual nationals used the
protection of one of their states of citizenship against the other. Since this precedent,
such cases have multiplied. See Aghahosseini 2007.
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